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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

A Critical Constructionist View of "At-Risk" Youth in Alternative Education
by
Rachelle Touzard
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Marital and Family Therapy
Loma Linda University, June 2010
Dr. Carmen Knudson-Martin, Chairperson
Family therapists and school counselors are increasingly called upon to provide
services for youth in alternative education (Carver, Lewis, & Tice, 2010). Alternative
education systems are programs for youth who have been defined as at risk. This study
explored the at-risk discourse and asked the questions (a) how do youth and staff define
the term at risk, (b) construct their experience in alternative education systems, and (c)
experience their relationships with each other.
Combined elements from critical theory and a social constructionist perspective
guided this study. A qualitative, grounded theory method was used that included semistructured interviews with youth and their service providers in alternative education. A
convenience sample of 20 staff and 20 youth from 3 alternative education sites
participated. Results showed that youth and staff spoke in ways that reflected a traditional
risk discourse (TRD) that framed youth as dangerous, delinquent and focused on
presumed deficiencies. Nonetheless, youth and staff differed in their adoption of TRD,
either resisting or reproducing it. Youth and staff interactions either replicated a negative
view of youth based on TRD reproduction or created new, more positive views of youth
based on TRD resistance.

xii

Responses to the risk discourse revealed relational patterns between staff and
youth that were either conflictual or transformative. Results showed that overriding
systemic barriers, as well as a reproduction of the TRD, influenced constructions of
conflictual youth and staff relationships. The construction of transformative relationships
included an active resistance of the traditional risk discourse primarily by staff. Key
elements included authentic interactions, high expectations, sense of belonging,
opportunities for leadership, peer and community support.
These results enable family therapists and school counselors to recognize the
endurance of disabling discourses for youth in alternative education and also open up
new possibilities for interrupting these processes through advocacy and whole-system
change.
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Introduction

Marriage and family therapists (MFTs) and school counselors are increasingly
being called on to provide services for marginalized youth defined as "at-risk" and placed
in alternative educational systems (Britt, 2010; Carver, Lewis, & Tice, 2010). These
adolescents are routinely subjected to discourses that define them as being resistant, at
risk, and as social problems (P. Kelly, 2000; Wishart, Taylor, & Shultz, 2006). The
discourse of'at risk' is ultimately used in their regulation and control (particularly in
alternative education) and provides them with little opportunity to represent themselves
(Lesko, 2002; Meagher, 2004). Traditional definitions of "at risk" include youth who are
academically unsuccessful, suspended, expelled, or withdrawn from public schools,
abused, neglected, exploited, runaway and homeless, migrant, victims of crimes,
offenders, gang involved, and abusers of drugs and alcohol (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2001). They are viewed as the most at risk for school failure,
involvement in the correctional system, unemployment, and failure to transition to adult
dependence (Barr & Parrett, 2001).
The dominant conceptualization of youth 'at risk' draws attention to what is
wrong with these youth, rather than to what may be wrong with the 'at risk' discourse.
The proposed study used a critical-constructionist understanding of the concept of 'at
risk' and focused on how the youth experience their relationships with service providers
in alternative education. This study has explored the relational processes co-constructed
by youth and service providers (teachers, counselors, and educational staff) that reinforce
a discourse of at risk, and found exceptions where more empowering discourses are
nurtured in an alternative education setting.
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Discourse is a key concept in social constructionist and critical theories. As
defined by Foucault (1977,1978) discourse refers to ways of constructing and imparting
knowledge in concert with social practices and power relations. More than ways of
thinking and producing meaning, discourse can be considered a kind of invisible power,
silently agreed on by people in a particular social context. Attached to this invisible
power are strategies of domination over a particular social group (Diamond & Quinby,
1988), for example, youth in alternative education. The key point in this definition of
discourse is that those who partake of it are largely unaware of its habitual, taken-forgranted character and of the consequences of language.
The discourse of "at risk" tends to mask social and educational inequality for
marginalized youth (Kim & Taylor, 2008). More than serving as a meter of where to
direct resources, the discourse of at risk has informed research agendas and pubic
opinions for how to view youth who are poor, minority, or living in nontraditional family
structures (P. Kelly, 2000). Te Riele (2006) points out that the term at risk overly focuses
on personal characteristics of youth which detracts from social contexts and assumes a
dichotomy between 'normal' and deviant youth.
Many youth labeled as at risk are sent to alternative education systems from their
home school districts. Alternative education systems (AESs) are defined as organizations
that serve at risk youth who are unable to maintain enrollment at a public high school due
to multiple social, emotional, and behavioral problems (Barr & Parrett, 2001). Oftentimes
nicknamed as "last chance highs," AESs offer students an opportunity to benefit from
holistic efforts that address academic, social, family, and health concerns (D. M. Kelly,
1993). Effective alternative programs offer a caring environment, low youth-staff ratio,
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flexibility in structure, and opportunities for relevant experiences for youth (Lange &
Sletten, 2002).
Alternative education systems were originally designed to empower and support
youth that did not fit neatly into the dominant ideology of youth in traditional public
education (McGee, 2001). The following traces the history and rise of alternative
education in the Unites States.

Social Context and the Rise of Alternative Education
What may be more accurately described as blindness to social justice issues, the
dominant discourse amongst educators in the 1950s was that they were bringing up youth
in the happiest of times, transitioning them into a secure and optimistic society (Sagor,
1999). Following this period, Sagor noted that the 1960s and 1970s marked a time of
social unrest in America. Many social-justice issues were becoming visible, such as the
civil rights movement, racial segregation in schools, and continued denial of
opportunities for women. This climate of social unrest highlighted issues related to youth
who were alienated by middle-class values and were dropping out of public schools.
Dissatisfied with the traditional curriculum, a group of concerned educators moved to
create alternatives for those who did not fit into traditional schooling. The outcome was
the inception of alternative education (Goodman, 1999; Sagor, 1999; Young, 1990).
Present-day researchers estimate that there are approximate 646,500 American
youths who attend an alternative education program (Carver, Lewis, & Fice, 2010). 1 he
term alternative education refers to a broad category of programs that differ from
traditional public school and include service-delivery models intended for (a) students
with special education needs, (b) at-risk students, (c) disruptive students, (d) advanced-
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placement students, (e) charter schools, and (f) home schooling. Although there are many
forms and definitions of alternative education, this study focused specifically on
programs geared toward youth with challenging behavior who are defined as at risk.
These particular forms of AESs are designed to provide academic instruction and
social/emotional counseling to students who have been unsuccessful in traditional public
schools. Behavior problems, truancy, violence, substance abuse, poor academic
performance, and pregnancy are only a few of the reasons a student might be mandated to
participate in an AES (Carver, Lewis, & Tice, 2010).
Alternative schools serving at-risk youth were originally founded on principles of
ambition and hope for educational reform; however, some researchers have questioned
the benefits for youth (Munoz, 2005; Kim & Taylor, 2008; & Vadeboncoeur, 2009). In
some cases, alternative education programs have been referred to as repositories for
school districts that do not want to deal with youth who present with academic, social,
and emotional difficulties (Franklin, 1992; Cox, 1999; Reyes, 2006; & Vadeboncoeur,

2009). Reyes (2006) notes that while historically alternative schools took many forms,
including innovative choice models, the current mandatory discipline alternative schools
"separate out at-risk, low-income, and minority students (p. 52)." The use of AESs for
these purposes has been considered a distortion of the values and philosophy of the
original movement (Aron, 2006).

Relational Impact on Youth in Alternative Education
The youth's relationship with service providers has been well documented in the
literature as a major factor affecting their positive or negative school experience (Britt,
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2010; March & Gaffney, 2010). Positive teacher-student relationships play a key role in
reengaging at-risk students (Croninger & Lee, 2001; Kenny & Bledsoe, 2005). Croninger
and Lee found that demographic, academic, and social risk factors were predictive of
academic failure among a sample of students; however, having a supportive relationship
with a teacher (i.e., teacher closeness) and active teacher involvement (i.e., ongoing
communication about the students' school work) significantly decreased the likelihood of
dropping out. Furthermore, this effect was particularly strong among youth who were at
the highest risk of dropping out (Croninger & Lee, 2001). In this example, the effects of
the at-risk status were moderated by aspects of the teacher-student relationship,
particularly among students who were at the highest risk of withdrawing from school.
Once enrolled in an alternative education system, the youth and their service
providers have to contend with the at-risk label (Becker, 2009). Service providers can
either participate or challenge the at risk discourse, thereby creating opportunities or
barriers for youth defined in this way. By participating in a deficit view of youth, service
providers can unintentionally perpetuate a relational dynamic that keeps youth engaging
in problematic behaviors, thereby strengthening the at risk discourse. Deficit views only
consider negative characteristics of youth and not their strengths, resources, or potential.
Simply referring to youth as at risk encourages this deficit view and limits opportunities
for youth to move past these negative constructions (Te Riele, 2006).
Research that documents the voice of youth and their experience in alternative
education suggest that youth desire meaningful relationships with teachers, and
supportive atmospheres, but sometimes ielt isolated and stigmatized by the at-risk label
(Owens & Konkol, 2004). Swaminathan (2004) investigated youth perspectives of

ineffective and effective programs. Results indicated that for programs to be effective,
they needed to go beyond creating caring relationships to offer spaces that youth connect
with as a 'home place." Kim and Taylor (2008) found that youth experienced staff as
caring but their program did little to offer them meaningful education that could increase
their status in society. Disparities were found where youth held high aspirations for their
future but administrators articulated a belief that youth were only capable of learning
minimal academic skills.
While there are studies that incorporate the experience and perspectives of youth,
they are nevertheless limited in number. More research is needed to further highlight and
represent the voice of youth in alternative education.

Marriage and Family Therapists in Alternative Education
As noted above, the very act of defining youth as at risk may be interpreted as locating
the problem in the individual, thereby blaming the victim (Swadener & Lubeck, 1995).
Marriage and family therapy theories have, historically, taken on the task of expanding
the system, thereby lifting an individualistic focus on problems and problem maintenance
(Kerr & Bowen, 1988; Minuchin, 1974). Researchers in the field of marriage and family
therapy focus on interpersonal relationships that exist within a family system in order to
promote positive outcomes and deter problem behaviors, for example, Liddle's (2002)
Multidimensional Family Therapy and Alexander and Parsons (1973) Functional Family
Therapy. Multidimensional Family Therapy (MDFT) has been developed and refined
over the past 20 years as an outpatient family-based treatment system for adolescent
substance abuse and related problems. MDFT studies have included samples of teens
with serious drug abuse and delinquency — typically heavy marijuana users, with alcohol,
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cocaine, and other drug use; mainly referred from juvenile or drug court. Arrests,
convictions, and probation placements are less likely to occur during 12 month follow-up
for youth receiving MDFT than youth receiving comparison treatments (Rowe et ah,
2004). Functional Family Therapy (FFT) is considered an effective prevention program
for at-risk adolescents and their families (Alexander, Robbins, & Sexton, 1999). Over the
past 30 years, FFT providers have learned that they must do more than simply stop bad
behaviors; they must motivate families to change by uncovering family members' unique
strengths, helping families build on these strengths in ways that enhance self-respect, and
offering families specific ways to improve (1999).
The unique training in MFT theory, research and practice becomes highly useful
in alternative education system, whose primary mode of operation has been overly
focused on an individual, behavior-modification approach, rather than an empowerment
approach (Kim & Taylor, 2008). Taking cues from marriage and family therapy research,
with its focus on interpersonal relationships, MFTs are well positioned to collaborate
with teachers and other educators to play vital roles in using a more inclusive, relational
model to help all students. Understanding how the context may be maintaining individual
problems is of interest to family therapists and school counselors working in alternative
education. Expanded understandings from family therapy perspectives can help open the
doors of possibility for a more optimistic future for youth enrolled in alternative
education, thereby restoring the system's original purpose of serving the needs of diverse
youth (McGee, 2001).

8
Objectives
Youth defined as at risk have often felt marginalized and invisible in AESs (Kim
& Taylor, 2008). The purpose of this study was to understand the range of lived
experiences of youth in alternative education, including their relationships with staff.
Alternative education sites used in this study are located in the Los Angeles County, and
are primarily populated by low-income, minority youth. The specific objectives included
exploring (a) what the term at-risk youth means to youth and staff, (b) how youth and
staff experience their relationships with each other, (c) how an at risk discourse is created
and co-constructed between the youth and service providers and (d) identifying under
what conditions competing discourses are created.
In engaging these questions, this research did not provide concrete answers to all
the problems facing youth in alternative education. Instead, the findings contribute to
broader debates about deconstructing negative public views and equality-for-youth
perspectives in alternative education and research.

Rationale
The literature on adolescent experience, from their voice, is a well-known missing
link in most fields of social research (Sprenkle, 2002). More research is needed to
highlight and attend to the insights of marginalized youth. The insights and themes
generated by this qualitative endeavor will provide valuable information that can inform
policy, family therapy theory, treatment, and interventions with youth in alternative
education.
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The research literature, as well as school systems, tends to ignore the perspectives
of youth identified as at risk. So long as their voices are not heard, we can expect youth to
continue to act out in challenging ways in search of someone who will listen to their calls
for attention and understanding.
A critical-constructionist interpretation of at-risk youth promotes an in-depth
understanding of how relationships based on power are created and unintentionally keep
youth oppressed and unable to attain social mobility. More research is needed to add to
the growing body of literature from the youth's perspective. In doing so, definitions of
risk can be expanded to accommodate the multiplicity of meanings that are possible when
the voices of youth are heard (Ungar, 2001). A critical-constructionist interpretation
encourages openness to a variety of meanings that are more contextually relevant to
youth involved in these systems. This understanding of the at-risk discourse has
implications for the way service providers intervene and promote equality in
marginalized populations.
School districts and communities have come to realize that it is impossible to
educate youth without attending to their social and emotional contexts (Barr & Parrett,
2001). The time has come, however, for youth in alternative education to receive more
attention, after spending decades in the shadows of public school research (Barr &
Parrett, 2001). Although AESs were originally designed to provide supports for
struggling students, these programs are oftentimes viewed by the community (and AES
service providers) as a place for "bad kids'' (Franklin, 1992). D. M. Kelly (1993) warned
that very little is known about what goes on behind the walls of alternative education,
adding a daunting footnote that much of what we do know is based on research from the
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1970s. Therefore, it seems important to pursue youth's experience in these programs in
order to better meet their needs. By listening to the voices of youth, service providers and
policymakers can help bridge the gap in social and educational equality for disadvantaged
youth (Meagher, 2004).
Giroux (2001) notes that youth, who are marginalized by race, class, and gender,
are rarely asked to give their perspective on issues of pedagogy or the relational context
that shapes their everyday lives. This study has done just that by moving youth toward
the center of the conversation, with an agenda to redefine the concept of at-risk youth.
Fine (1991) demonstrated that this is possible as the author reconceptualized the notion of
at-risk youth as "critics of educational and labor market arrangements" (p. 4).
Marriage and family therapists (MFTs) working with marginalized youth must
make every effort to challenge the processes that Ignore societal and school conditions
that perpetuate inequalities. MFTs working with youth in an AES will benefit from
research highlighting the voices and needs of youth. This will help MFTs serve as
advocates in a system that tends to be dominated by negative perceptions of youth and
alternative education.

11
A Critical Constructionist Framework

This study combines elements of critical theory and social constructionism in
examining youth and staff in alternative education systems. Critical theory in general
frames school culture as a site of subjugation as well as resistance and offers a lens and a
language with which to understand relationships based on power and inequity (McLaren,
1995). Social constructionism contends that reality is created between people, in
language and interpersonal connections between self and others (Gergen, 2001). The
following sections outline key concepts these theories propose.

Language and Discourse
Language is the vehicle though which reality is constructed and given meaning
(Gergen, 2001; 2009). Munoz (2005) used social constructionism as framework to study
the language used by alternative education staff, noting that language can serve to
privilege some and oppress others. Language can also be transformative in relationships
(McNamee & Gergen, 1999). The way in which service providers engage with at-risk
youth, can be considered a negotiation of their relational identity. Thus, through the use
of language in relationship with one another, service providers can help youth see
themselves as successes or failures.
In alternative education, however, there is a tendency among service providers to
use deficit-based language, creating relationships based on power (Garcia & Guerra,
2004). Deficit-based language focuses only on negative aspects of a person or their
behavior. These are necessary ingredients for particular discourses to survive and thrive.
Discourse is a key concept in critical theory. As mentioned in the introduction, discourse
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refers to the specific ways of speaking about things in a habitual and taken for granted
manner (Foucault, 1972,1978). For example, the "discourse of at-risk" refers to a
particular vocabulary, set of norms and rules for defining and making sense of youth in
alternative education.
The key component in understanding discourse is that those who participate in it
are largely unaware of the process and the consequences that their way of speaking may
impart. Foucault's (1977) writings have shed light on the institutional conditions and
social problems that create, maintain, and support particular discourses. In this study,
AESs are considered one such educational institution that facilitates the emergence and
strength of an at-risk discourse.

Relationships and Relational Self
Relationships between youth and their service providers are viewed as a social
construction, with awareness that it is only "within relationships that people come to be
identified and to be valued" (Gergen, 2001, p. 108). Gergen (1994) made the point that
our language for describing individualistic and internal states is extensive, while our
vocabulary for a discourse of relatedness is lacking. In a discourse of relatedness, the
view of self takes on a relational definition, with the self known only in relationship with
others.
Traditional Western views of self maintain that we are independent beings,
containing personalities and separate psychological and emotional states (Gergen, 1994).
This approach assumes that individuals perform "internal" cognitive operations,
separable from "external" social influences, to "make sense of' and "understand" how
things really are (Gergen, 1985). In contrast, a relational view of self assumes a relational

ontology. In other words, all social realities—all knowledges of self and of other people
and things—are viewed as interdependent constructions existing and known only in
relation. In this view, knowledge is not a separately existing thing or product that can be
learned, traded, transferred, and stored. The self is only realized in relationships, "as a
constituent of the whole" (Gergen, 1985, p. 215). It is this relational view that propels
this researcher to intimately connect the perspectives of the youth to the institutions
powerful enough to define them as at risk.

Power as Relational
Power is considered to be relational and not something that a person or group of
people possess as a resource or a capacity (Crossley, 2005). When perceived as the latter,
power is a fixed capacity that enables people (or groups) to impose their will on others.
When perceived as relational, attempts at imposition can be blocked or resisted, or at
least force a compromise by the people (or groups) with less power. Whether or not
powerful groups succeed at imposing their will is not a matter of capacity but a matter of
the relationships and interactions with less powerful groups. This relational definition
implies that less powerful groups can act as agents and are not completely powerless
(Crossley, 2005).
In alternative education, service providers (teachers, therapists, and staff)
seemingly hold the most power as a group, with the youth occupying a less powerful
position. It is in these relationships that either a negative or positive view of the youth
survives and is maintained (Garcia & Guerra, 2004). Logically, these theoretical concepts
challenge any institution whose curriculum and pedagogy is based on independent

activities and self-regulated learning, two approaches highly characteristic of AES (Barr
& Parrett, 2001).

A Critical View of Alternative Education
Critical theory highlights issues of power and justice and how social institutions
and cultural dynamics interact to construct a social system (Denzin & Lincoln, 2001).
Critical researchers attempt to confront the injustice of a particular facet of society,
announcing their bias, with a specific focus on empowering marginalized groups.
Embedded in this framework is an "open acknowledgment of injustice with a step
towards political action" (p. 453).
In addition to highlighting and criticizing oppressive institutions, critical theorists
also explore ways to transform society. It is not only a critique of social structures; it is an
analysis of relational power (Lynn & Parker, 2006). An examination of these
relationships can lead to uncovering ways that powerful groups might be oppressing less
powerful groups. Critical theorists ask questions to uncover and make visible who holds
the power, who is being exploited and oppressed, and who benefits from certain
institutional settings (McLaren, 1998).
Critical theory is central to addressing the present overarching question: How do
youth experience the system and what are their relationships in alternative education? It
helps service providers understand what is happening in these systems versus what
should be happening to support and empower youth. It also highlights who benefits from
the current practices in alternative education and gives voice to the youth who occupy a
less powerful position.

Considering that AESs have been touted as repository for bad kids, a critical view
deconstructs the youths' relationship to authority figures as one of power and oppression.
In this view, opportunities for youth to achieve equality are undermined by a system and
relationships that were originally designed to support and empower them.

The Social Construction of At Risk Youth
According to social construction theories, language is the vehicle used to create
and define reality (Gergen, 1994). Those who hold the most power have the ultimate
leverage on what is an acceptable reality. As is the case in alternative education, the
youth's experience of self is highly influenced by the service providers, who are assigned
to them to control and alter their behavior to fit better with social norms. Youth and the
service providers in alternative education participate in a social discourse that can either
promote emancipation from their at-risk label, or reinforce barriers to success. Through
the use of language and hierarchical relationships, service providers can solidify a
problem-saturated identity for youth, an identity they carry out into the community.
Problem-saturated stories are negative perceptions about youth and ignore the coping
strategies youth employ to increase their well-being (Ungar, 2001; Gergen, Hoffman, &
Anderson, 1996).
A constructionist view of at-risk youth defines their problematic behavior as the
youth's way to enhance their personal and social empowerment (Ungar, 2001). Because
at-risk youth have been unsuccessful at gaining acceptance in socially acceptable ways,
they have tendencies to seek out delinquent actions as a way to bring them greater selfesteem (Gooden, 1997). Social constructionists view problematic youth behaviors as
effective ways to increase status when other pathways are blocked (lotten, 2000; Ungar,

2001). Solorzano and Delgado Bernal (2001) also used critical theory to explain that
some forms of resistance in schools can have transformative underpinnings. Instead of
viewing at-risk youth as problematic and resistant to change, youth can be viewed as
resilient in the face of limited resources for mental health (Ungar, 2001).

Research Goals From a Critical Constructionist Perspective
Critical theory, historically and currently, has the fundamental aim of
understanding and eliminating the power imbalances that exist between people in various
social settings (Solorzano & Delgado Bernal, 2001). As a critical-constructionist
researcher, I analyze the literature on youth at risk in the context of an ongoing endeavor
to make sense of and identify ways of interrupting exclusionary practices that perpetuate
social inequalities for youth.
Another explicit goal of research from a critical theory perspective is to transform
social structures that reduce opportunities for oppressed people (Giroux, 2001).
Researchers take an openly political stance and work to expose inequalities that keep
powerful groups in power and make certain those with less social, economic, and
political power stay at the bottom. Conducting research from a critical-theory perspective
not only enables marriage-and-family therapists to recognize the endurance of particular
inequalities for youth in alternative education, it also opens up new possibilities for
interrupting these processes through advocacy and whole-system change. Furthermore,
this research displaces prevailing discourses of youth at risk with more adaptive ways to
view youth, using methods that recognize the complex web of forces youth face
(P. Kelly, 1999, 2000).
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Review of the Literature

The majority of research on youth in alternative education addresses program
characteristics and implementation issues, identifying risk factors, clinical interventions,
effectiveness, and recidivism (Cox, 1999; Rodriguez & Webb, 2004; Tobin & Sprague,
2000). What immediately becomes clear when reviewing the literature is the vast
community of concern on at risk youth and what to do about them. What is largely
missing, however, are the voices of youth labeled at risk, and the larger processes that
serve to maintain a negative discourse of at-risk youth (Apple, 2004; Freire, 1997;
Giroux, 2001).
This chapter examines the relevant research findings that provide support for this
research. The analysis suggests four important themes: (a) the cycle of inequality and
ineffectiveness in alternative education, (b) the negative perceptions of alternative
education and youth, (c) the individualistic and assumed nature of the at risk discourse,
and (d) the need for more positive ways to view at risk youth. The analysis suggests a
need more knowledge of the systemic and relational processes by which the at-risk
discourse defines much of what is possible for youth in AES.

Alternative Education: The Cycle of Inequality and Ineffectiveness
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) conducted the first national
study of alternative programs serving at-risk youth and revealed that 612,900 youth in the
United States were enrolled during the 2000-2001 year, and this number is rising every
year (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2001). The NCES study also
revealed that alternative programs are overly represented in areas with high-minority and
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high-poverty concentrations (NCES, 2001), which calls into question the existing
inequalities in AES (Kim & Taylor, 2008),
Researchers have noted that some studies of at-risk youth bypass societal and
contextual issues surrounding the lives of youth, and instead, address more immediate
causes and effects of risk, and which treatments work better than others (Barr & Parrett,
2001; Aron, 2006). There seems to be little attention to the inequities involved in being
labeled as at risk. This section will identify a few key studies that highlight the issue of
inequity and inadvertently perpetuate a negative discourse of youth defined as at risk.
The Organizing for Diversity Project (Betsinger, Garcia, & Guerra, 2001) set out
to generate and field test teacher training modules geared toward increasing multicultural
competence. The purpose was to enhance teacher's self awareness (personal beliefs) and
increase knowledge and understanding of how cultural influences learning and
interactions. An overarching finding revealed that teacher's believed students and
families were at fault because "these children" come to school lacking the knowledge and
skills and that "uncaring parents" do not value or support in their child's education. Over
time and after experience with the training modules, teachers' awareness about their own
cultural identity increased, though perceptions about cross-cultural adaptability did not.
Knowledge about the impact of culture on classroom interactions also increased.
Furthermore, teachers showed a mixed pattern of changes in beliefs about cultural and
linguistic diversity. This study is important because it highlights the need for staff
training to raise awareness with regards to cultural context.
Paone, Packman, Maddux, and Rothman (2008), conducted a study that examined
a school-based group-therapy intervention with at-risk youth. Using Kohlberg's (1981)

theory of moral development as a backdrop, the main goal of the study was to examine
whether group therapy was useful to develop moral reasoning in at-risk youth.
Throughout the study, it was clear that the concept of at risk was assumed as a naturallyoccurring label for youth who would not conform to the socially acceptable norms of the
school. Results showed group therapy was more effective than individual talk therapy on
the moral reasoning of at-risk ninth-grade students.
Although this study has its merits for the promotion of group therapy as a viable
interventionist tool, I found their limitations more intriguing. A small paragraph notes
that their findings were limited by those who dropped out, and also by the fact that the
remaining participants had limited English proficiency. This type of conclusion is typical
of researchers who bypass the possible inequity that might exist at the school site. Unlike
the Organizing for Diversity Project that promoted the understanding of cultural context,
this study lacked a soeio-cultural context and instead placed the problem of risk in the
youth. There was no mention of the cultural background of the participants until the
limitations section, whereby the study stated that there was a problem of "limited English
proficiency." English proficiency was not mentioned as a factor influencing the group or
the results of the study except as an afterthought.
The concept of moral reasoning was also never questioned as a useful framework
for this group. The stages of moral development (Kohlberg, 1981) are individualistic
ideas and do not recognize the complexity of multidirectional forces at work in youth's
lives. While Gilligan (1982) has critiqued this framework on a gender basis, these
concepts might also be culturally biased against youth defined as at risk. This study

presumed to judge the moral reasoning of at-risk youth, lacking attention to social
contexts of race, class, gender, and socioeconomic status.
As an exception to the above noted studies, Kim and Taylor (2008) noticed that
most alternative schools are located in areas of high poverty and large minority
populations. They examined an alternative high school to determine whether the school
benefited the youth. They interviewed 9 students, 4 teachers, 1 administrative assistant,
and 1 assistant superintendent. Their focus was on students' perspectives to discover
ways to provide better educational opportunities to disenfranchised students. Their
findings indicated that the school provided a caring environment for students and gained
their trust, however did not offer meaningful and equitable education that benefited
students. These researchers concluded that the school was a caring environment that
served as a warehouse for at-risk youth, and did little to empower them.
Examination of the themes of Kim and Taylor's (2008) study reveals insights into
how a cycle of inequality might be perpetuated in the alternative education system. One
reported theme was that the youth had hopes, dreams, and aspirations for the future,
however, their teachers and administrators held different opinions. The teachers and
administrators' expectations of the students were focused narrowly on reading and
mathematics scores so that students could do "well enough to get by" (p. 213). Their
limiting expectations appear to perpetuate the disenfranchisement and marginalization of
these youth.
Kim and Taylor (2008) reported that the administration's perspective was that a
focus on cultural relevance or consideration of different learning styles was a waste of
time because (a) it is impossible to meet the needs of everyone, and (b) it is not the way

society operates. The administrators claimed that the alternative school prepares youth for
the "real world" of work, where there are no alternatives: a strong argument. However, a
failure to empower the youth leaves them in the same position they were when they
enrolled in alternative education. Considering cultural relevance a "waste of time" might
be one of the obstacles working against alternative education as an equitable endeavor.
Kim and Taylor's (2008) insightful study is limited by the low number of
participants interviewed. It is not clear why the decision was made to interview so few
students, teachers, and staff. Additional research is needed to better understand why
teachers and administrators take limiting views.
In a theoretical paper, Te Riele (2006) examined the empirical literature on
alternative education and conceptualizations of the at-risk label. The author cited
Bernstein (1977) and Connell, Ashenden, Kessler, and Dowsett (1982) to further
explicate that opportunities and outcomes for youth in alternative education remain
unequal, according to social class, ethnicity, and gender. Te Riele noted that there is a
general belief, also reflected in national policies, that education is unquestionably
beneficial for all, and to describe those who do not conform to this standard as at risk,
thereby creating a category of other. The youth who go to school, attend class, and do not
cause problems for authorities are considered the norm, and those who do not attend
school and are problematic for authorities are considered at risk. There are no questions
about the cultural relevance of education for the youth. The category of the at-risk other
is not only seen as different from the majority, but as a threat to themselves and society.
Te Riele advocated for more research to support the need and the reasons to replace the

at-risk conceptual framework with a more complex conceptualization that matches the
experience of youth, and focuses on systemic changes in alternative schools.
In addition to the inequalities still present in AESs, there are also studies that
questions alternative education effectiveness. Some programs do offer a level of
credibility (Batten & Russell, 1995), but those studies are few, and little is known about
what makes them effective, or the processes by which this effectiveness is achieved.

Questionable Effectiveness
Although AES are rapidly increasing all over the United States (NCES, 2001;
Foley & Pang, 2006), evaluation and outcome research on AESs is not correspondingly
on the rise. Several authors have suggested an overall lack of or outdated information
regarding outcome and effectiveness research (Barr & Parrett, 2001; Munoz, 2005; Aron,
2006).
The few studies evaluating AESs have demonstrated minor or limited
effectiveness in meeting the needs of marginalized youth. In a meta analysis of the
research related to effectiveness of AES, Cox (1999) found that programs showed a small
overall effect on school performance, attitudes toward school, and self-esteem, but no
effect on the defined concept of delinquency. Findings did reveal, however, that
programs targeting specific populations of at-risk youth produced larger effects than
those with open-door admissions policies.
In another 5-year evaluation study of alternative-education programs, Cobb et al.
(1997) found that students regarded alternative education as nothing more than a
"dumping ground" or "junior jail." They also reported that although staff members seem
genuinely caring, they lacked adequate training and support to provide quality education
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and rehabilitation for youth. Based on these findings, it appears that in order for
alternative schools to be effective, they not only need to focus on caring relationships, but
also need to question the assumptions and discourses that might guide their view of youth
labeled at risk.
One study that took on the task of questioning these assumptions is by Munoz
(2005). The author took a deeper look at the ideology that characterizes and guides
alternative education. The case study included 80 Latina students, mostly single mothers,
in an alternative school. Classroom observations were conducted weekly for 6 months as
part of the data-collection method. Survey data included students, teachers, and
administrators. Surveys were designed to examine school culture including pedagogical
decisions, instructional themes and materials, administrative procedures, physical space,
and social organization of learning. Munoz posed the question, "To what extent is a
culture of remediation created (co-constructed by teachers and students) within
alternative education?" (p.4).
The findings of the Munoz (2005) study supported the proposition that the
educational climate was informed by an ideology of remediation. A remedial philosophy
meant that the students were taught minimal skills to survive the year and were not
challenged academically. The standards for youth success were lacking and an overall
effort for institutional evaluation was discouraged. An overall theme of deficit-based and
remedial thinking permeated the school, including students, teachers, and administrators,
thereby rendering the alternative school ineffective in meeting the goal of empowerment
and equity for youth defined as at risk (Munoz, 2005).

Further analysis of the evaluation and efficacy literature has been less than
encouraging. In a large-scale evaluation of 16 federally funded alternative programs,
Dynarski, Gleason, Rangarajan, and Wood (1998) found that these programs for at-risk
youth did not improve their test scores, grades, or high school completion rates. Survey
results also showed no improvement for student self-esteem, locus of control, pregnancy
rates, arrests, or drug use, even though the design and implementation of the program
appeared to offer innovative services for students (Dynarski et al., 1998).
The largest-scale study related to alternative education was conducted in
Minnesota by researchers Lehr and Lange (2003). The authors surveyed 83 directors and
85 teachers in Minnesota's alternative programs. The directors' survey collected
information on program demographics, admission/exit policies, special-education issues,
curriculum, and student-progress procedures. The teachers' survey asked questions about
the teachers' experiences. Results indicated that the schools surveyed tended to be small,
have few support services in the school, use community resources to support the
curriculum, exhibit a high level of control shared with staff (though such areas as funding
and space allocation were usually decided by district administrators), and have teachers
who see these schools as not yet meeting their ideal (though much closer to ideal than the
traditional high school). Further analysis of the results also showed the value of these
alternative programs for serving special-needs students. Interestingly, no students were
surveyed. This is one example where soliciting the youth's perspective on alternative
education programming might have been useful.
The few studies mentioned above shared similar results that suggest inconsistent
outcomes and effectiveness found in alternative education programs. We simply do not

know enough about the effectiveness of AES to provide a clear picture of any benefit to
youth. Some critical theorists question the scarcity of effectiveness research and
continued use of individualistic models that blame youth and their families for behavioral
problems (Kim & Taylor, 2008).
Without critical reflection on the discourse that defines much of what it means to
be in an alternative system from the youth's perspective, AES will likely continue to
maintain the status quo of invisible inequality and ineffectiveness. As Swadener (1995)
stated, "the term 'youth at risk' is the cultural deprivation model re-vamped for the
1990's" (p. 18); this study addresses whether Swadener's predictive statement is still
relevant in present day alternative programs.

Negative Public View of Youth and Alternative Education Systems
AES are sometimes not well regarded in the communities they serve (AymanNolley & Taira, 2000; McGee, 2001; Meagher, 2004; Munoz, 2005). Rather than being
recognized as an alternative for youth whose needs are not being met by traditional
approaches, alternative schools can be viewed as a place to send troublemakers. One of
the greatest obstacles to alternative education success has been the negative views (held
by the community and the youth) of these organizations as "dumping grounds" or
warehouses for bad kids (Kim & Taylor, 2008; McGee, 2001).
From their inception, it was considered progressive to be called an alternative
school. In a poignant article, McGee (2001) noted that AESs in the 60s and 70s
emerged as havens to disaffected youth disenfranchised by traditional curricula. Early
AESs were the answer to a failed traditional system that tried to fit all youth into one

acceptable category. The tendency in these early years was to fault the system, not the
youth. They did so by creating alternatives for success by encouraging creativity,
freedom of expression, and honoring diverse learning styles. The youth of these early
years considered it not only acceptable, but honorable to be part of a program that was
not part of the mainstream (McGee, 2001).
McGee's (2001) article serves as a reminder that over the years, this idealist
notion of alternative education has faded. Community members, as well as many
educators, have come to define youth in AESs by the difficulties they face, rather than
their strengths to rise above them. The dominant discourse now regards youth not as
alienated by "normal" traditional schools but as deviant and dysfunctional (McGee, 2001;
Ungar, 2001; 2009).
These negative perceptions of AES translate to negative views of the youth who
attend them. Negative perceptions of youth appear to be a trend in the literature. AymanNolley and Taira (2000) examined the psychological research on adolescents in six
human-development journals from 1990-2000. The authors found a persistent bias toward
research on the negative aspects of youth such as risk taking, turmoil, instability, and
abnormality, especially in Black and Hispanic youth. The authors coined the term
"obsession with the dark side of adolescence," making the point that researchers in the
social sciences seem to focus heavily on the negative aspects of young lives.
Munoz (2005) conducted a case study that addressed negative perspectives of
youth. He argued that these negative perceptions contribute to the broader debate about
inequality in alternative education and to the negative risk discourse. This process sets up
a distinction that there are normal youth and abnormal, at-risk youth in need of repair and

ultimate return to normalcy. Munoz further made the point that the at-risk-youth
discourse is in need of a reconceptualization, seeing youth as social critics and potential
change agents.
Although the Munoz (2005) case study raises the issues and consciousness of
researchers in alternative education, there is little mention of the processes by which
negative views are socially constructed and maintained. We know that there are negative
views; however, the literature in general stands virtually mute on how these negative
views come to be held by community members and members of the alternative system.
By questioning and deconstructing the at-risk discourse, researchers can begin the
process of shifting the views to a more positive and hopeful climate.
The Ayman-Nolley and Taira (2000) and Munoz (2005) research endeavors are
significant steps toward deconstructing the cycle of negative perception of youth in AES,
However, there is a need to add to this small body of work that seeks to untangle how the
dominant discourse continues to marginalize and silence at-risk youth. It appears that one
important factor is the underlying assumption in the literature that the youth's failure to
succeed in traditional schools was largely the cause of individual factors including
poverty, minority status, or family characteristics. This individualistic focus blames youth
for their circumstance and reflects an unwillingness to look for solutions in the
educational system itself (Garcia & Guerra, 2004).

Individualistic Nature of the At-Risk Discourse
A lot of the evidence on risk factors takes a simplistic view of the world that
young people experience. The research tends, in particular, to reduce young people's
lives to their individual psychology, the behavior of their peers, and the influence of their

families, with all these factors being understood as straightforwardly negative for youth.
As a consequence, the hidden power of social context prevails and ultimately blames low
socioeconomic status and minority youth for their failure in school. This process has been
referenced in other literature as the "deficit model" (Garcia & Guerra, 2004). The
emphasis on a deficit model for youth can lead to further stereotyping youth (Dwyer &
Wyn, 2001; P. Kelly, 1999) and is a subtle form of victim blaming (Te Riele, 2006).
For example, Fuller and Sabatino (1996) conducted a descriptive study of those
who attend alternative high schools. The authors stated that many students in alternative
programs share behavioral traits and often are described as "cynical, suffering academic
and behavioral problems in school, possessing antisocial attitudes and behaviors, lacking
educational and/or career goals, and having problematic relationships with both family
and peers" (p. 295). Interestingly, their results also showed 42% of at-risk students did
not participate in any type of extracurricular school activities. This assumes that
participation in extracurricular activities is valued by all people, and is a marker of
success.
Other descriptive characteristics of the Fuller and Sabatino (1996) study include
that at-risk students are poor in academic achievement, sustain high rates of truancy,
repeatedly violate norms and exhibit antisocial behaviors, hold negative attitudes toward
school, have conduct disorders, have interpersonal and family-relationship problems, and
maintain significant feelings of hopelessness. Because the system of alternative
education, including its service providers, have not considered themselves as part of the
problem, there is little willingness to look at the system for flaws, and instead rely on
these individualist traits (Te Riele, 2006).

Although some researchers mention that possible "adverse experiences early in
childhood" cannot be ruled out, most suggest a genetic basis for these risky behaviors
(Eley, Lichtenstein, & Moffitt, 2003; Rhee & Waldman, 2002; van Goozen, Snook,
Fairchild, & Harold, 2007), further separating youth from their context and
multidirectional influences. Other researchers have proposed that youth who exhibit risk
factors can be linked to more innate factors such as callousness, impulsivity, and
inattention (Frick & Marsee, 2006; Moffitt, 2006; van Goozen et al., 2007). For example,
Pardini, Obradovic, and Loeber (2006) found that interpersonal callousness, inattention,
and conduct problems in boys aged 12 was linked to delinquency in adolescence. These
authors argued that the interpersonal callousness factor has been associated with lower
levels of emotional distress and fearfulness in youth. Critical theorists question whether
the expertise exists to identify the 12-year-old boys believed to be "interpersonally
calloused" and have "oppositional and conduct behavior" disorders linked to future risk
of offending, as distinct from those who are just highly active or quite possibly bored
(Armstrong, 2006). Here again, by focusing on the deviant behavior of youth, even when
contextual factors are taken into account, the assumption remains that the youth need to
be changed and hence they are the problem.
Still, research continues to take an individualistic approach to intervening in the
lives of at-risk youth. Gullone and Moore (2000) investigated the links between
adolescent risk taking and personality. The author's conceptualized risk taking using the
Adolescent Risk Questionnaire, which categorizes risk judgments and behaviors into four
areas: (a) thrill-seeking risk behaviors, (b) reckless risks, (c) rebellious risks, and
(d) antisocial risks. Personality was conceptualized using a five-factor model of

personality (neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and
conscientiousness). The 60-item questionnaire required respondents to endorse each item
on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Typical gendered results were found, with girls less likely
to engage in risky behavior than boys, but scoring higher on neuroticism.
In the Gullone and Moore (2000) study, there was little attempt to understand the
relationship between what youth experience and the reasons they give for their own
actions. More so, there was little consideration of the impact of the broader culture of
youth or the gendered discourse that defines youth experience. The risk-factor paradigm
tends to homogenize "normality" in terms of the values and behaviors imposed on youth
(P. Kelly, 1999, 2000). Young people are not simply determined by their circumstances
(by those antecedent factors that put them at risk) but are actively involved in the
production of their lives.
For decades, it appeared that social science and educational research focused on
youth and families at-risk (Swadener & Lubeck, 1995). And, although social science
research has identified poverty, a social problem, as the factor most likely to lead to drug
abuse, teen pregnancy, school failure, child abuse, and violence, there is still a tendency
to personalize being at risk, locating it in youth, their personalities, their families, and
their cultures. It is a form of victim blaming (Te Riele, 2006). If being poor or coming
from a single-parent household are risk factors, for example, then youth from such
backgrounds are automatically viewed as deficient, and this framing of the issue leads to
lower expectations for youth, stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination (1e Riele,

2006).

Similarly, Batten and Russell's (1995) comprehensive review of the literature
found that there are researchers that address contextual and relational processes between
individual and family circumstances as well as characteristics of schools and society;
however the results of those studies tend to favor individualistic attributes of youth at
risk. The authors emphasize that there is no simple causal relationship between risk
factors and a young person's life outcome. Relationships, they argue, must be viewed as a
"dense and complex web of interrelated, interacting, multidirectional forces" (p. 50). The
traditional risk-factors approach often does not recognize this complexity.
When considering these complexities, Dwyer and Wyn (2001) outlined the
dilemma that researchers must face: "How do we take risk factors seriously without
demonizing those affected. But also, how do we avoid demonizing them without
belittling the difficulties they are trying to face?" (p. 150).
Overall, the literature mentioned in this chapter tends to reinforce and not
question the assumed nature of the "problem." Simplistic and individually focused
conclusions about youth labeled at risk draw attention from the dominant discourse of atrisk youth and the diversity of developmental pathways for youth, and pathologize
deviations. The subtext of the at-risk literature is that the populations of youth they
reference, for the most part, are poor, minority youth. Swadener and Lubeck (1995)
carefully reminded researchers that poverty has become a metaphor for risk and is the
third major impact of the risk-factor discourse.
Ultimately, the risk-factors approach has created the generally accepted belief that
at-risk youth is a naturally-occurring social problem, not requiring scrutiny or evaluation.
It just is. This lack of critique of the at-risk concept has produced negative consequences
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for the youth labeled as such, and has led to inaccurate perceptions of youth (Kim &
Taylor, 2008).

From Risk Factors to Resiliency: Counter Views in the Literature
Despite the overwhelming literature that does not call into question the at-risk
discourse, there are some researchers and scholars who view at-risk youth in other, more
adaptive ways. One approach is to consider youth as marginalized and lacking in
resources to gain social mobility. Ungar (2001) noticed that problematic behaviors, when
understood from the perspective of the youth, can support resilient identity constructions.
"Problem" youth encounter many social road blocks and can lack resources to gain
socially acceptable self-constructions.
Ungar (2004) found that youth, in order to maintain more positive selfconstructions, often turn to the more accessible three D's: "dangerous, delinquent and
disordered" (p. 152) behavior. Ungar (2001; 2004) encouraged practitioners to rethink
deviant behavior and consider the mental-health benefits, adding that "devaluing" these
behaviors is counterproductive when working with youth. In an on going and current
longitudinal study, Ungar, Lee, Callaghan, and Boothroyd (2005) call for a more
contextual approach to understanding resilience with high-risk populations. These authors
contend that factors that mitigate risk in one setting (e.g. internal locus of control) do
little or nothing in other settings.
Other studies show findings that reflect more similarities than differences in the
resiliency and behavior of at-risk youth and their nonproblematic peers (Hutchinson,
Tess, Gleckman, & Spence, 1992; Michell, 1997; Tyler, Tyler, Tommasello, & Connolly,
1992; Ungar & Teram, 2000). In a naturalistic study of 41 at-risk adolescents, Ungar and

Teram (2000) found it difficult to distinguish the at-risk group from the resilient group
when between-group comparisons were considered. One of the differences between
groups was the availability of resources to help maintain the youth's self-constructions as
"healthy." Most notable, the at-risk youth found that through their problematic behavior,
they were able to sustain positive self-constructions (self-esteem, meaningful connection
to others, abilities, and competence) similar to their resilient peers. These studies point to
the hidden aspects of risk behavior that function to preserve youth resilience in certain
contexts.

Relational Context
In general, it can be said that alternative-education staff genuinely want to support
youth defined as at risk (Higgins & Tarsi, 1997; Swaminathan, 2004). Positive
relationships with staff empower, support, and challenge them by using their strengths
rather than deficits (Berg & Steiner, 2003). Labeling youth as at risk often prescribes
ready made life stories that are hard to break free from. The stories youth tell about
themselves are coauthored and negotiated between the adults that are significant in their
lives (Ungar, 2006).
In relationships, we are constantly in the process of constructing meaning
(Gergen, 2009). Therefore, the staff and youth have the potential to construct new
meanings about self instead of meanings based on the labels they carry. These
relationships and meaning constructions have the power to inspire youth to imagine a
future beyond the label of at risk, and instead see themselves as potential change agents
within a school system that has not worked for them. However, virtually no research

addresses the need to begin the process of viewing youth as social-change agents, rather
than deviant and as "problems" (Munoz, 2005; Ungar, 2006).

Critiques of the At-Risk Discourse
Discourses of at risk all share a form of probabilistic thinking about preferred or
ideal fixtures based on present behaviors or dispositions of youth (P. Kelly, 1999). P.
Kelly (2000) argued that, historically, the concept of youth encompasses becoming:
becoming an adult, becoming a citizen, becoming independent. Most constructions of
youth refer to this sense of becoming, or a transition, neither child nor adult. In this
narrative of becoming is the need to predict the future. Youth constructed as at risk,
through their behaviors and dispositions, are at risk of jeopardizing preferred futures.
Discourse of risk promotes a normative epistemology. The normal development of youth
into adulthood should ultimately resemble something of an "entrepreneurial self' selfsufficient, responsible, individual. These are not the only ways of being, nor are they the
only markers of what youth should become. Compari ng them against these norms
constructs them as less-than when they are seen as jeopardizing these aspects of
personhood. Discourses that construct certain populations of youth in terms of risk do so
in terms of deficiencies, deviance, and delinquency (P. Kelly, 2000).
Swadener and Lubeck (1995) argued that pervasive discourses of risk are
rearticulations of a cultural deficit, locating problems in individuals, iamilies, or
communities, rather than institutional structures that create and maintain inequity (p. 3).
They also describe a long history of social exclusion, creating a category of youth that is
"less than" the norm. Armstrong (2006) made the case that targeting "problem" youth at
the individual level based on statistics may be a poor use of resources and stigmatizes

those youth that alternative education seeks to help. Correlations between risk factors and
behavior also tell us little about why young people behave in the ways that they do
(Armstrong, 2006). Even on its own terms, the risk-factor approach has weak predictive
power at the individual level. Many individuals identified as high risk do not offend.
Likewise, many youth identified as low risk do offend (Armstrong, 2004).

Summary
The previously noted tensions in the literature raise important research questions
about how discourse keeps youth oppressed in an educational system designed to support
and empower them. We still lack knowledge related to how youth experience their
relational context in alternative education and how relational processes between service
providers and youth operate to strengthen risk discourses. The literature related to at-risk
youth is heavily laden with ways to "deal with" them. Efforts to identify the risk and
protective factors and what treatments work best are abundant, even though programevaluation research shows that alternative education has not been effective in dealing
with troubled youth (Cobb et al., 1997).
The literature mentioned throughout this chapter is particularly important
considering most service providers generally want to help youth and are not trying to
oppress them (Higgins, 1994). In order to unravel the process that leads to this
unintentional oppression, it becomes important to consider the at-risk discourse. Little
attention is given to highlighting the discourse that maintains and strengthens an at-risk
definition of youth. Although discourses around youth at risk have been subjected to
critique for some time (Armstrong, 2006; P. Kelly, 1999, 2000; Swadener & Lubeck,
1995), the continued prevalence of the concept of youth at risk in research and education

policy warrants ongoing critical analysis. This is a complex and challenging undertaking
but is essential for systemic change.
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Method

Grounded Theory
This research aimed at understanding how participants defined at risk youth and
how these definitions subscribed to or resisted certain dominant discourses about youth,
ultimately impacting their relationships with each other. To achieve this, a groundedtheory method was used and reflected the constructivist position and methods described
by Charmaz (2006). A constructivist approach highlights the connection of data creation
and analysis through "shared experiences and relationships with participants (pg. 130)."
This method offered a flexible set of strategies for collecting and analyzing data
(Charmaz, 2006), and served as the primary analytic framework. In essence, this
inductive theory is built by creating theoretical categories "grounded" in the data
(Charmaz, 2006).
I used a multiple-voice account (interviewing youth, teachers, counselors, and
educational staff). This choice was made because I am aware that my involvement in the
research process, my position and interests, together with my knowledge and lack of
knowledge could be imposed at all stages of the research (Charmaz, 2001). This variety
of perspectives had its advantages. First, it became an important strategy to highlight the
many voices being researched and helped to dilute the researcher's authority (Charmaz,
2006). Second, multiple perspectives helped to better understand how social relationships
were constructed, and how at risk discourses became particularly disabling for youth to
renegotiate risk identities (Blume, 2010).
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Background and Role of the Researcher
A major philosophical stance in conducting qualitative research, especially from a
critical-theory perspective, is the visibility of the researcher's bias. This has been referred
to as reflexivity (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), an attitude of attending systematically to the
context of knowledge construction, especially to the effect of the researcher, at every step
of the research process (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). Malterud (2001) said that "a
researcher's background and position will affect what they choose to investigate, the
angle of investigation, the methods judged most adequate for this purpose, the findings
considered most appropriate, and the framing and communication of conclusions" (pp.
483—484). To understand the manner in which this qualitative data was created and
interpreted, it is important to first understand my personal and professional background
with this specific population of youth.
My grandparents, who were Mexican immigrants, raised me. Throughout my
developing years, my grandparents shared stories of struggle, discrimination, and
overcoming great obstacles. The values they imparted resonated with strong religious and
family ties, solid work ethic, traditional gender roles, and the impetus to lend a helping
hand to anyone considered less fortunate. I am aware, however, that as an educated white
female I occupy a powerful social position that cannot fully be overcome. That being
said, however, my family values led me to a profession in the relational field.
For the last 8 years, I worked as a family therapist for youth in alternative
education. Early on, I noticed how most of the population was Latino or Black males. I
also witnessed that youth interact with multiple service providers including teachers,
probation officers, social workers, teacher's aides, and others. These relationships styles

ranged from contentious and confrontational to caring and collaborative. I started to
wonder how dominant cultural values in education impacted youth and their relationships
with service providers. Throughout these years, I became a strong advocate for minority
youth (and their families) and their empowerment in society and increased equality in
educational systems.
The following central research questions guided this study:

Central Research Questions
The central research questions posed by this study were:
1.

How do youth and staff define the term at risk and construct their
experience in alternative education systems?

2.

How do youth and staff experience their relationships with each other?

3.

How do these institutional and relational processes impact youth self
constructions?

Data Creation
Selection and description of sites. The sites are defined as alternative education
programs for youth defined as at risk and who have been expelled from their home
district or are returning from time spent in juvenile hall. The process for selecting sites
began by utilizing a phone directory of all the alternative education sites in Los Angeles
and San Bernardino Counties. In a semi-random fashion, I opened the mid-sections of the
phone directories for both counties and telephoned the first site that appeared at top of the
page. The initial site refused participation citing lack of time and staff to interview, but
recommended two sites that recently merged into one building. 1 called the site's

Administrator and after a face-to-face meeting to discuss the research aims, she granted
access to staff and student s to inform them of the opportunity to participate. The
pseudonyms for these two sites are Cityside Alternative Education (CAE) and Roadside
Alternative Education (RAE). The next site contact was achieved by the same procedure
and agreed to participate. This site was given the name Mountainside Alternative
Education (MAE).
Cityside and roadside alternative education. Cityside and Roadside are located in
the largest of the two cities (population 160,000) in a business park. Although two
separate sites, they are located in the same building. Roadside is considered a site for
those youth who are on probation or recently released from juvenile hall, and as one staff
member stated, has a reputation of containing "more difficult and emotionally disturbed
kids." Cityside is designed for youth who have been removed from traditional schools
(for offenses such drugs, fighting, or gang related activity), and most are in group homes
or transitional housing.
One marriage and family therapist (MFT) and 1 school counselor are assigned to
both CAE and RAE. The MFT offers group sessions on anger management and drug
counseling for those youth who are mandated to attend and is at the site 2 to 3 days per
week. The school counselor also leads group sessions and helps analyze student records
for appropriate course placement. There are four classrooms, 2 at each site, with
approximately 100 kids in attendance. The administrator, Elayne, explained that the
attendance at these particular sites is mandatory. Youth are not presented with options to
attend another program. Elayne further explained that "if the kids don't make it here their
next step is juvenile hall."

Mountainside alternative education. MAE is located at the base of the mountains
in the smaller ot the two cities (approx. 38,000), The brick building has two large rooms
and several smaller offices down the hallway. Overall, the impression is that
Mountainside looks more like an old home than a school site. One large room is for daily
classroom activities and another large room for group counseling, lunches, and other
activities. On site and full time, there are two teachers, two teacher's aides, four marriage
and family therapists, and one administrator (on site part time). During an interview with
Bill, Program Director, he explained that a small student to staff ratio and youth's
positive "influence over each other" are the main ingredients the program is built upon.
Once the preliminary criteria are met (expulsion or probation), an interview is
scheduled with the youth, their parents/guardians, and the MAE staff in order to gauge
the youth's fit with the program The decision to attend MAE lies with the youth
themselves. The philosophy, according to staff, is to create "ownership" within youth to
decide if they want to attend and make the necessary changes in their behaviors. It is
explained in the interview that there are other alternative education programs in the area,
and referrals are given if the youth decide they do not want to attend.
Participant selection and recruitment. During initial visits at each site, I made
announcements in the classrooms, explained the study, and invited youth to participate. I
explained the purpose of the interview as an opportunity for the youth to tell their story of
what it is like for them to be in alternative education and what they thought of the term
at-risk. I directed them to a secured box in the library, next to the box was interest forms
with contact information they could fill out and drop into the box. I also informed youth
that although their interviews were confidential, and no identifying information will be

shared, I would need to contact their parents for consent as well. I also explained criteria
ior participation that included they have been in alternative education for at least six
months. This six month period was to ensure they had time to experience the system.
Also during initial contact with the sites, I announced the interview opportunity at
a faculty meeting. I explained that their perception of youth and the system of alternative
education is integral in understanding how to better serve youth. I handed out business
cards and also directed them to the secured box in the library where they could fill out
interest forms and contact information. I explained the criteria for participation was that
they have worked in alternative education for at least one year.
During an 8-month time frame, I spent approximately 60 hours of field time at
each site. During this time I held informal conversations with youth and staff which
allowed them to get to know me and more details about the study. I also utilized this time
in the field to observe relationships and the day-to-day functions of the program.

Participant Descriptions
The participants in this study included 20 youth, 10 from MAE and 10 from
CAE/RAE. Of the 10 youth at MAE, 8 are Latino, 1 is African American, and 1 is White.
Of the 10 youth at CAE/RAE, 8 are Latino, 1 African American, and 1 White.
Nine staff participants at MAE were included. Of the nine staff, 2 were teachers,
Bruce, who is African American, and Brandon, who is White. Two were teacher's aides,
Charles, African American, and Demetrius, Latino. Three marriage and family therapists
and 2 administrators also participated.
Ten staff participants were included from CAE/RAE. Roadside Alternative
included 2 teachers and 2 aides: Karianne, a White teacher whose aide, Myra, is Latina

and Lalo, a Latino teacher whose aide, Naomi, is White. Cityside Alternative included 2
teachers and 1 aide: Paul, an African American teacher and Susan, a White teacher. Paul
and Susan shared an aide, Marisol, who is Latina. Appendix A and Appendix B provides
more details demographic information for the participants.

Interviews and Focus Groups
I used open-ended, semi-structured interviews with youth and staff. Initial
interviews lasted approximately 1 to 2 hours. I explained the purpose of the interviews,
how they will be used, and walked participants through informed consent (see Appendix
C). For youth participants, prior to conducting interviews I called their parents or
guardians. After explaining informed consent, confidentiality, risks and benefits, I went
to the homes of some youth, and when possible, met their parents or guardians at the
school site to obtain signatures on informed consent. Finally, participants filled out a recontact form (Appendix D).
Follow up interviews were shorter and lasted approximately 20 to 30 minutes.
Three individual follow up interviews with youth (one from each site) occurred to follow
up on major ideas, allowed for theoretical sampling, and further clarified meanings and
experience. Three follow up focus group meetings, one group with 2 teachers from CAE
and RAE, and 2 groups (3 youth from MAE and 4 youth from CAE/RAE). One youth
from MAE agreed to participate in a short follow up interview alongside her teacher from
MAE. These focus groups were used for further clarification of processes also as member
checks. Member checking involved taking the ideas back to the participants for their
confirmation and to inquire about the extent to which the developing categories fit the
participants experience (Charmaz, 2006).

Kvale (1996) says that interviewee's statements are "not collected, they are
coauthored by the interviewer" (p. 183). This statement served as a reminder to avoid
taking the results of this social interaction as a presumption, and keeping in mind the
social co-creation of the final outcome. Semi-structured interviews allowed participants
the freedom to express their views in their own terms (Kvale, 1996). This type of
interview involved the use of an interview guide. The guide is a list of questions and
topics that need to be covered during the conversation, listed in a particular order (Denzin
& Lincoln, 2000). During the interviews, I followed the guide, but was able to follow
topical paths in the conversation that strayed from the guide when appropriate. A semistructured interview is flexible, allowing new questions to be brought up during the
interview as a result of what the participant says (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).
Interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed at a later time. No identifying
information was transcribed. Interview questions were aimed at exploring how
participants (youth and staff) defined the term at risk, how they interpreted their
experiences in alternative education systems, and how they perceived their relationships
with each other. Opening questions included:"what is a typical day like for you in
alternative education? "what does the term 'at-riskyouth' mean to you?" and "where
did these ideas/meanings come from?" The interview guide is listed in Appendix E for
youth and Appendix F for staff.

Data Analysis
The basic tenet of the grounded-theory approach is that a theory must emerge
from the data, or in other words, a theory must be grounded in the data (Charmaz, 2006).
Therefore, the approach was inductive rather than deductive. Data creation, analysis, and
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theory formulation did not occur as a linear process and were reciprocally related.
Therefore, analysis involved three processes that overlapped: open coding, or line-by-line
coding where the interview data was broken open to identify relevant categories; focused
coding, where the most significant earlier codes helped to synthesize larger segments of
data, and axial coding, where categories are refined, developed, and related (Charmaz,
2006). Axial coding "specifies the properties and dimensions of a category (pg. 60)."
Selective coding continued axial coding and helped to identity central or "core"
categories that tied all other categories in the theory together (Flicke, 2002). By
integrating categories and subcategories with a central concept, the researcher provides
sufficient detail and density for the evolving theory. Sampling during the selective coding
phase becomes very directed and deliberate to fill in additional detail and clarify final
questions (Charmaz, 2006).
Open coding. In this first stage, I performed line-by-line, open coding utilizing a
constant comparison fashion (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), and considered (a) what is going
on in the interview (b) what is the process or situation, and (c) how the person is
managing that situation. This helped to identify the key phrases, concepts, categories, and
subcategories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). After a few participants answered questions
about the meanings they associated with the term, at risk youth, several key phrases
emerged such as "bad choices

"consequences for actions

and "going down the wrong

path."
In the initial coding, I considered what categories were suggested by the
statements and coded the second interview with the first interview in mind. The next
phase, which occurred back and forth between initial coding, was focused coding.

Focused coding. In focused coding, I considered the most frequent initial codes
to help synthesize and categorize the data. Moving from line-by-line coding, I selected a
lew main codes that captured main ideas in participant statements. Take, for example, the
following excerpt from a teacher who reflected on the meaning of at-risk youth:
When you get down to it, I think the meaning of it really comes down to them
becoming productive adults, it's a transition time in their life, so, at risk youth is
then describing kids who are not making it and their chances of becoming a
productive adult, in terms of getting a job, being a responsible adult, this is slim.
They're not making that transition.
In this statement, the teacher spoke about a transitional period in an adolescent's life, and
how at risk youth means that this period is threatened. I coded it, "threatened transition to
adulthood." Focused coding allowed me to compare the codes and data with other data
sets.
Axial coding. The next step was axial coding which linked the indentified
categories with subcategories. The essential idea was to develop a single storyline around
which everything else is draped (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), uncovering relationships
among categories. For example, I linked a category of "boredom" with "academic work
uninteresting" and "irrelevant material." Interlaced in this process of linking categories, I
will engage in selective coding. Selective coding is the process of choosing one category
to be the core category, and relating all other categories to that category. For example,
relational categories yielded a core category that I renamed, "transformative
relationships" that included a sense of belonging, high expectations, leadership
opportunities, peer and community support.
This back-and-forth process continued until I reached data saturation. Data
saturation is the situation in which the data has been heard before, adding no new
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information. There was no need to continue interviewing people once I found that further
interviews were not adding to the findings but were repeating what was already found in
the previous interviews (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Included alongside the analysis, I
recorded analytical memos that discuss the codes. These memos were also included in the
final analysis.
Memo writing. Charmaz (2006) explained memo writing as a critical
intermediate step between data collecting and analyzing. The purpose of memo writing is
to capture thoughts and wrestle with ideas about emergent codes and categories, and also
serves to direct the next steps to pursue and provides a record of the analytic process
(Charmaz, 2006). Written memos also provide a space when making comparisons
between codes, categories, and data sets. I wrote memos spontaneously and kept them
stored in my computer. The following is an example of a memo that became particularly
important in understanding the category of "boredom."
What is boredom about? It's everywhere at these sites. Boring, boring, boring, I
don't like it here, it's boring. Youth need to feel alive, if not, they're bored,
disengaged. Boredom as a way to express dissatisfaction. A political stance. A
resistance against the system that does not engage them in meaningful ways. Find
out what boredom means.
This memo helped guide new directions in the interview, to pursue what boredom was
about for youth.
Theoretical sampling. Memo writing led to theoretical sampling. In theoretical
sampling, I sought information from participants and oftentimes went back to previous
interviews to fill in the gaps in categories, helping to define the relationships and
properties. All of these back and forth procedures contributed to the development of the
overarching theory (Charmaz, 2006).

Social Construction of Validity and Reliability
Denzin and Lincoln (2000) remind researchers that qualitative writings are
interpretations, and are not value-free descriptions. Charmaz (1990) also takes a socialconstructionist approach to grounded theory, viewing it as a method involving dialectical
and active process, and the outcome of any research using this method "as a social
construction of the social constructions found and explicated in the data" (p. 1165).
Because this study uses a critical-soeial-constructionist framework, it was
necessary to search for criteria that could be used to judge the quality of this type of
inquiry. Guba, in 1981, began to investigate criteria to judge "construedvist" (then
labeled "naturalistic") inquiries. The resulting criteria judged the methodological and
analytical soundness of an inquiry and were given the title "criteria of trustworthiness."
Trustworthy criteria were defined as credibility, transferability, confirmability, and
dependability (Guba, 1992). These are explained below and were the criteria used for this
analysis.
Credibility. Credibility is established "by having the finding approved by the
constructors of the multiple realities being studied" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 108).
Ways that credibility can be shown are by prolonged engagement with the participants,
persistent observation of those participants, triangulation of the techniques used to study
those participants and their contexts, peer debriefing, and member checks (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2000). To help ensure credibility, I utilized a long engagement and observation
and used individual interview and focus group member checks (discussed in the previous
section on interviews) along with peer debriefing. Member checking is a vital part of a
social-constructionist inquiry in order to check with the participants how they interpret

my interpretations of the text (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). To help with the identification,
construction, and dimensions of categories, I had three meetings with one school
counselor, two MFTs and two students (age 18) who previously attended and graduated
from the alternative education programs, all of whom were in attendance at the same
time. Then, at later dates, to help refine the categories, I had conversations With the
school counselor and both MFTs separately. Data triangulation was utilized to enhance
accuracy by interviewing multiple sources (youth, teachers, counselors, staff). In
addition, my dissertation chair and committee members reviewed, challenged and offered
different angles and perspective from which to interpret the data, also known as
investigator triangulation (Flicke, 2002).
Transferability. The concept of transferability traditionally has to do with
generalizability of the research findings to larger populations (Joppe, 2000). However,
this qualitative research is anchored by constructivism which views knowledge as
socially constructed and may change depending on the circumstances. In constructionist
inquiry, the goal is to allow for transferability of the findings rather than a blanket
generalization of those findings. In this study, I provide a "rich picture" using systematic
methods. To help establish transferability, the results explain the conditions and contexts,
including detailed demographic information, which gave rise to the characteristics of the
phenomena under investigation (Flicke, 2002). By doing this, I provide a research
consumer with enough information to judge the appropriateness of applying the findings
to other settings.
Confirmability. Confirmability is vital in terms of limiting investigator bias, as
far as it is possible, to go from the standpoint of not only accepting subjectivity, but using
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it as a research tool (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). The concept that there has to be a way of
studying human behavior that could generate objective results is rejected by socialconstructionist epistemology (Gergen, 2001). The alternative is to ensure that the results,
accepted as the subjective knowledge of the researcher, can be traced back to the raw data
of the research; that the analysis is not merely a product of the "observer's worldview,
disciplinary assumptions, theoretical proclivities and research interests" (Charmaz, 1995,
p. 32). For this research, this has been achieved by use of the audit trail, which provides a
means of ensuring that constructions can be seen to have emerged directly from the data,
thereby confirming the research findings and grounding them in the data. (Charmaz,
1995).
Reliability redefined as dependability. Joppe (2000) defined reliability as "the
extent to which results are consistent over time and an accurate representation of the total
population and if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar methodology"
(p. 1). Embodied in this citation is the idea of replicability or repeatability of results or
observations.
From a social constructionist perspective, the results cannot be separated from the
researcher who created them. The researcher is the tool (Charmaz, 1995). Therefore, it is
expected that if another researcher were to carry out the same study, the results would be
different. To be more specific about the term reliability in qualitative research, Denzin
and Lincoln (1998) used dependability in qualitative research, which closely corresponds
to the notion of reliability in quantitative research. They further emphasized an inquiry
audit (p. 317) as one measure that might enhance the dependability of qualitative
research. The consistency of data are achieved when the steps of the research are verified
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through examination of such items as raw data, analytic-memo recordings, and process
notes (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). I used these measures to allow for examination of both
the process and the product of my research for consistency.

Overview of Results
The results examined the risk discourse in terms of (a) how youth and staff define
the term at risk, (b) construct their experience in alternative education systems, and (c)
how youth and staff experience their relationships with each other. Results showed that
youth and staff spoke in ways that reflected a traditional risk discourse (TRD) that framed
youth as dangerous, delinquent and focused on presumed deficiencies. Nonetheless,
youth and staff differed in their adoption of TRD, either resisting or reproducing it. Youth
and staff interactions either replicated a negative view of youth based on TRD
reproduction or created new, more positive views of youth based on TRD resistance. The
first chapter of results outlines the participants' collective understanding of the term atrisk youth. The next chapter outlines the results of participants' responses to the risk
discourse as either active resistance or reproduction. Based on responses to the risk
discourse, the final chapter outlines relational patterns between staff and youth, as either
conflictual or transformative. Results showed that overriding systemic barriers, as well as
a reproduction of the TRD, influenced constructions of conflictual youth and staff
relationships. The construction of transformative relationships included an active
resistance of the traditional risk discourse primarily by staff. Key elements included
authentic interactions, high expectations, sense of belonging, opportunities for leadership,
peer and community support. A diagram of results can be seen in Figure 1.
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Results I: Traditional Risk Discourse

Initial interviews focused on the ascribed meanings that youth and staff placed on
the term at-risk youth. Youth and staff at all three sites (MAE, CAE, and RAE)
frequently spoke in ways that reflected an immersion in traditional risk discourse (TRD)
characterized by individual responsibility for "bad" choices, including dangerous,
delinquent, or "bad" behavior, and an unlikelihood of successful transition to the adult
world of work. The traditional risk discourse appears to limit the range of acceptable
speech about youth and their behavior and is connected to youth's experience of rejection
and social exclusion. Lastly, adults revealed the contradictory role of TRD when
exploring the desire to "help" youth by simultaneously labeling them.

Meanings
Bad choices/bad consequences. Youth and staff were asked about the meanings
they attributed to the term at-risk youth. The sum of their speech pointed to broad
explanations of "bad behavior" resulting in "bad consequences." Here, a young male
comments on the negative personal meaning of the term, at-risk youth.
It means I'm bad, well, bad choices ... no good for the community ... like, I
probably am not gonna get a good job or that I'm probably not gonna graduate.
That I'll end up on the streets ... forever. Just a lot of bad choices. —Sal, 17 years
old.
This reflection, shared by most of the youth in this study, includes references to
community (no good for the community) and economic productivity (not going to get a
job). Following a probe about where these ideas and meanings came from, Sal spoke
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about messages received from institutional and expert knowledge, and the inability to
escape negative perceptions of youth:
From teachers ... my whole family ... I know what's out there. Once you're in
trouble there's really no way to be different because now, it's like what they
expect... even if you didn't do anything.... Its the same old ... you hear it all the
time. I've had enough counseling, and [parent-teachers conferences], you know,
where its like, ok, I get it, I'm probably not going to graduate and I'm not gonna
be anything, blah ... blah ... blah. (Sal)
Sal's comments are one example of many youths who spoke about "no way to be
different," which highlights the difficulty youth face in negotiating alternate identities
once defined as at risk. Speaking with youth about the ways one can shed the risk identity
resulted in individualistic themes of motivation, or a personal drive to succeed despite
overwhelming odds. Here, Miguel emphasizes the Importance of personal motivation and
will in order to change:
It all comes down to you. If you want to change, then you will. It doesn't matter
what anyone tells you, it's about motivation ... having a strong will. My mom
talked to me everyday about it and it didn't matter. If you want to succeed in life
then you have to do it on your own. If you do drugs or drink, or [gang-bang] ...
then that's on you and you have to live with the consequences.
Choosing to use drugs, drink, or join a gang are rarely choices made in a vacuum,
devoid of contextual influence. Yet, most youth in the study say that the choices they
make are their own and that they are in control of their lives. It is important to note that
the youth articulate and acknowledge negative associations of risk even if they have not
heard of the term at-risk youth. Vicente spoke intuitively about meanings associated with
notions of personal responsibility and "bad choices:"
Vicente: I've never heard of that word [at-risk youth] before ... but if you mean
all the kids here, then it's kids who are always in trouble and just making bad
choices.

Interviewer: Where did those ideas come from?
Vicente: Well, all you have to do is look around.. .everyone here has done
something wrong. We're all here for a reason. We're all in trouble for something
we did.
I nterviewer: Did someone ever say to you that you're making bad choices?
Vicente: oh, all the time ... everyone ... in my family ... my teachers ... everyone
pretty much.
Similar to Sal in the previous example, Vicente described dominate ideas about at
risk youth making bad choices that he gathered from authority figures (family and
teachers). Even though Vicente described various negative schooling experiences from as
early as second grade, when a teacher called him to the front of the class to read and then
mocked his Spanish accent, he maintained that the responsibility to "un-risk" lies in the
individual. He explained that "you have to have the motivation to do better and if you
don't then it's not going to happen." He further acknowledged that neighborhood
elements can contribute to getting "involved in things that bring you down," however, he
resorted to dominant-culture ideas about a person's internal motivation to pull themselves
out of negative life experiences. This speaks clearly to the invisible power that risk
discourse has to define and blame marginalized youth, without focusing on how school
institutions may support unequal practices or the complex issues of race, class, and
poverty that surround most youth identified as at risk.
Some staff noted impoverished neighborhood and family factors, but defaulted to
individual responsibility for at-risk youth as the ramification of "bad" or poor choices.
[It's] a series of bad choices. [It means] youth who find themselves drawn to
gangs, drugs, or other violent tragedies, maybe pregnant youth. The taggers, the
drug addicts, the loners, urn ... really, the kids who have learning disabilities and
end up rebelling ... fighting with everyone and anyone just to prove something ...
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prove that they're stronger. We're also talking about the kids who have no parents
at home or only one parent. And for the most part, we're talking about kids who
live in bad neighborhoods and have violence all around them. —Susan, Teacher at
Roadside Alternative
In this example, one can see how the teacher begins her explanation with bad
choices, and then lists several contextual factors that influence choice. For example, she
mentions that some kids have learning disabilities and end up fighting "just to prove
something," yet does not connect "fighting" with ways that youth struggle against
negative perceptions and feelings of powerlessness. There appears to be no language in
their accounts that connects "choice" to the wider social and economic context in the
complex lives of youth.
Context and support. Individual responsibility and choice were also explanations
for how youth survive and thrive in adverse situations. For example, Brandon, teacher,
suggested that youth who are successful despite being defined as at risk, do so of their
own accord.
I have met students who have come from broken homes, no fathers ... their father
is doing life for murder and their mom is on drugs and they basically raised
themselves ... and they are raising their siblings ... and they're great students.
They are 3.8 students or 4.0 students. I'd ask them, "how did you do this?" [and
they would say] "It was because I wasn't gonna get caught up in all that gang
stuff."
This comment, similar to others, seemed to overlook where such students find sources of
support and relationships that enable youth with the means to make choices or to
construct a "belief' in their ability to overcome adverse situations. Re-interviewing 3
youth who appeared to have "risen" above their circumstances revealed that there are
familial support systems:

My grandmother always told me that I was better than that... that I could do
anything I wanted to ... that I was smart and I could be something in this world.
As well as spiritual support systems:
When I was locked up I prayed a lot. I asked God to help me, to get me out of
here and live my life in a better way ... to make something better of myself... to
make my mom proud of me.
And cultural support systems:
Where I come from [Juarez, Mexico], you know, we believe in hard work, that
you do things to bring good to your family, and I wasn't doing those things and so
that helped me to make better choices ... to think more about things.
These accounts of support recognize that youth who rise above overwhelming odds,
making the choice to avoid negative circumstances, do so within supportive relationships
that help guide these decisions. Despite these few accounts, however, exploring with
youth and staff about how some youth are successful despite the odds resulted in themes
of what Gardner (2009) called exceptionalism.
Notions of exceptionalism. Exceptionalism is the idea that only through great
"personal effort and sacrifice" can marginalized youth escape the lures of the street
(Gardner, 2009, p. 186) and subsequent risk identities. When asked how this happens,
most spoke about strong features of personal responsibility, which celebrates notions of
personal interests and desires. The processes for how one "makes it" are elusive at best,
with some staff and most youth responding with the popular Nike slogan, "just do it."
Other than that, "making it" involved forsaking a good portion of the youth's life:
avoiding friends and their neighborhoods. It is also suggested that such students "make
it" by staying busy by taking care of siblings or by working or playing sports:
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Some kids make it because they want to. If they want to rise above their
circumstances, then they'll find a way to succeed. Sometimes they'll stop hanging
out and just stay home and get a job, keep busy. The busier they are, the less
likely they are to get in trouble. —Paul, teacher at CAE
Comments like these suggested that avoiding negative situations and engaging in
prosocial activities are seemingly easy "choices," yet the opportunity structures
experienced by youth in this study seemed narrow; their personal histories and social
contexts tended not allow much room to make or not make certain choices. For example,
Michael, youth at Roadside, explained that his cousins and brothers taught him how to
"defend himself," and that this was a necessary skill due to the threat of violence in the
neighborhood where he lives. Roberto, youth at Cityside, stated that he did not think he
could attend college because no one in his family "could afford it." Gardner (2009)
referenced a point of constriction where opportunity is narrowed and individualized into
"choices" in a way that obscures "how choices are embedded and bound by context"
(p. 176).
Dangerous and delinquent. The at-risk discourse described youth as dangerous
and delinquent:
The gangbangers, the taggers, the deadbeats, the losers ... junkies, the bullies ...
the kids running the streets, having sex, getting pregnant, drunk, overdosing on
reality TV, disobeying every law known to man ... these are the kids at risk. —
Charles, Teacher's Aide at Mountainside
In addition to making bad choices, youth at risk were constructed as dangerous
and delinquent by both youth and staff, with most staff adding that youth are more
dangerous and delinquent than in previous decades. Ungar (2006) defined dangerous
youth as those who scare adults with the risks that they take, "potentially harming
themselves or others" (p. 11). The risks include activities that would be considered
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reckless behavior such as erratic driving, pranks/stunts, alcohol, drugs, unprotected sex,
and suicide attempts. Delinquent youth are those who are likely to be involved with the
justice system (by shoplifting, tagging [graffiti], gang involvement, car theft, or fighting).
Lalo, teacher at Roadside, said, "in this neighborhood, when you see a group of teens
together, it means trouble. It's worse than it ever has been... .with the tagging and gang
violence.. .its more dangerous now."
Many of the staff spoke about youth engaging in more reckless behavior now than
in the past. The explanations for this typically led to discussions of media influence, as
can be seen in the comments below, from an Administrator who was a teacher in
alternative education for more than 20 years.
Adolescents today are certainly not bothered in the least by violence or being
violent. They're desensitized by video games that shoot and kill and maim, and
they get better scores [on the video game] so this teaches them.. .it disconnects
them reality, from the reality of consequences. —Josefa, Administrator at
Mountainside Alternative
Interestingly, the contextual factor of violence in the media is mentioned, but not
blamed or critically analyzed. Instead, the media discourse is dismissed and danger and
delinquency of youth are attributed to the characteristics of adolescence development.
Brandon, teacher at Mountainside, said that "risk and risky behavior are typical and
really, its normal for teens, pre-teens, they like danger." Heath, counselor at
Mountainside stated that adolescence is "all about thinking you're invisible, that you
can't or won't get hurt," while Demetrius, teacher's aide at Mountainside explained that,
"it's the time in their life when they're really destructive, not knowing the real dangers
and consequences of the things that they're getting involved in.5
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Although youth constructed meanings of at-risk youth as dangerous and
delinquent, they typically did not share the adult's negative perceptions of these
behaviors. Instead, when asked how these behaviors made sense to them, most youth
agreed that there were benefits and that it offered a certain amount of status and power in
the context of their lives. For example, Peter (youth at CAE) explained how he was
kicked out of his traditional school because he formed and participated in a fight club. He
spoke for himself and his friends as he described the benefits of a fight club.
I was like, the leader, because I organized the whole thing [fight club]. Anyone
could join and it was just so we could get better at fighting and leam more skills,
get stronger. A lot of people liked it cause they learned how to protect themselves,
and we got in shape, you know, its like a workout. It wasn't a bad thing.
For Peter and his friends, the fight club was an outlet for them to learn from each other,
but also gain status among peers. There was an obvious hierarchy as he described how he
"trained the newbies" and the "younger guys." Those that had been in juvenile detention
centers spoke about an increased status among peers. Sal said that, "the other kids, yea, I
think they have more respect for me because they know that I was at [juvenile hall] for a
long time." Other young people described risk behaviors such as graffiti as artistic
expression, addiction to the "rush," and the increased status from being "known." For
example, Josias explained that when he spray paints his fictitious tag name (for example,
"joker") on the city ways he feels "alive... I'm addicted to the thrill of it, it's a rush. I like
that my name is out there and I'm known."
Failure to transition to adulthood. Another common theme associated with atrisk youth was the notion that these young people will not successfully transition to
adulthood. In further investigation about what successful transitions to adulthood entail,
most agreed that this included high school graduation, obtaining gainful employment, and
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contributing something to the local community. Thus the construction of youth as
becoming" and in an unstable state of "transition" led to negative foreshadowing about
youth's future selves. Some of the most common phrases included, "If you're at risk, then
your prospects for graduating and becoming a productive society member are slim, unless
you really work to get your act together," and "youth at risk are in danger of successfully
making that jump into a responsible adult life." Some statements reflected anxiousness
about current economic times impacting youth's future:
Kids that are at risk, are really at risk of not making it in life, in terms of getting a
good job, which in these times, are even harder and more unreachable even by
those who do have an education. ... They're at risk of not becoming a fully
functional adult. —Bruce, teacher at MAE
Youth shared these concerns about the connection between graduation and
employment and the prospects of their future selves. "I messed up so much that... I'm
worried that I won't graduate, and I won't be able to go to college or get a good job" '
(Roberto, youth at CAE).
Both youth and staff seemed to be engaged in what P. Kelly (2000) referred to as
"probabilistic thinking about certain preferred or ideal adult futures and the present
behaviors and dispositions of youth" (p. 468). The discourse of youth at risk seems to
mobilize this kind of thinking and encourages anxiety in some adults. For example, a
teacher commented about the future prospects of a student who is severely low in high
school credits.
Some of these kids come in with 10 credits and they're 17 years old. They'll
never graduate, and without a high school diploma, they'll never get job and so
there is another welfare recipient, you know? Some of them have so many marks
on their records against them that the prospects of them getting a job are slim to
none, much less graduating high school. —Paul, Teacher at Cityside Alternative
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No doubt a child who enters an alternative-education program with low credits is a cause
for concern. However, icar and hopelessness about a child's future may limit how adults
envision youth and their future potentials. When staff expressed a hopeless view of
youth's future, a common experience was that there is little reason to invest much effort
to help them, especially if the adult perceived youth as "not caring" about their future.
For example, Karianne, a teacher at Roadside, commented on Luis' potential to succeed:
Why should I expend all this energy and kill myself for one kid [...] he's so low
in credits.. .stopped caring a long time ago...doesn't pay attention, or sit still...
doesn't want to put in the effort that it would take to succeed, and its up to him. I
can't force him, and I have other kids to attend to who do want to graduate. Even
if he did do everything possible, there's no way he can make up four years of high
school in 6 months. He'll have to go to adult school, and that takes a lot of
discipline.... He, like a lot of the kids here, are really going to get a wake up call
when they're 18, and realize that when you're an adult... the consequences are
greater.
In a later conversation with Luis, his comments seem to mirror the hopelessness
of his teacher:
I really don't know.... There's no way I can catch up and graduate. They said I
could go to adult school, but I want to get a job with my uncle [in construction], I
just need to get a job. ... I need to help my family.
Though most staff spoke about youth becoming productive citizens, youth spoke
more about contributing to their families' economic situation. Herein lies an assumption
of White middle class values of economic independence, foregoing traditional, or
collectivist, Latino values of family interdependence and support (Leidy, Guerra, & Toro,
2010). Staff spoke about assumed norms of going to college/getting a good job; youth
who did not fit this characterization seemed to be dismissed as "not caring." However,
those values may not fit the youth's version of how to succeed or "ways to be
successful. For example, Luis (whose teacher described him as "not caring") eagerly
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listed his many talents tor construction, how he was paid "under the table," and how he
used the money to contribute to the family's household bills.
I can lay tile. ... I know how to do demo work. ... I learned a lot working with my
dad, and with my uncles. I got a lot of money. ... They pay me under the table,
and I help with the bills, the rent, and food. ... Yea, I want to buy clothes and
stuff but I'd ieel bad if I had [new clothes] and then we got kicked out or
something because we didn't have money for rent.
Luis continued to speak enthusiastically about owning a construction company
and how much he learned from jobs he worked on since the age of ten. Luis, labeled as
uncaring with little hope for the future, seemed to care about developing his construction
talents and his family's welfare. But his interests and talents do not fit the dominant
culture's norms about education and employment.
Analysis revealed an important discrepancy in that youth talk in ways that repeat
what is expected of them (graduation, gainful employment, productivity), while their own
experiences outline different pathways to success. Most spoke about foregoing college to
start their own businesses or to develop other interests that were not reflected in their
school experience. For example, one student spoke at length about his interest in
'tattooing' and how he dedicates time (mostly during class) to perfect his art: "I love to
draw, that's all I want to do,.. .all this other stuff is so boring." His teachers (and other
staff) did not support this endeavor as he explained, "[teachers] told me that I need to
learn math and stuff and to not draw and stuff because its not gonna help me in life." This
is one example of many where youth are interested and do care, but chose socially
unacceptable pathways to express their interests. Traditional pathways of success appear
to be assumed by the staff.
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Process and Experience
Limits of acceptable speech. Discourse, considered a formalized way of thinking
(Butler, 1997), is usually manifested through language, which creates a social boundary
defining what can be said about a specific topic. Butler referred to this as "the limits of
acceptable speech." In this same vein, TRD defines what is considered an acceptable or
unacceptable response in a conversation. For example, during a classroom observation at
CAE, the teacher initiated a discussion about smoking marijuana.
Teacher: What happens to your ability to make good decisions when you smoke
pot? [the classroom remained silent.] Hello out there? What happens? Do you
make good decisions? Poor decisions?
Student: You don't make decisions when you're high. You just chill.
Teacher: Ok, so your motivation to do things is affected, right? Are you motivated
to do anything?
Students: Sometimes you can do things better, it just depends, I know people who
can draw better when ... [teacher interrupts]
Teacher: Ok, we're not talking about the one or two exceptions to the rule here.
What happens to the majority of kids who stay at home, smoke pot all day?
Student: They don't get good grades.
Teacher: Right, academics suffer. What else? [teacher writes on the board
"academics" with a downward facing arrow].
Student: They don't graduate.
Teacher: [Writes graduate and crosses it out.] Ok, and what else? What happens if
they don't graduate?
Student: They won't get a good job.
Teacher: [Writes "job" and crosses it out.] Ok, and if you don't have a job?
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Student: No money ... for bills and things like that for your family.
In this example, the teacher seemed to devalue or altogether ignore the student's
response that "some people do things better," and pursued other responses that fit with
the dominant risk discourse. As a result of giving the "right" answer, the teacher rewards
the students, essentially, by excitedly listing each subsequent "right" answer, placing a
value judgment on their response ("Right, what else?"). This is an example of how
teachers, as moderators of the risk discourse, regulate what can and cannot be said, and
provide insight into how the TRD works to shape the space for conversations that take
place between youth and staff.
Relational disconnection. Results showed that when the discourse of risk created
limits for what can and cannot be said, youth made adaptations in their speech that
created more distance and disconnection between themselves and staff. From the example
above, one can see that youth learned what the teacher considered acceptable answers to
the question, "what happens when you smoke marijuana.". Ultimately, this created a
relational disconnect in their interaction. The following excerpt is another example of
how relationships between youth and staff can become disconnected by the narrowing of
what is open for conversation:
I know what they want to hear, and its not the truth. They want to hear that doing
drugs are, you know.. .bad, kicking with the homies, partying is bad, that my
homies are no good and I need better friends, even though they don't know my
friends, or even want to know them. I just tell them what they want to hear so I
don't have to hear them complain to me. —Temo, youth at CAE.
Temo spoke of adapting his interaction with adults to say "what they want to
hear" so he doesn't have to experience what he sees as a negative, complaint-like
interaction with the adult. When asked how this affects his relationship with teachers, he
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confirmed that it 'makes it difficult to talk to them because you can't be honest," and
even more so, "they don't understand anyway."
Double-edged sword. Metaphorically, a sword with two edges would solve one
problem, but could potentially cause even more problems on the back swing.
Conversations between staff and youth about at-risk meanings and how they construct
their alternative-education experience seemed to create a metaphorical doubled-edged
sword. On one hand, staff spoke of the necessity to label and identify youth who were
struggling in the traditional school environment in order to help them:
We need to know what kids aren't doing well, so we can help them. ... It's a way
to do that, but it does attach a negative label to them. But how else are we going
to deal with the kids that aren't making it? —Elayne, Administrator for City and
Roadside Alternative
On the other hand, many youth experience being labeled "at risk" and placed in
alternative education as a negative reflection of self:
I'm afraid to think about it [meaning of at-risk] sometimes. I don't know...'cause
I look back at everything and think that I failed at almost everything in school
[...] I was kicked out of a lot of places for a lot of different reasons... I'm not
doing any better here - Travis, youth at RAE
And an attempt to regulate and judge their behavior:
Youth at MAE: I knew it meant that there was gonna be a truck load of people in
my life now, telling me what to do, and where to go, and when to do it, watching
everything I do. But now, I know [it means] that I needed help ... that I was in
danger and that I need help quick.
Interviewer: In danger?
Youth: That I'm in danger of doing something worse ... something more than I
already have. But, you know, it's also a way that [adults] judge you, though.
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T he reader may notice a sense of tension as the youth struggled with at-risk meanings,
from being in need of "help,' to a term that adults use to judge him. These examples
demonstrate how the "at risk" label, viewed by some as a necessary assessment of
struggling youth, may also negatively define how youth construct themselves.
Alternative education is a setting with small class size designed for individualized
attention. However, grouping youth together in a small classroom, all of whom who have
been removed from traditional schools, also sets up a feeling of failure for some youth. It
is as Michael, youth at RAE, reported: "We're here because we didn't make it... because
we're failing school." Overwhelmingly apparent to the youth is that they are to blame for
their shortcomings, and need to be removed from the population of high schoolers who
are, supposedly, succeeding. As the youth see themselves grouped together, efforts to
help them, in certain alternative education placements, can contribute to youth self
constructions as 'losers.'
I don't like being here because its like ... I'm surrounded by losers, even though I
know I'm not a loser. When I look around, its like, hellooo. ... I guess I am but I
don't feel like a loser, but... I don't feel like I'm doing any better here than I was
in regular school. —Karl, youth at RAE
Here, Karl struggles to negotiate his identity as different from other youth that he refers
to as-"losers." Many youth referenced 'losers' in alternative education, which reflects the
negative aspects of youth at risk discourses. It seemed that tor youth, the systemic
problem of labeling in order to be placed in alternative education did not support positive
self images.
The need to label youth as at risk seemed to be embedded within educational
policy constraints. As one teacher stated, "we have to label them in order to get the
referral for services...actually, they label themselves, really." Two issues are represented
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in this statement. First, is the policy constraint: in order for youth to gain access to
services to meet their social/emotional/educational needs, 'we have to label them.'
Second, is the youth-blaming statement, embedded within dominate risk discourses, that
youth 'label themselves.'
Further explorations of how youth "label themselves" revealed previous themes of
youth making 'bad choices.' The contradiction becomes clear when we realize that in
order for youth to receive services in an alternative setting, they must tally up a series of
negative events and then be removed from traditional school settings. Some adults and
youth described this as a double edged sword and also as a "set up" for youth failure. For
example, Yesenia, school counselor at CAE said, "to identify youth as at risk helps them
get to alternative education, but it's a kind of a double edged sword because in labeling,
we create that negative image." And Bill, administrator for MAE said, "we don't help
[youth] until it's too late, until the damage is done. We need more preventative
interventions and school reform. I think that we [staff in traditional and alternative
education] set kids up for failure."
Youth experience of rejection and social exclusion. Youth described feeling of
rejection and social exclusion as they reflected on their experience of being defined as at
risk, removed from traditional schools, and placed in alternative education. The use of the
terms being kicked out and regular school were extensive in their interviews. Embedded
in the use of these terms is an assumption of a regular, normal school for which some
youth do not qualify. One of the most extreme examples of this was T emo, youth at CAE,
who described being in the "dumb group" at his traditional school.
In my regular school, they moved me into the dumb group.... and in there the
teachers don't care [to teach] because they know that you re in the dumb group
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and figure, you're not gonna learn anyway ... so, it was pretty kick back. We
didn't do anything [in the classroom]. We watched movies; pretty much just
chilled. But, yea, everyone at school knows you're in the dumb group because
you can't go to lunch with the rest of the people. Pretty soon, I started skipping
that class because it was like a waste of my time, and I wanted to be with my
friends at lunch, but then, you know, I wasn't doing anything ... um ...
productive. So I got kicked out. So, now I'm here to make up credits I lost
because I was in the dumb group.
Temo described feeling like "all of us in the dumb group" were different, and
somehow 'less than' the rest of the kids at traditional school.
Being kicked out of school brings to mind images of force, meaning that the
policies and practices of the institution were such that certain groups of youth were found
lacking and forcefully removed. These terms also reflect in language what many youth in
this study described as an experience of rejection and exclusion. In another example,
Felix said that his former school "did not want me there," and explained that made him
feel, "not wanted, rejected." This shows how youth may be acutely aware that they are
not good enough for traditional school systems.

Counselor Constructions of At-Risk Youth
Four marriage and family therapists (MFTs) and one school counselor
participated in the study. Their perspectives seemed markedly different from those of
youth and staff. For the most part, counselors noted typical meanings of at-risk youth, but
also focused on social contexts and lack of opportunity structures. The following is a
narrative that emerged from a focus group centered on meanings of at-risk youth:
Counselor #1 :More well-known meanings are images of unruly youth who are in
need of intervention ... usually because of well.. .the usual suspects ... drugs,
truancy, pregnancy or they're at risk of dropping out or academic xailure, but in
reality, when you see who they are, who the at-risk youth are, we might as well
say minority boys.
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Counselor #2: girls are catching up...
Counselor #1:....yes, and who are living at or below the poverty level, and
because parents, either one or both have to work ... [youth are] separated from the
protection ox family for a variety of reasons... and the streets...their friends ...
are there to catch them when they fall, or have nowhere else to turn.
Counselor #4: So, youth at risk, the not-so-well-known meanings kids, ethnic
minority.. .kids with little opportunity for success.. .cast out to the margins of
society.
In this narrative, the counselors highlight visible and invisible criteria for labeling as at
risk. All counselors agreed that the visible criteria (drugs/truancy/academic failure) are
representative of an individualized explanation of school failure that does not recognize
ways that certain youth are excluded from schools. Counselors defined the invisible
criteria for at risk label as membership in a racial or ethnic minority and low
socioeconomic status. Yesenia (school counselor from Roadside) said, "the at-risk label
is not as loaded with exclusion as 'ethnic or minority youth who do not conform to white
middle class values." The problem, counselors said, teachers are overwhelmed with their
duties, frustrated, and placed blame on youth.
Most reframed the issue of at risk youth from a focus on internalized problematic
behavior (youth are problems) to youth with problems. For example, Elizabeth, an MFT
at Mountainside said, "there is a tendency for some to think of the meaning of at-risk
youth as kids who are problems, but I see them as kids with problems." Despite this
philosophical stance, counselors noted the 'stigma' of the term, at risk youth: "Even if the
kids aren't told they're 'at-risk,' they look around their environment [in alternative
education] and they see other kids in trouble, they pick up on it" (Heath, MFT at
Mountainside).
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Summary of Results I
I he analysis showed that most youth and staff construct the term 'at-risk youth'
from dominant risk discourses (referred to as a traditional risk discourse TRD). The TRD
constructs at-risk youth as dangerous, delinquent youth who made bad choices and were
in danger of failing to make a successful transition to adulthood.
1 he at-risk discourse appeared to limit acceptable speech in what could and could
not be said in conversations between youth and staff. These limitations of speech created
relational disconnections between some youth and staff; with youth repeating phrases
they thought adults 'wanted to hear.' Themes of a metaphorical doubled-edged sword
emerged as some staff mentioned the necessity to label and identify youth, whereas youth
experienced the label stigma. Youth thus saw themselves as "other," being "kicked out"
from traditional schools that "did not want me there." In contrast to the individualistic
nature of the at-risk discourse, the family therapists and counselors in this study viewed
at-risk youth a systemic issue that schools can, but do not, address.
One of the most interesting features of TRD is how youth and staff responded to
it, either actively resisting, or reproducing dominant ideas about risk. Even though staff at
MAE acknowledged negative associations with the term at risk youth, they typically
resisted these associations and chose to interact with and view youth in a more positive
light. In turn, the relationships between youth and staff at MAE seemed to help youth
resist traditional notions of what it means to be at risk, and instead, co-created new
identities. Youth and staff at CAE and RAE tended to reproduce traditional risk
discourses which seemed to contribute to negative, conflietual relationships. How youth
constructed their relationships with staff seemed linked to whether staff resisted or

reproduced J RD, The next chapter details the processes for how resistance and
reproduction occurred.
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Results II: Responses to the Risk Discourse—Resist or Reproduce

With a few exceptions, most staff and youth at MAE actively resisted TRDs
whereas staff and youth, albeit sometimes unintentionally, reproduced traditional risk
discourses. How youth constructed their relationships with staff often differed according
to staff response to the TRD (see Figure I on pg. 52). Apple (1996) stated that resistance
adds to the complexity ot discourse, adding that it is important not to underestimate the
ability of staff and youth to counter the effects of a dominant discourse. The first two
sections outline results from staff and youth that reproduced TRD. The following two
sections outline results from staff and youth that resisted the TRD.

Staff: Reproduce Traditional Risk Discourse
Unintentional. Staff who reproduced the TRD appeared to do so rather
unintentionally by maintaining suspicious, cynical, and hopeless beliefs, low
expectations, and used language of deficiency for youth. Staff who reproduced TRD
included all 4 teachers from Cityside and Roadside Alternative Education, and 1
teacher's aide, Demetrius, from Mountainside Alternative. The reproduction of TRD did
not happen out of a malicious intent to oppress youth. The staff that participated in these
interviews spoke about their early years in alternative education, motivated by the
prospect of "helping" and "guiding" youth and to contribute meaningfully to their lives.
I wanted to help. I thought of [youth] as being in need of more attention and some
more guidance than usual. I thought I could help. I realize now the issues are so
much more worse, and it's getting worse every year. Now, all we can do is hope
for the least amount of incidence in a day. —Paul, Teacher at Cityside
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As time went on, Staff members talked about being overwhelmed by problematic youth
behaviors and expressed hopelessness about their ability to make a difference in the lives
of youth, becoming more cynical and suspicious of them. As one teacher stated, "I am a
little suspicious I guess, and somewhat cynical, and that I think it's because I've been
here too long...I've seen too much and have been disappointed [with youth] too many
times." And yet another reported that, "my beliefs about youth became more
cynical.. ..[youth] are just too damaged.. .I'm only one person, and I have thirty other
kids to control." These beliefs collectively formulated a general theme of low
expectations that contributed to the reproduction of TRD.
Low expectations. All staff who spoke in ways that reproduced TRDs generally
held low expectations for youth success. Some attributed that lack of success to perceived
academic ability: "How can you expect any of them to be successful when they read at a
second grade level?" Others claimed, "they've been kicked out of every school in town,"
which lowered staff expectations for success at yet another school.
Low expectations were not only expressed through language, but through actual
practice. At Cityside and Roadside school sites, youth were grouped according to their
reading levels. Group 1 was reserved for those who fell below the fourth-grade reading
level. Group 2 was for those between fourth-grade and ninth-grade levels. Group 3 was
for reserved for those reading above the ninth-grade level. Only 1 youth, Nadia, scored
above ninth grade and was in Group 3. What could be considered an innocuous
assessment intervention (reading-level grouping) was reflective of staff s low
expectations. Myra and Naomi, teacher's aides at Roadside Alternative, tested the youth
once they enrolled. Myra explained that teachers use reading scores to support low
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expectations for youth by saying that "the lower their reading scores the more problems
they [youth] cause, because either they don't speak the language or they're really
behind. Naomi confirmed that she and other staff have higher expectations for the
students in Group 3 (higher reading level): "We all have higher expectations for group
three.... They're more mature ... usually."
Other teachers explained the intention of grouping was to increase reading scores,
however, youth, in a strikingly similar experience that Temo (youth in previous example)
commented that they knew that they were in the "dumb" group. This demonstrates that in
some alternative settings, low expectations led to the same negativity and exclusion that
youth experienced in traditional schools.
Some youth adopted staff language of low expectations and used group
identification as a way to belittle others. For example, during an observation, a substitute
teacher made a comment to the class that they were much better behaved than the
previous class. One youth responded, "Oh, that's Group 1. They're not as mature, you
know, well, they're stupid."
Low expectations seemed to permeate staff descriptions of youth. For example,
all 4 teachers (2 at Roadside; 2 at Cityside) spoke about how they knew which students
could "make it" and which could not. This was attributed to their length of experience in
alternative education. Most representative of this includes a comment by Paul, a teacher
in alternative education for 33 years:
After working in alternative [education] for over 30 years, I know who's gonna
make it, and who ain't... plain and simple. I can tell by their attitude, I can tell if
they're too deep in the drugs or the gangs...if they are gonna make it, I can see
that something special about them that I just know ... this kids' got it. And I'm
usually right.
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When asked specifically about his expectations for the ones he knows are not
going to "make it,' he responded, "I don't have any expectations for them." He did,
however, consider that some might have made it: "Well, I mean, I'll never know really,
maybe some of them did make it and I just never heard about it. I'm not sayin' it can't
happen. It's up to them if they wanna start doing the right thing."
Low expectations create relational barriers. Low expectations created a
relational barrier between youth and staff. When staff described low expectations, they
confirmed that this impeded their ability to connect with youth in a meaningful way. As 1
teacher put it, "it's hard to relate to kids these days when they don't care and just throw
everything away." Youth were more explicit about their experience with staffs low
expectations. Five of the 9 youth at Cityside and Roadside commented that a staff
member had told them, "you're not going to go anywhere in life," and other similar
statements. All the youth, however, commented that they sensed low expectations from
staff; even Nadia, who was grouped in the highest reading level. She said, "I think most
staff here just think that I'm gonna probably work at McDonalds or just get pregnant. I
had one staff say that to me." Others spoke about an intuitive sense. For example,
Roberto, a youth at Roadside, said "I know they think I'm a loser. You can tell by the
way they look at you, by the things they say. I don't know, you know when someone just
doesn't like you ... doesn't respect you."
Low expectations through the use of deficient language. Low expectations were
linked with the use of deficient. Deficient language includes any comments or phrases
that imply or assume youth are deficient, or lacking in some way. The most explicit
comments included phrases such as "they have real character flaws" and "if they can't
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read, they can t succeed," Other comments were more subtle, but still called upon a
deficient framework. For example, a few staff referred to youth as "lacking in
motivation, or simply, "do not care.' Oftentimes, and most representative of deficiency,
was staff use of psychological diagnosis to describe youth such as, ADHD, obsessive
compulsive disorder, oppositional defiant, depressed, anxious, suicidal, bi-polar, or
otherwise psychologically deficient. Low expectations and the use of stigmatizing
language seemed connected to the language youth used on themselves and eventually
identified with, accepted, and felt helpless to change. For example, Susan, teacher at
CAE, explained that Peter is "oppositional defiant" which she claims is "one of the worst
diagnosis and difficult if not almost completely unchangeable.'" At a later interview with
Peter, he repeated that most of his problems with the law stemmed from being
"oppositional defiant." Shocked at his assessment, the interviewer asked where he got
this idea to which he responded, "from psychologists [...] its just something I deal
with.. .1 have anger problems, I have my whole life, my brother is the same way." As he
reflected on past therapeutic interventions, he said, "nothing works. I'm just this way for
life I guess."
The "low expectations" results were shared with two teachers, one at CAE and
one at RAE. Both confirmed that they and other staff maintained low expectations and
considered how it might affect their relationship with youth. Both agreed that low
expectations and stigmatizing language negatively impact their relationships with youth.
However, one stated that "spending too much time in the system with little or no help"
adds to the frustration experienced working with youth while the other added that "low
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expectations is what happens when you work with kids whose families support their
incompetence."

Youth: Reproduce Traditional Risk Discourse
Youth having to contend with TRD identified various ways in which they
responded. At some level, youth who reproduced TRD all spoke about not changing,
which implied they felt overpowered and pressured to change. It may be that youth
responded by reproducing the TRD because it afforded some level of control over "being
controlled." The category named "identity claims" was defined using the words of youth.
Two strategies were found for those who reproduced the TRD and claimed the identity:
This is who I am and It's normal/ I'm in control.
This is who I am. When asked if TRD fit their self constructions, some youth
claimed that, "yes, this is who I am." Aligned with this strategy, youth mentioned that
risk identities afforded a level of power in certain context (neighborhood/school/friends)
and also as something they "do" or otherwise, perform. To further illustrate this process,
one youth explained how he represents his neighborhood:
Youth: you know I gotta represent where I'm from, its who I am, its what I do,
you know? Its like this...1 get respect where I'm from, people know me from all
over the city and other cities, too. People know where I been [juvenile detention]
and they think like, yea, 'he's done some time.. .he holds it down for the hood.'
Interviewer: what it is like for you to have that respect and be known by a lot of
people?
Youth: I guess it feels good, kinda
Interviewer: do you feel powerful?
Youth: oh heck yeah, it's a lot of power. Its power and it's a rush.
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Interviewer: I see. I want to hear about the rush, but I'd like to know...does that
power help you here...in this school and in the 'hood?
Youth: yea, well.. .kinda because, its like.. .it helps me in the hood 'cause I gotta
lot of people who respect me and are down for me and sometimes in school
because no one messes wit' me, but like... it doesn't help sometimes 'cause I get
in trouble with, you know, with the teachers and stuff but I don't care 'cause they
aint gonna help me anyway. And I'm not changing for nobody. They don't like it
... its like, whatever, you know?
Many youth in this category spoke about the power they received when reproducing risk
identities but also, they seemed to be asserting a stance in relationship to adults who they
perceived as exerting unrealistic pressures to conform. For example, Roberto, youth at
CAE, explained "there's a lot pressure from [adults] to be someone you're not, like that's
even possible, but this is who I am and its just the stuff I like to do, at least I'm not trying
to be someone I'm not." Whereas Michael stated that he was not "gonna act white" in
order to gain acceptance amongst staff.
Some youth mentioned the perceptions of friends in traditional schools add to the
power they received from being identified as at risk. For example, Temo, youth at CAE,
asserted his identity as "this is who I am," but when asked what his friends thought about
him being at CAE, he responded,
yea, they think that its crazy that I'm in here...oh, yea, they're always asking me
what its like and if I have to fight people everyday. They think this is bad place
like, you have to be really tough, you know, to go here.
Most youth in this category echoed this sentiment that they received a glorified response
from others when they revealed that they were enrolled in alternative education.
It's normal and I'm in control. Rather than viewed as another form of deviance,
some youth simply disagreed with dominant perceptions ol: risk behavior, and in turn,
passively reproduced risk identities. Oftentimes, they saw themselves as normal teens "in
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control," Many young people in this category agreed with Josias, youth at MAE, as he
said, "I can control how much I smoke (pot) and drink, plus...doctors, lawyers, even
teachers smoke pot, and they're successful."
Youth often spoke of typical risk behaviors as a normal part of teen life, even a
'phase. Although able to articulate TRD as dangerous, delinquent, bad choices, etc...
they disagreed that this represented who they were or capable of being, as in this
statement:
I don't think that drinking and smoking pot is all that bad. It's just normal. I
mean, its not like I'm gonna drive, or gonna kill anybody. I'm not hurting anyone,
except maybe my lungs ... but I don't plan on doing this forever. I'm not gonna
be a loser or anything, I'm just having fun, you know?
Other themes of normalcy and being in control emerged such as, "its normal to
want to party, you know, to have sex or whatever, smoke some stuff, you know, as long
as you're in control, you're OK." And as one youth put it, "being a teenager, being in
high school... is all about fun, fun, fun, and sex, you just have to be smart, and be in
control."
In the following excerpt, a youth explained that teachers and counselors alike
"overreact" when lecturing about drinking and smoking pot, adding that all youth, at one
time or another, are going to do it:
Everyone in high school at least tries it once, but not everyone gets caught, and
[in alternative education] you have a bunch of "caught" kids. But
[teachers/counselors/parents] freak out and overreact and just forget what its like
[to be a teenager].
This example further illustrates many how youth reproduce the TRD by saying,
"everyone in high school" is doing drugs or otherwise engaging in risk behavior.
Interestingly, these youth reflections are similar to what Barr and Parrett (2001) found, in
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their study of risk factors, that all kids at one time or another can be considered at risk,
and this does not necessarily mean that their futures are in danger.
However, youth also mentioned consequences that placed them at a disadvantage.
When asked how risk identities have helped or not helped them, their responses were
different from those in the category, "this is who I am." Instead of gaining power from
risk identities, those who said risk was "normal" and that they were "in control" also said
the identity, in some ways, has kept them oppressed. Some of the responses included:
It hasn't really helped me because now I'm on probation.
Well, now I have to go to this school, and I can't hang out with those friends
anymore.
I'm really behind in my credits and probably won't graduate.
This discrepancy of asserting normalcy of and control over risk, yet experiencing
negative consequences, demonstrates that youth participate in ways that contribute to
more adult control over their lives, the very thing they want to avoid.
Overall, the results for youth who reproduce TRD seem to be connected to their
perceptions of adults pushing them to change. All 5 therapists and counselors interviewed
agreed there is an assumed agenda in alternative education that youth need to change
their behaviors, and sometimes staff "want them to change their way," however, they
added that "forcing youth to change only makes [youth] feel powerless and pushes them
to resist," Put another way, youth's resistance to adults need for them to change led them
to reproduce the identities that brought them to alternative education in the first place.
The next two segments illustrate staff and youth that resisted TRD.
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Staff: Resist Traditional Risk Discourse
All staff at Mountainside (with the exception of 1 teacher's aide, Demetrius)
resisted the TRD which included: 2 teachers, 3 MFT's, 1 teacher's aide, and 2
administrators. At Cityside and Roadside, 3 staff resisted: 1 MFT, 1 school counselor,
and one teacher's aide. At this juncture, it is important to understand that all staff still
spoke to the general meaning of at-risk youth according to the TRD, but maintained that
they do not refer to or label their kids as such. Staff who attempted to resist the youth-atrisk discourse used various strategies. These included believing in the potential of the
youths, separating youths from problematic behavior, conveying respect and appreciation
for lived experiences of youth, and broadening the definition of success.
Believe in them. Staff who resisted the TRD acknowledged the commonly held
beliefs associated with the TRD, and talked about an active and purposeful resistance
against those commonly held beliefs. Instead, they spoke in ways that showed a need to
"believe" in youth's potential, despite what is commonly believed in the TRD about
youth as dangerous and delinquent. For example, Charles, a teacher's aide for 25 years
talked about feeling pressure to give up on youth, and not work with them because he is
wasting his time.
I get asked all the time why I work with these kids. They say, "why would you
even bother. They're not going to amount to anything and they will just end up in
jail. Why waste your time?" And I think the kids know, they know that most
everybody has given up on them. I just decided that if someone doesn't believe in
them, its impossible for them to believe in themselves.
In this example, it is clear that there is a conscious decision to first provide the essence of
a belief in youth, calling it "impossible" for the youth to believe in themselves. Inquiring
how this decision happened, Charles explained,
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I have kids and if they were having problems, I wouldn't want anyone to give up
on them either. I think that it's our job to show them, give them a direction, an
opportunity, and give them hope. That's how you believe in them.
Resistance to the TRD took active reflection on the part of staff to acknowledge
that there are ways to fall into the trappings of the risk discourse, and to stay aware of it
and be more conscious of its effects. Brandon (teacher) gave an example of this by noting
that sometimes it's easy to want to give up after having negative experiences with youth:
There are times when even I fall into that negative place ... like when my cell
phone was stolen [...] I told the students that I was surprised ... surprised that it
was stolen, that I didn't expect it to be stolen, not from me ... because I thought
we had a good relationship, with my group. My phone showed up 2 days later. I
didn't want to know who took it[...] we discussed it group later and worked it out.
By choosing to be "surprised" by the event, he communicated to the youth that this
behavior was not expected of them. He could have defaulted to a negative position and
considered that most of the students had committed similar crimes in the past, that this
was "who they are." Instead, he considered this not to be part of their current identity. He
also communicated that he did not like thoughts that led him to think negatively about
youth, and actively resisted those thoughts.
It was not the case that all staff that resisted TRD had Pollyanna-like perspectives.
There were plenty of stories that included frustrations and difficulties when interacting
with youth. The difference seemed to be that having a "belief in youth and their
potential for success, helped to avoid falling into negative relational interactions. It also
served to maintain what most referred to a "purpose." For example, Bruce, teacher at
Mountainside, commented on the good and bad days with youth.
Of course there's always good and bad days ... but you have to have a belief, or
faith in [youth]. Those of us that do that have an important purpose and we can't
forget that, we have to resist all the negative messages, and we have to teach
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[youth] to resist negative messages.... the first steps to developing those positive
relationships and showing [youth] how to succeed in life... is having someone
who believes in them when no one else will.
Here, Bruce makes it clear that having a faith or belief included resisting negative
messages. I here is also a sense that adults need to take an activist position and 'teach
youth to resist" negative messages as well.
Separate youth from the problem. Instead of viewing problematic behavior as a
reflection of youth's character, or an inherent deficiency, staff that resisted the TRD
spoke in ways that separated youth from problem behavior. Oftentimes they referenced,
"looking past" problem behavior. Instead, staff who resisted TRD viewed problem
behavior as ways youth survive their environments given a lack of perceived options.
Ungar (2006) reminisced that in order to separate youth from their problem behaviors,
adults need to "see the good things that come from problems" (p. 119). Seeing the good
that can come from problem behaviors has the effect of maximizing youth's potential. As
one teacher says,
Its like this ... [youth] are not just bags of trouble, there is more to them. And,
[youth] survived it [negative life experience]...you and I wouldn't survive one
day where they live [... ] sometimes we can tap into [ways youth survive]... that
edge that they have ... and redirect it to help them succeed ... [youth] have
amazing potential if that's what you're looking for.
In this example, the teacher separated youth from problem behavior and focused on
redirecting youth's unique talents to survive and thrive. This was the only example that
specifically mentioned "looking for" potential, but all the strategies that staff used to
resist TRD essentially looked for alternatives to problematic views of youth.
Staff that resisted also did not see problem behavior as a reflection of youth
character: "They're kids, they deserve a chance, I always tell them, "you've done bad
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things but, no doubt about that, but you're not a bad person" and I really believe that."
Where most would assume a negative outcome, staff that separate youth from problems
can see youth potential in unique ways:
Some of the worst kids [based on their files] I've had ended up being my best
students because they are (emphasis added) stubborn, that determination. ... that
strong will that they had on the streets is useful if you can have a good
relationship with them. They help me with the other students.-Charles, teacher's
aide at MAE.
Counselors and therapists were also specific and deliberate about separating youth from
problematic labels and behavior. All subscribed to a strength-based, or narrative
theoretical model. Strength-based therapy models assume that people have inherent
strengths that can be built upon, and fosters hope by focusing on what is or has been
historically successful for the client (Selekman, 2002). Narrative therapists propose that
people make sense of their experience through shared cultural meaning, language, and
social interaction (Monk, Winslade, Crocket, & Epston, 1997). The counselors (4 MFTs
and 1 school counselor) seemed to be applying these clinical models as they described
how they engaged in therapeutic conversations to assist youth in recognizing their
strengths, breaking down narratives of risk and constructing new identities as resilient.
This involved a challenge to pathologizing narratives that are constructed about at-risk
youth, further separating youth from problem behavior.
Respect and appreciate youth's experience. Staff who resisted TRD spoke
about a need for adults to respect and appreciate youth's lived experience. Most
explained that respect is not mere lip service, but more importantly, a sentiment, and a
relationship that is expressed in subtle and overt ways. Staff described appreciating youth
lived experience as creating opportunities to get to know youth and their histories in an
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understanding, non-judgmental fashion. The narratives of Elizabeth and Bruce (MFT and
teacher, respectively) at Mountainside Alternative delineate the strategies in
communicating respect and appreciation for youth.
We are not stingy on respect.. .its part of the program. We tell [youth] upon entry
that it's all about shared respect and if they feel disrespected, they're encouraged
to talk about it openly or one-on-one with staff. We communicate and model
respect daily by speaking in open and friendly ways.. .asking [youth] for their
input on everything we do, we collaborate with them on everything from activities
to what food we eat for lunch. That shows [youth] we respect their opinions.
We want to get to know [youth] and not judge them for anything in the past, or
anything in their current lives for that matter. We're trying to develop strong
relationships and that involves appreciating where [youth are] coming from,
[youth] all have stories to tell and when you understand their history, you have
more respect for them.. .it becomes easier to cast off preconceived notions.
In Elizabeth's narrative, she demonstrated the overt ways that Mountainside conveyed
respect which included language style (friendly/open) and collaborating with youth on
most aspects of the program. In Brace's narrative, appreciating the youth's story is a part
of developing strong relationships, communicating respect, and understanding and
contributes to TRD resistance.
Changing youth, and risky behaviors, did not seem to be the main agenda at
MAE. Elizabeth, MFT, said that she does "not want to try to change the student's
thoughts or their behaviors" adding that this would not benefit youth, and would be
disrespectful of their experience. Instead, she said,
I want to help youth think critically about their lives[...] I address how [their
behavior] works for him in a variety of situations and let him decide if he needs to
be changed at all or whether some thoughts are useful in certain situations.
Broaden the definition of success and look for strengths. In addition to respect
and appreciation, staff that resisted the TRD did not cling to traditional definitions of
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success, meaning graduation from high school and attending college. Frieda, MFT from
Mountainside said:
We have to re define what we think of when we talk about youth and success. Not
all kids are going to want to go to straight to college, and in my opinion, not all of
them should.. .what I mean is this, look for ways that they can be successful, look
for the things they do well, and then create opportunities for them to succeed.
Most staff mentioned that narrowing the definition of success puts some youth at
a disadvantage, and restricts other pathways to success. For example, Heath, MFT at
Mountainside stated, "I think that if we say 'there's only one way to succeed and that's
college' then that limits kids and doesn't really present them with a variety of options."
On the other hand, Bruce, teacher at MAE explained that "a lot of these kids have
been told that they're not college material, and here, we help them understand that that's
a definite possibility." MAE had a variety of supports in place for youth to explore and
leam about college attendance. Brandon, teacher at MAE, said although he wants his
students to attend college, he makes it clear to them that this is his agenda and that it's
"important to look for their strengths first, and help them make connections." Helping
youth make connections meant either through mentorship, apprenticeship, trade school,
on the job training, college attendance, or military service.
All staff at MAE explained that in order to expand definitions of success, one
needs to look for strengths. One MFT explained, "we need to look for those hidden
talents and draw them out, even if they might be currently expressing that talent in ways
that get them in trouble.. .that can always be redirected." Brandon clarified that
acknowledging talent and "looking for success" creates a safe relational space that allows
youth to "explore and feel accepted." He added that he notices, after a while, youth
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become more engaged and participate in the program when he, and others, comment on
their strengths.
I think the kids buy into this program and they end up being different than they
were when they came in [...] because they feel safe to express themselves and
they feel accepted.. ..I think its because we all focus on their strengths and we
communicate that's there's all kinds of ways to be successful and we can support
them in that search.
Youth: Resist Traditional Risk Discourse
The potential to adopt a more resistant position to TRD was partly contingent on
young people's location in contexts that offered access to, or opened space for, other ways
of constructing themselves. Mountainside Alternative program fit this type of
environment that encouraged youth to renegotiate (Blume, 2010) identities. Of the 9
youth interviewed at Mountainside, 7 resisted TRDs. Of the 10 youth interviewed at City
and Roadside, 2 resisted TRDs. For youth that resisted TRD, results showed three
strategies for "identity alternatives." Utilizing the words of youth to define this category:
I'm tired of being in trouble, I'm over it/I'm moving on, and You don't know me.
I'm tired of being in trouble. Previous research has suggested that there are
some kids who, for a variety of reasons and circumstances, are successful despite all
odds. One of the ways youth do this is by being exceptional, rising above difficult
circumstances of their own accord. Another way youth in this study did this was by
becoming exhausted of the trappings that come with risk behavior. For example,
attending court, performing community service, and dealing with authority figures, were
all seen as stressful and exhausting for youth who were currently resisting the risk
discourse. Elijah, youth at MAE stated:
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I'm so tired oi going to court and waiting for a judge to decide things and doing
community service, and being with the same people all the time in the halls. ... I
can't stand probation officers. I'm just tired of being in trouble, its just not worth
it anymore. I'm done.
When youth described "being tired" with consequences, they would often point to
a relationship that helped them realize there were other ways of being.
This one teacher, I was cool with him. He said to me, "aren't you tired of looking
over your shoulder?" and he used to say that I always looked tired. And mostly, I
was tired because, like in my neighborhood, I was banging [gang affiliation] you
know, I was always looking over my shoulder, plus ... from partying and stuff,
we never slept.-Bernardo, youth at MAE.
This particular group of resistors described being tired of fighting an uphill battle.
Some spoke about the new ways they were "trying to be good" but commented that most
adults do not expect them to continue, and seemed to be waiting for them to fail.
He's just waiting for me to slip up, you know? ... I try to stay on track but they're
used to me bein' a jerk all the time, I have to be on track for a while ... I guess so
[staff] know I'm serious.-Miguel, youth at RAE
This comment by Miguel demonstrates how some youth who may want to
renegotiate risk identities run into barriers within the dominant discourse that prevent
'trying on' new ways of being. While trying to resist the TRD, youth engage in
relationships with others who (consciously or unconsciously) reproduce TRDs. Since
staff usually appeared to hold the most power in these relationships, youth struggle to
negotiate alternate identities. It is clear from the example above that in order to resist the
TRD, youth need relationships that will support their search for alternate identities.
I'm over it, I'm moving on. Four, of the 9 youth who resisted TRD, said that
they were "over" acting in ways that led to negative consequences in their life and that
they were "moving on." Unlike being tired of negative consequences, these young people

explained that they no longer benefited from typical risk behaviors. For example, Cesar,
at MAE,) stated, "I don't get high because it doesn't do anything for me anymore, and [I]
was losing out on a lot of other stuff, so I just decided I needed to move on with my life."
Similar to this, Cedric, another youth at MAE, explained that he used to fight anyone who
looked at him the "wrong way," but now that he's older:
I'm over it. I know that I can't keep doing stuff like that, just fighting for no
reason. I see the younger kids and I'm like, 'I used to be like that' but now, I'm
over it.
When asked how one "gets over it," Cedric stated, "I just decided I needed to be more
mature about things," whereas the other 3 pointed to wanting more out of life that former
risk identities did not provide or lend access to. For example, Daniele stated,
in my past, I did a lot of things that were fiin at the time [...] but now I don't do
those [things] 'cause I want more out of my life...1 don't wanna get stuck....and
be in the same place forever. If I kept doing those things then I wouldn't be going
anywhere in life.
For this group of young people, being over it meant that risk identities did not benefit
them and they sought to negotiate new ways of being. When asked if there was a specific
relationship that helped them to make these decisions, most spoke to at least one, if not
many people along their life history that encouraged new ways of being, but all
responded that they ultimately, "had to make the decision for myself." Thus, even though
relationships helped youth to resist and negotiate new identities, the individualist
discourse of making sole "decisions" and "choices" still dominated.
You don't know me: Proving "them" wrong. Two young people, Sal at CAE
and Luis at RAE, who previously defined "at-risk youth" according to TRD, stated "that
is not me, though." Compared to the previous group (I'm over it), this group claimed to
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have never adopted a risk identity. Instead, youth in this category resisted TRD and
fought against negative perceptions of adults. For example, Sal said that "[adults] just
look down on us because we're in this school, but really they don't know me, they can't
say I'm that a bad person because they have no idea." Both youth struggled against the
at-risk label and experienced alternative education as a place to "catch up" on high school
credits towards graduation. As Luis explained, "[staff] really don't know me, for real, I
know that I'm looked at as a...um.. .probably like the rest of the kids here.. .[meaning
negative perception] but I'm here just to get credits, I don't hang out with anyone."

Summary of Results II
To recap, staff reproduced traditional and negative notions of at risk youth by the
maintaining low expectations and using language of deficiency. Staff that resisted TRD
actively chose to believe in youth potential, see past youth behaviors, respect and
appreciate youth experience and broaden definitions of success to include multiple
pathways. Youth that reproduced TRD made identity claims such as "This is who I am
and It's normal/I'm in control. Youth that resisted did so by asserting "identity
alternatives" by saying I'm tired of being in trouble, I'm over it/I'm moving on, and You
don't know me.
The next chapter illustrates how the responses of youth and staff to the traditional
risk discourse meet to form either transformative or conflictual relationships. When both
youth and staff resisted TRD, this created discontinuities that competed with notions of
dangerous and delinquent youth and supported the creation of new identities. 1 he cocreation of new identities is a transformative relationship. However, if staff and youth
acted in ways that reproduced TRDs, then conflictual relationships were formed,
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maintaining negative perceptions of youth. If there was a mix of responses, the only hope
for a transformative relationship was if staff continued to resist TRD as youth
reproduced. If staff reproduced TRD and youth resisted, this created a difficulty for youth
to negotiate alternative identities.
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Results III: Traditional Discourse and the Construction of Conflictual or
Transformative Relationships

Overwhelmingly, youth and staff interactions at Cityside and Roadside alternative
education replicated a negative view of youth based on the reproduction of TRD, leading
to constructions of conflictual relationships. In additional TRD reproduction, overriding
systemic barriers impacted youth and staff relationships. The systemic barriers that youth
and staff spoke of were overwhelming demands, ineffective and unequal practices, youth
and family location of blame, and community isolation. Additional systemic barriers that
only youth mentioned were boredom, experiencing racial prejudice, and issues of trust. In
addition, one school counselor at Cityside, Yesenia, and one MFT at Roadside, Orlando,
witnessed conflictual relationships between youth and staff that they attributed to
conflicting ideologies.

Systemic Barriers
Overwhelming demands. All staff (Mountainside, Cityside, and Roadside)
expressed overwhelming demands as employees in alternative education. These demands
typically included administrative paper work, state-mandated testing, and various work
and youth-related meetings. Unlike Mountainside however, how Roadside and Cityside
Alternative addressed and perceived these demands contributed to maintaining
conflictual relationships with youth. For example, Susan, a teacher with 23 years of
experience in alternative education, said "we are expected to be the teacher, the parent,
the priest, the probation officer, the judge, the counselor, the administrator, and the
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secretary. ... This is a 24-hour a day job." She further explained that this has a negative
impact on her ability to relate positively to youth:
I don't have the time to be patient and these are difficult kids. You need patience.
I'm forced to come down hard.... I would say that the stress of this [work load]
contributes most to the tensions or negativity in relationships with our students.
Lalo, a teacher in alternative education for 8 years, described his relationships
with youth as a conflictual struggle for power and linked this to overwhelming work
demands. He spoke about how, most times, he is alone at the site and has to run the
program by himself (answering phones and doing intakes with new youth), which means
he has to remove his attention from youth. He explained that, "[the administrators] expect
us to do it all, on top of dealing with the multitude of problems that these kids come in
with. It's overwhelming and very stressful at times." With staff overwhelmed, Lalo
explained that youth "take advantage" by smoking pot in class or engaging in other
problematic behavior "just to see if they can get away with it."
It appeared that youth were aware of the demands on staff, yet were discouraged
by the staff they described as unavailable. Many spoke about a conflictual or lack of
relationship with teachers who they saw as "too busy."
They're too busy with other things. ... I guess I would say that we have kind of
have bad relationships, or like ... there really is no relationship with the staff,
really, because they're just not, like, that available to us like that. —Temo, youth
at CAE
Some youth recognized the systemic challenges due to overwhelming demands,
yet placed responsibility on the staff to manage the issues themselves:
They have a lot to deal with ... with us. The kids here are the worst ones so
[teachers] can't really do it by themselves and its like, 20 of us against one of
them. I feel bad ... I guess ... but at the same time it's like, they chose to work
here.
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Youth at both sites (Cityside and Roadside) acknowledged the heavy work loads
and for some, it meant that they could do "whatever we want because the teachers aren't
really paying attention." For others it meant they were not receiving the individualized
attention they were promised. Nadia thought that when she enrolled at Roadside
Alternative, she would have access to counseling and assistance in mathematics. What
she experienced were teachers who were "doing things on their computers," and "did not
explain things, they just told me what page to do." She experienced counseling as a "way
to get out of class" but also to be able to talk freely and feel "listened to."
School counselor at Cityside, Yesenia, and an MFT at Roadside, Orlando,
commented that they were also aware of the work demands on staff and confirmed that
this placed additional stress and tension on staff relationships with youth. Yesenia
described some staff as if they have "sunburns," meaning that if you touch someone with
a sunburn, they might jump and scream. When youth act out or are disruptive with
overwhelmed staff, it's like "hitting them on the back when they have a severe sunburn."
They overreact and "kick the kids out of class instead of working with them."
With staff experience of and youth awareness of overwhelming demands, it was
no surprise that they described a process of stress, tension, and negativity that spilled into
their relationships with each other. The majority of staff at Cityside and Roadside
responded to this condition by exerting control and increased surveillance over youth, in
order to "reduce the amount of problems at the site." One teacher described how she uses
knowledge of a youth's probation officer (P.O.) to elicit a desired response, "I'll call his
P.O., and that usually get him to calm down ... stay in his seat. The other kids see this
and they know I mean business."

With staff overwhelmed, a complex dynamic of power and control permeated the
school environment (explained in more detail at the end of this chapter), which the youth
described and experienced as a prison. As one youth stated, "this place runs more like a
prison than a school. It's do this, do that, shut up, go over here, go over there." Other
comments such as "I'm counting down the days until I get outta here," and "I can't wait
to get out," seemed to resemble "doing time" in a prison. Some teachers also counted
days when youth were due to "get out." For example, a teacher at Roadside commented,
"Luis only has one week left, and we're counting down the days."
With such an emphasis on "getting out," questions were posed about program
effectiveness. Results showed that most youth and staff at City and Roadside perceived
some aspects of their program as ineffective.
Perceptions of ineffectiveness. Most youth and staff considered the practices of
alternative education ineffective. They believed this was the result of lumping youth
together in one room and a lack of on-site counseling. Youth and staff also questioned
what was different at their sites than at traditional schools and asked who benefited from
the existence of alternative education.
In the following statement, a teacher at Roadside questioned the institutional
practice at her site:
This really isn't an effective way of dealing with these kids. They're here, they're
all different ages, and they're all in one room. We're supposed to teach all the
subjects, and we can't deal with their behaviors on top of that. The system is just
not as effective as it could be. It's a great idea but it doesn't work like this. —
Teacher at Roadside Alternative
In this statement, the teacher explained that the practice of having all youth
together in one room is not effective in meeting their social, emotional and academic

needs. She further explained that youth play off of each other, encouraging more
disruptive behavior that she has to constantly manage. It appears that this, combined with
overwhelming demands, speaks to a lack of systemic support undergirding the
perceptions of staff of ineffectiveness practices at Cityside and Roadside.
Youth also confirmed the condition of being grouped together as ineffective. One
youth stated, "I'm in the same room as freshmen; the teacher will help them because
they're lower." He indicated that he does not feel prepared to graduate because "I'm
about to be 18 and I'm doing elementary work and mostly just art." Another youth stated
that being grouped together in one room created more chaos than he expected: "I thought
when I came here that we were going to have to do a lot of work, but it's like a jungle;
you can't really do any work."
Lack of on-site counseling. Youth and staff mentioned that a lack of onsite
counseling was an aspect of the ineffectiveness of their alternative-education site. Onsite
counseling was explained as a dedicated room at the school site where all youth enrolled
in the program were, as staff said, "mandated," or as youth said, "given the chance" to
attend individual counseling. Staff added that there was a need for specific attention to
issues of anger management and drug counseling. One teacher firmly stated, "this cannot
work without a counseling component. It is completely ineffective." All staff spoke about
counseling as a necessary component for youth defined as at-risk, adding that there is a
disservice to youth who are removed from traditional schools due to social/emotional
issues and then do not receive services. Without counseling for most youth at these sites,
one teacher referred to her position as a "highly paid baby-sitter.'5

Unlike youth enrolled at Mountainside who all received counseling services, only
a lew youth who attended Roadside and Cityside received group or individual
counseling. The few who did receive counseling services did so by court order. There
seemed to be a lengthy and confusing process for youth to obtain counseling services
other than by court order. As a result, only about 6-7 students (per site) out of
approximately 100 possible received weekly Vi hour to 1 hour counseling sessions.
Of the youth in this study, only two received counseling at Roadside, and one at
Cityside. The other youth participants who did not receive counseling commented that
this was "not fair," and described feeling "left out." When one youth stated, "they get to
get out of class to go to counseling," the interviewer asked, "is this the only reason that
you would want to go?" The reply was, "that... and to talk about things that are
bothering me."
Although counseling was agreed to be necessary, the timing of it was not. Two
teachers disagreed that youth should be allowed to attend counseling during class time.
The general question by these teachers was, "why can't they go to counseling during their
time?" (referencing the youth's 45-minute lunch period). Other than this disagreement
about counseling time, most agreed that there needed to be an investment in a counseling
component. If not, it was compared by a teacher at Cityside as, "putting a band aid on it
and kicking them out the door ... saying good luck."
Yesenia (Cityside school counselor) and Orlando (Roadside MFT) also expressed
frustration with their sites' policies and relationships between teachers and students.
Orlando echoed the sentiments of staff and said, "we need to provide better services tor
these kids, or else, it really isn't an alternative."

What is alternative about alternative education? Most youth and staff at City and
Roadside saw their sites as ineffective because it did not seem different from traditional
schooling. Ideas about alternative education typically bring to mind something different
(alternative) about the educational and social environment. Thus, if at-risk youth did not
benefit from traditional school, then an alternative-education setting must not look like
traditional school. However, staff at Roadside and Cityside spoke about a philosophical
contradiction in calling sites "alternative" when in practice they are more of the same:
"We end up kicking them out of our programs for the same reasons they were kicked out
of regular school. What's alternative about that?" (Teacher, Cityside Alternative).
Some teachers called into question policy issues at the site. Youth, who were
removed from traditional schools due to behavioral problems are sent to alternative
education as a solution to behavior problems, but then are removed from alternative
education for the same problems. Furthermore, the time spent in alternative education did
not address behavioral problems. Most teachers at CAE and RAE expressed frustration
with this process and described it as a "revolving door."
Another contradiction, perceived by many staff, is putting at-risk youth together
in one place. This was different from grouping youth of the same age in one room. Staff
referenced single classrooms as "putting all the bad kids in one spot" and hence, not
learning from positive peers. This, they claimed, only taught them to "be a better
criminal." One teacher at Roadside defaulted to research as he reflected,
I don't know if it made sense to me when I started teaching 8 years ago. Even the
research says that youth who are in trouble benefit from learning from positive
peers. Here, all they're learning is how to be a better criminal.
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Youth also mentioned they experienced negative aspects of alternative education
in which their program was worse than that in traditional school. For youth, the part that
made it more difficult was the smaller class size, lack of familiar friends, and lack of
social activities. For example, Miguel said that, "it's not that different than from [my
previous school] except that, it's smaller so it's harder to get away with things here." All
youth at Cityside and Roadside mentioned a lack of social activities such as "dances like
prom," or "football games." Furthermore, all described and confirmed the "revolving
door" effect when youth get "caught," suspended, and come back again in 2 or 3 days.
Many youth described this process as "just like regular school... maybe even worse."
Who benefits? Another ineffective practice articulated by most staff at Cityside
and Roadside was that they believed their sites existed only for profit. As one
administrator from Roadside explained,
To me, alternative [education] is a money maker. The districts didn't want to deal
with these students, so they had to go somewhere. In comes the county to set up
shop, take all the bad seeds from the district schools and get money for every
"body" in a seat. It's not alternative. It's a business.
Although probably intended in a more casual manner, the use of language in this excerpt
seems to perpetuate a negative image of youth as "bad seeds." Not only that, but the
belief that alternative education (or this particular site) is viewed primarily as a way to
generate revenue and as a way to deal with youth seemed to further displace the
humanistic value of servicing needs of marginalized youth.
Initially, the researcher believed this interview might be viewed in the context of
an administrator's perspective. Administration typically deals with budgets and all
financial aspect of alternative education, so their speech might reflect matters of profit

and general program maintenance. For example, the administrator further explained that
without youth to "fill the seats," there "is no program."
However, other staff and youth also shared these sentiments. The following
account from a 23-year veteran teacher at Roadside Alternative is another example that
calls into question who benefits from the existence of alternative education programs.
If we go back twenty years it was basically the intention of the county that this
would be a money maker for us ... that there was enough of these kids to fill
classrooms. The county jumped on it and said, "we will service those kids all
right. They can send them to us" and that's the way we can generate revenue.
Further questioning revealed that some believe alternative education exists so the
surrounding communities "see" that the school board is "doing something about these
kids." A teachers' aide at Roadside for 17 years explained this:
If you build an alternative education site in the community, the members of that
community think that the rough kids are removed from public schools, and we're
supposed to be handling them ... so they don't have to worry about it.
V
These statements reflect existing research (Te Riele, 2006; Munoz, 2005) that says
alternative education acts as a faqade—a place to appease community members into a
false sense of safety from "rough kids."
Most youth also spoke to perceptions of their particular site as operating solely as
a "money maker" for the local county. In a follow-up interview, 3 students from Cityside
Alternative spoke about how they were aware that the school site receives money for
their attendance, and other issues about sites closing down due to low enrollments. When
asked how they felt about this, most responded casually, "no big deal" or indifferently, "it
doesn't matter to me." Others responded with more critical awareness. As one youth
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stated, "I'm not getting anything outta being here. I'm just here giving [italics added]
attendance.'" A youth's attendance is the county calculated monies that school received.
Overall, what mattered most to youth was that money did not appear to them to be
spent on improving their schooling experience. One youth stated, "it's not that they're
making money off of us, it's that they don't spend money on what we want." What youth
wanted, for the most part, were better facilities, access to sporting equipment, field trips,
better food choices, and access to technology such as computers. Therefore, youth
believed that the local county, instead of them, benefited from the existence of their
alternative-education sites.
Youth and family location of blame. Several of the staff at Roadside and
Cityside made general assumptions that youth and their families were to blame for youth
problems. From their perspectives, youth at risk could be linked primarily to family
status. For example, one participant said, "it's the family.... It all starts in the home.
Most of these kids don't have fathers ... and the mother's working. They've lost control
of their kids." Another commented, "even their parents are [involved in criminal
activity], or have spent time in jail. If they cared about education, then their kids would,
too, but they don't."
Although City and Roadside, as institutions, appeared to be dominated by the
TRD, one exception was Marisol, a teacher's aide at Roadside Alternative who took on
an advocate stance toward youth and families, stating, "we as a community are all
responsible for these kids, it's not just the families. I hey have to work. ... No one can
live off of one income." She claimed, however, that she kept her views to herself for fear
that other staff would not be supportive: "[Most staff] would just list all the reasons why

we aren't responsible. 1 have to work in peace so I don't argue." Marisol's statement
reflects the power of the overarching TRD that defines what can and cannot be said about
youth.
Given the general beliefs about youth and families, questions were posed about
how this might impact relationships with youth. Staff at both sites responded that this
belief created negativity, tension, and conflict with youth. As 1 teacher stated, "it's hard
to have good relationships with them when [youth] don't care, and their families just
back them up." For example, the following story shared by a teacher revealed his
frustration:
I had a meeting with this kids' dad. And I was telling him how his kid was
bragging about all the plants [marijuana] he has growing in his house, and how he
was being disruptive in class. And the dad said to me, 'I don't know why he's
bragging. Those are my plants.'
Stories like the one above were common as Cityside and Roadside teachers, their
aides (with the exception of Marisol), and both administrators validated their beliefs that
youth and their families were to blame for the multitude of problems faced by youth.
Statements by staff such as "it's beyond what we can do" and "their families are just
dysfunctional" were reflective of what 1 administrator coined, the "defeatist culture" of
Cityside and Roadside. Others talked about the lack of a "strong family" leading to
youth's attraction to "gang families." Clearly, staff at Cityside and Roadside blamed
youth and their families for problems that they saw as beyond their ability to manage in
the classrooms. Adding to this "defeatist culture" was the general feeling by youth and
staff that their alternative-education site was not welcome in the local communities.
Lack of community support. A few youth and staff at Roadside and Cityside
identified a lack of community support. One staff member responded, "they don't want
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these kids in their backyards." When questioned about how these perceptions came about,
one staff member explained:
1 live in a community that you might say is affluent, and I can tell you that this
community would not even allow an alternative education school to operate. As a
matter of fact, they did try to propose plans for a site, and they were shut down ...
by the city.
In this example, the respondent used a hypothetical scenario (my community would not
allow it) combined with actual experience (the city shut down the alternative-education
site plan). In other staff responses, most defaulted to these hypothetical scenarios,
creating a negative story about youth and communities that "do not want them."
Curiously, youth seemed to pick up on the hypothetical lack of community
support. Comments from youth such as, "I think that most people in this neighborhood
don't want us here at all, in any school," and "I don't think people like that this school is
here, just like they don't want a prison here either." Not one youth was able to confirm an
actual experience of lack of community support.

Youth Perceived Systemic Barriers
Boredom. Youth typically referred to activities and experiences in alternative
education as "boring." In previous examples, staff mentioned that youth used counseling
as a "way to get out of class." Further investigation revealed that youth experienced
disengagement that they labeled "boredom." To deal with this, youth preferred
counseling to classes they described as boring and irrelevant to their lives. Roberto, a
student at Roadside, said, "It's very boring. I wish I had counseling so at least I could get
a break." Whereas, Nadia, who did have counseling said, "At least 1 get to see my
counselor; that's something to look forward to.' Many spoke about a desire to learn new
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material but expressed disappointment and frustration with teachers who they felt
thwarted learning opportunities. "It's so boring. ... I don't feel like I'm getting a good
education.... We're not learning anything new. Most of what I'm learning I already
learned in second grade. All we do is watch movies."
In follow-up interviews, 3 youths described boredom as a reaction against one
way, disengaged relationships with teachers that does not include their views or
preferences. For example, Michael, a student at Roadside, described a sense of
disappointment as he stated, "[Teachers] just talk at you, or give you a hand out or a
packet," adding that teachers "don't care what we want to learn about." Another student
contested, "I already know most of this stuff, [teachers] just think we're stupid. ... That's
why it's so boring here."
Instead of taking the youth's boredom concerns seriously, the staff at Cityside and
Roadside tended to dismiss it by statements such as "it's not boredom but laziness ...
that's the real culprit" or, "they don't have the discipline to do the work and stay
focused." Attributing youth boredom to laziness and lack of discipline ignores youth's
perspective and appears to contribute to conflictual relationships. Many youth confirmed
that this perspective impacted their relationship with staff. One youth addressed this by
saying, "yeah, for sure, that's why we don't get along, we tell them its boring but they
don't care, no ones gonna listen 'cause they look at us as like, you're a f**k-up, why
listen to what you gotta say?"
Feeling judged and cultural insensitivity. There are two white female teachers,
one at City and one at Roadside Three of the youth from Roadside and 1 from Cityside
mentioned that White people in general are either unwilling or unable to accommodate
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their needs, citing that they "do not understand" where they come from. For example,
Travis, a student at Roadside commented, "if you live in a nice house and you never lived
in the ghetto then...really.. .how can you understand where we come from." Karl (also
from Roadside) commented that White teachers "go back to their nice houses."
When asked if Paul and Lalo (African American and Latino teachers) have nice
houses, Karl responded, "probably, I guess, and its not that all White teachers are bad,
there're some that are really cool, but Ms.(teacher), I know she judge me 'cause I'm
Mexican." After further exploration into this experience, Karl (and several others) spoke
about being judged for language differences, while some youth mentioned that they
intuitively felt "judged" or stereotyped. Two young people recalled interactions that
clearly illustrated prejudice. In one example, Roberto (youth at Cityside) would not name
the teacher but reported that during the November 2008 presidential elections, he was
told: "too bad your family can't vote 'cause they're illegal."
All youth at City and Roadside mentioned that their specific cultural histories
were not valued or made part of the classroom. Some spoke about specific holidays and
cultural practices that were not recognized or valued (Mexican Independence Day, Cinco
de Mayo, quinceaneras). Many youth mentioned wanting to learn more about Mexican
history and culture in addition to North American history, whereas Luis stated that he
was tired of learning "white people stuff." He reminisced about his previous traditional
high school that had more diversity in learning:
At my old school, we had Hawaiian day, Armenian stuff, all kinds of Mexican
celebrations, and foods ....they were trying to teach us to respect different
cultures 'cause there were a lot of problems with Blacks and Mexicans. We had
assemblies and people would talk to us and stuff. Here, there's nothing like that
[...] I can see how problems [racial conflict between Blacks and Mexicans] are
starting up again.
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When asked in a later focus group with four youth, the youth spoke of a certain
type of "talk" that they equated with being judgmental. They seemed to equate being
listened to and having a caring attitude as non-judgmental. For example,
I see (Yesenia) every week, she's not my counselor but she helped me find a job
and she always, like, she's asks me how I'm doing, and about my family, she
knows about my uncle who's in jail. I just don't feel like she judges me.
Another youth, who was not Orlando's client, stated, "I think Orlando doesn't judge
people like the teachers do sometimes. At least, he doesn't talk like does." When probed
for further clarification about this type of "talk," the focus group mentioned "talking
down to us" and "being sarcastic" as two types of speech that gave them the impression
of being judged or stereotyped.
Issues of trust. Many of the youth enrolled in Cityside and Roadside spoke about
the difficulties they had trusting adults or persons in authority. They shared their
experiences of "being in the system" for many years, having gone through many
relationships that, in their minds, failed to bring about any positive changes. They spoke
of the need to develop trust on a trial basis, hinged on the expectancy of being "let
down." Vicente, youth at Cityside, said, "I don't trust anyone right away, and sometimes,
when I do trust people, I get let down." Other youths, including Temo, spoke about
"being let down" as a result of being shuffled through the system, placed in various
groups or foster-care homes, or having multiple counselors/therapists that did not change
or help their situation.
Another example of this is Sal, a youth at Cityside. Sal has been in seven different
group/foster-care homes and, after a lengthy Child Protective services case, is now living
with his grandmother. He shared his experience of family with many stories of pain and
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loss, and through tears said, "There's no reason to trust anyone. ... I have to look out for
myself." He further explained that he cannot trust adults because each place he goes the
adults already know his history of fighting, stealing, and drug possession. "They read my
files and they know what I'm about. They know my situation, and instead of maybe
understanding me, they judge me automatically. It's not fair and I can't do anything about
it."
These examples help to explain why most youth did not forge trusting
relationships at Cityside and Roadside Alternative. The youth viewed most staff at
Cityside and Roadside as similar to previous adults in their lives that come and go. There
seemed to be a lack of meaningful connection between youth and staff, further inhibited
by reproduction of TRDs.

Counselor's Experience of Conflicting Views of Youth
Differences abound at City and Roadside regarding how to "deal" with youth.
Orlando, the MFT for Roadside, and Yesenia, school counselor for Cityside spoke at
length about conflicting staff perceptions regarding youth and what they need to be
successful. Yesenia stated that,
most of the staff have been here for a long time. I think they're kind of burned
out.... They think that the kids just need to be controlled, whereas we
[counselors] think they need to be heard and supported.
This philosophical stance of "being heard," for the most part, was perceived by some
staff as a "too soft," "naivety," and the result of not having to be "in the classroom all day
with these kids." Furthermore, some staff viewed youth as manipulating counselors to
get attention." As one teacher's aide explained, the kids run to the counselors and just
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tell them lies" adding that "holding their hand is not gonna help them succeed in the long
run." Counselors maintained that "some teachers do not believe these kids can be
successful. They have low expectations, and it starts to become a self-fulfilling
prophecy."
These findings imply that staff is situated in a complex, multidimensional and
political environment. There also appeared to be different levels of power, with teachers
afforded the most power and capacity to influence how to view youth, teachers' aides
slightly less, and counselors holding a "visitor" status.
According to the counselor's, differing levels of influence and perspectives
regarding how to interact with youth led to conflicts and deadlocked relationships
between staff. Counselors explained that they retreated to safety of their offices and did
little to interact with teachers or other staff. There seemed to be an unwritten rule that
teachers took the "bad cop" position whereas the counselors took on the "good cop"
position. Following a probe about how this happened and what can be done, Orlando
explained that to "go against the commonly held beliefs about the kids here, its hard to
do, its not taken seriously." He further stated that in the past, staff conversations about
perspectives, and what's "best for these kids" took on a counselor-versus-teacher
dynamic. Most counselors said that resolution of staff conflicts might take many "staff
meetings" that administration not only supported but attended, adding that 'mediation by
a third party" might be necessary.

The Role of Power in Conflictual Relationships
The role of power played out in ways that reinforced negati ve, conflictual
relationships between youth and teachers. For staff at City and Roadside, they cited the

need to "lay down the law early" before newly enrolled youth got the impression they
could have power over teachers. Teachers (at City and Roadside) explained two ways that
they "laid down the law": threats and the use of an authoritarian tone of voice.
Staff: "Lay down the law early." All four teachers at City and Roadside
described a process most accurately captured in Paul's statement:
If you're a teacher at this site, you need to lay down the law as soon as they come
in the door, otherwise, if you don't, [youth] will walk all over you. You have to
establish your authority in the classroom ... it means that you take control by
whatever means necessary. Let them know that they can't mess with you. This
isn't a petting zoo, this is alternative education.
Ultimately, this meant that teachers relied on a punitive and controlled environment for
their classrooms and interactions with youth. Some teachers explained that this is a
"necessary evil" when working with troubled youth because, "they'll take advantage of
you, if you're too nice or you don't watch your back." When asked how they expressed
this control, a variety of responses fell into three categories: threats, strong follow
through and use of an authoritarian tone of voice.
Through the use of threats. The use of threats typically related to calling another
person of authority to inflict sanctions on youth. Most of the youth enrolled at City and
Roadside (approximately 100) are on probation. "Probation" is a supervision program
created by law in which the freedom of the youth is limited and the youth's activities are
restricted in lieu of a sentence to juvenile hall. Most youth on probation fear a return to
juvenile hall and by default, feared probation officers who could enforce this. As Lalo,
teacher at Roadside, explained that when a young person acts out in his class all I have
to do is mention the P.O's name and pull out my cell phone, tell [youth], you want me to
text your P.O.' and of course they say, "no, no, no, OK, OK, I m calm.

Even for youth that are not on probation, the threat of obtaining a probation case
still lingered. Some teachers mentioned threatening youth with suspension or removal
from the program. Paul said that "if you suspend them, or threaten to, they know that too
many of these can lead to probation."
Strong follow through. All teachers mentioned a strong follow through to threats
increased their credibility as the authority figure. In a follow-up focus group meeting, two
teachers, one at CAE and one at RAE explained follow through as a way to be taken
seriously and make "examples" out of some youth.
CAE teacher: some kids are sacrificed.. .meaning, we have to make examples out
of them, you can't always threaten to call a P.O. or kick them out, you have to
have follow through or else [youth] won't respect or take your authority seriously
RAE teacher: yep, exactly, yes, they're sacrificial lambs, they are...so you call a
kids P.O. and they come and take him right there in front of the other kids.
According to teachers, a strong follow through had the effect of displaying power in a
way that other youth witnessed and would (sometimes) respect. The teachers hoped that
this display of power kept the peace in the classrooms. As one teacher put it, "in order to
keep the kids in line, from killing each other.. .or us..., we need to run a very tightly
controlled ship."
Using the voice of power. According to teachers, the tone of voice made a
difference when communicating power. Susan explained the voice of power as, "strong
and direct" and sometimes "you need to be loud. Paul said that "you have to
communicate authority through your voice. Kids can tell the difierenee if you re scared
or if your approach is too mild."
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Teachers qualified the use of power and control as ways to keep youth from
hurting themselves or others. Youth, on the other hand, had very different experiences of
power, described in the next section.
Youth experience of power and control. When describing their relationships
with staff, all youth at City and Roadside described some aspect of dealing with issues of
teacher power and control. All youth interviewed spoke about the experience of being
treated unfairly. Some youth experienced teacher use of threats and tone of voice as
stressful and others felt angered by it. Youth who experienced stress would respond by
retreating or, in their words, "stay on the down low." A struggle for power occurred for
youth who were angered by teacher threats or tone of voice. Youth who described anger
dealt with this by directly challenging teacher's authority.
Feelings of unfairness. Youth described an experience of being treated unfairly
when teachers used threats and "yell at us." For example, Sal (youth at Cityside) said
that, "it's just really unfair to yell at us and think you're superior just because you're a
teacher, you know?" Travis shared a similar sentiment as he explained, "teachers think
that just 'cause they're teachers, they can yell.. ..threaten us, you know...it's not
fair.. .it's not right. They should try to work with us more.'
Some explained that they are not "given the chance" to explain their positions or
offer their side of a story. In this way, the role of power limited youth and staff s ability
to form trusting and supportive relationship. When asked about how the experience of
unfairness impacted relationships with teachers, most youth agreed that fairness is a
necessity and felt that they could not see themselves in positive relationships w ithout it.
In the following statement, Roberto (youth from CAE) said rather poignantly.,
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isn't it just common sense that you have to be fair and you have to like, respect
people to have good relationships? When teachers, when they're too much into
like, being "god" and don't respect and they're not fair then we can't have good
relationships. That's just the way it is."
Stressed out and need to retreat. Some youth experienced teachers at CAE and
RAE use of threats or yelling as intimidating. For youth, this was stressful and they
responded by retreating or trying to avoid interaction with teachers. The following is an
example of a young person who describes being stressed out:
Youth: They [teachers] always threatened us ... to call our P.O.s or case workers.
It depends on what kind of P.O. you have, like mine ... if they call her, I'm gonna
go back to Camp for 6 months, so I can't mess around at all.
Interviewer: How do you deal with that?
Youth: Well I try to stay low, keep to myself.... It's hard ... you know ... even if
I'm around [trouble] I'm gonna get blamed for it [...] you have to just try to stay
on the down low, avoid them...1 don't know...hide somewhere. It's not worth
getting blamed for something.
Interviewer: So, what's that like for you?
Youth: It's stressful. I just... I think I'm stressed out all the time. I would say
that's why I smoke weed but I don't smoke anymore so, I can't because I get
tested, but I would if I could. And that's why, just all the stress. There really isn't
anything to look forward to, until I get out of [alternative education].
It was clear that the youth who feared going back to juvenile hall experienced stiess and
did their best to avoid confrontations with staff. On the other hand, some youth did not
seem to fear juvenile hall placement and instead, directly confronted teacher s who they
experienced as overbearing.
Angered and need to confront. Youth who reported feelings of anger in response
to teacher's use of power dealt with this by directly challenging teacher authority. This
took the form of direct confrontation, as can be seen from the following excerpt.
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Interviewer: how do you deal with that, when the teacher yells at you for
something.
Youth: I can't stand that, it really, I get so pissed. It's stupid, you know? Like
what, really, what the.. .they're power hungry you know. I'm telling you, I get in
their face sometimes like, screw you, you know.
Interviewer: get in their face like how, what do you say.
Youth: well like yesterday [explains situation with teacher], and I just told him
straight out 'this is bullsh*t and you know it' or something like that. I just call
them out.. .they be trippin sometimes, like wanting all the power.
Summary of Conflictual Relationships
The examples in this chapter provide insight into how youth and staff co-construct
conflictual relationships with each other. Some staff, as well as youth, viewed alternative
education as a business, a for-profit endeavor, and not an opportunity to contribute
positively to the lives of youth. Some staff also experienced their own role as hopeless,
that the problems of youth are beyond their ability to make a difference. The youth also
confirmed systemic barriers that were outside of the school, and questioned the
effectiveness of their program. The role of power also inhibited the construction of
positive relationships. Teachers qualified their use of power as a way to minimize
problems and contain youth. Youth, however, viewed these power processes negatively
and either retreated or directly confronted start. Power processes combined with a
reproduction of traditional risk discourses created conflictual relationships that are
ineffectual in helping to transform youth's lives. In the next section, youth and staff at
Mountainside describe transformative relationships, 01 relationships that facilitate the
negotiation of alternative identities, other than risk identities, for youth. Refer to Figure I
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on page 52 for a visual representation of the six elements needed for "transformative
relationships."

Six Key Elements for the Construction of Transformative Relationships
In contrast to the other school settings, the majority of youth and staff at
Mountainside Alternative Education resisted TRD and seemed to speak highly of each
other and the program in general which contributed to an overall construction of
transformative relationships. Key elements of transformative relationships with youth
include authentic interactions, high expectations for success, sense of belonging, and
opportunities for leadership, peer support, and community support
Authentic interactions. When both youth and staff resisted the trappings of the
TRD, they described their interactions with each other as authentic. Authentic
interactions occurred when youth experienced adults as genuine in their attention and
care. In an authentic interaction, youth also described being "known" by the adult. In
turn, youth felt comfortable enough to trust the adult, therefore creating an authentic
interaction. In this example, a young man talks about how he can sense his teacher's
authenticity.
I know he's not just trying to be my friend, or act like he s cooi with me. He s
legitimate]. ... He spends time with me like at lunch, or just... like if I pass him
in the hallway he'll stop for a second and he'll say something. He'll talk to me
real quick about something.... Mr. Brandon is cool like that.... He knows his
students, he knows what's going on with every kid in here. —Miguel
Being authentic is clearly important to Miguel when he says he knows his
teacher is not just trying to be his friend, and is genuine in his care, i o understand the
interaction on a deeper level, Miguel's teacher, Mr. Brandon, responded,
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What I try to do is respect them first and get to know them ... in a real way. I
have them talk about their gang issues and their family issues ... and I even share
some of myself with them and they seem to like that... and once the trust is built
... we can go ahead and move forward with the academics. Not until then, though.
—Mr. Brandon, Teacher
Here, Mr. Brandon talks about the importance of interacting with youth in a
respectful, authentic way, sharing personal information prior to engaging in the work
product of school. Previous research has suggested that effective programming and
interventions that facilitate a mutual respect and the social and emotional growth of youth
are critical in alternative-education settings (Klopovic, Vasu, & Yearwood, 2003). Mr.
Brandon expanded on his beliefs about authentic interactions with students, saying that
"everything rises and falls on relationships with these kids, and you have to really be
genuine with them; otherwise, they'll see through you."
Youth often told me that they can "see through" staff or other adults who are
trying to befriend them. Further conversations revealed that trying to be a friend
constituted a disingenuous move toward relationships. Most youth said that this is
intuitively sensed and wholly rejected. As one youth stated, "I've had so many people in
my life and they all saying the same thing. It's like ... I can finish their sentences ... but
some people, you know, they really care." For youth, the test of one's authenticity is
often of primary importance for the formation of transformative relationships.
An interesting finding was that authenticity also mattered for those youth who
chose to reproduce the TRD. Josias and Andrew, youth at Mountainside alternative,
represent two students who actively reproduced and preferred risk identities. Both were
on a contract for smoking marijuana in that they had to be drug tested weekly. When 1
asked about their thoughts on weekly drug testing, both responded, we know how to
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pass those. * They maintained that there was no benefit for them to abstain from smoking
marijuana. The potential for a transformative relationship, however, seemed to lay in the
balance, as Josias experienced an authentic interaction with his teacher.
I remember one time he just said, "Hey Josias," and I was surprised he even knew
my name. I don't talk to anyone, or like, you know, I stay quiet... but he knew
my name ... then, like ... I started talking more because, you know ... he would
always be talking to me first, so then I started to get more comfortable, and I just
thought that... you know, this teacher is legitimate], he probably really cares and
is not just doing his job. —Josias, youth
Further explorations into this experience led Josias to talk about the "possibility"
of learning from the program and considering a new identity.
Well, now that I'm talking more about [smoking marijuana] I think I could
change, like who I am right now ... its not... it's like ... maybe I could be
different, if I stay here and do my program. I really don't want to [change] right
now and its only 'cause I like Mr. Bruce. ... Why I'm still here, I think he's a
cool.... I'll just see what happens.... I'm gonna stay [for the duration of the
program], you know?
Josias appears to be considering a negotiation of his identity as he treads lightly in
the relational space between himself and Mr. Bruce. It is almost as if Josias is testing the
authentic environment as he describes "starting to talk more" after he realized Mr. Bruce
was genuine in his interest and conversations with him. Josias experience is similar to
most youth narratives that described an initial hesitancy to engage with other adults at
Mountainside. After youth described their authentic interactions, it seemed as though
they started to buy into the program by sharing their life experiences in group counseling.
Andrew, however, spoke about alternate identities being forced on him by staii,
and instead preferred to reproduce a risk identity. Andrew s self-construction held firm to
the idea that he was "not like" the others who he experienced as conforming to adult
expectations and, in his words, "pretending to be straighi-edge or on track with the
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program requirements. Instead, he constructed his identity according to the TRD and
maintained that this was a more powerful identity than what the adults could offer him.
When asked how he thinks others see him, Andrew responded, "this is who I am and if
anyone doesn't like it, then that's their problem." Nonetheless, when he experienced an
authentic interaction with Mr. Bruce, he seemed to soften his position and be open to the
idea of participating.
I can just tell [Mr. Bruce is] real. It's not just a front, like, "oh, I care about you."
He'll pull me aside and ask something personal about me and really listen, I can
tell. ... He looks right into my eyes. He cares about what I'm saying ... and I can
tell him whatever and he won't be mad or anything. So that helps me to trust him
and keep it real with him. —Andrew
As an active participant, Andrew is in the process of constructing and negotiating
a relationship with Mr. Bruce. The authentic interactions seemed to be a key piece in
whether youth are willing to consider negotiating risk identities. This is an example of
what some have referenced as needing only "one person" in your life to make a positive
difference. In authentic interactions, there seems to be a positive difference for youth that
they can either accept or reject. It they accept it, they participate in a competing discourse
and negotiate new identities. If they reject it, they maintain traditional risk identities.
High expectations. In this study, high expectations did not hail from only from
one group, with staff providing high expectations for youth and this resulting in positive
outcomes for youth success. In order for the concept of high expectations to make a
difference for youth, the youth expressed a need to have relevant, engaging academic
material (not "baby work") and respect for the adult setting the expectation stage.
They have a lot of rules, not really rules, but like ... um ... expectat ions for us,
you know.... The work we do here isn't boring. It's all about things that matter to
us and how things affect us, you know? ... I knew that I could do it even by
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myself, but when we work together ... it helps us to leam more, you know? And
we get better grades.
In follow-up interviews with youth, they were presented with the theme high
expectations. All youth commented they must respect the person who defined and set the
expectations (usually a teacher).
Yeah, you really learn that there are expectations here and everyone's trying to
follow them, like, because we see the whole class following them. But you know,
it matters if you respect the person, because I've been in a lot of places where
there's the same thing [high expectations], but the person is like ... they're too
demanding or they look down on us and they don't respect us, so, you know, we
can't respect them. —Cedric, youth at MAE
In essence, communicating high expectations was not a top-down standard that
was accepted by youth in the program. Instead, communicating high expectations was a
dynamic, interactive process that involved mutual respect. During a taped dialogue that
included a teacher, Mr. Bruce, and a student, Danielle, both agreed that high expectations
come from both staff and students:
Mr. Bruce: So, when I tell you that this is what is expected, that you come to class
and have your shirts tucked in and that you have your materials with you, your
pens, you know, your paper, and that you come in ready to silent read for 30
minutes in the morning, that is an expectation that I have, and I communicate it to
you.
Danielle: Right, yeah.
Interviewer: So how does that work here? How is it that most everyone comes to
class prepared, and shirts tucked in?
Danielle: It's because we have a lot of respect for Mr. Bruce, if he tells us
something, then like, we're gonna do it because he s not just telling us ... just to
be mean or just to like, have control of us.... He's telling us because lie cares. So,
we believe him, so we just, you know, we're gonna pay attention and do ... and
follow the expectations.
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Moreover, staff responded that communicating high expectations happens in part
by setting up learning environments where students work together on academic projects
and earn grades as a group. The expectation is that they work together, and ask questions
of each other, and support one another understanding and comprehending the task. In my
observation of the learning environment at Mountainside Alternative Education, I noticed
that the youth were grouped into heterogeneous quadrants, four at a table. Commenting
about the philosophy behind the arrangement, Mr. Bruce responded that this helps youth
"draw upon their different strengths and encourages them to learn from each other."
High expectations were not transformative, however, for those youth who acted in
ways that reproduced the risk discourse. Ungar's (2006) research found that youth follow
conventional and unconventional pathways to survive and thrive. Unconventional
pathways are those that are not as socially acceptable, but for youth, make sense in an
underresourced environment. For Andrew, the ways he has found to survive and thrive in
his world involved a commitment to his identity. He maintained that he did not want to
change, adding that this would not help him where he lives.
They expect too much I think. There's too many rules.... There's no way I can go
from where I come from to what they want. It's just not gonna happen like that. I
gotta do me. That's all I can do ... it's what I know.
At this point in Andrew's life, it seemed unrealistic to him to conform to the
program expectations at Mountainside, when he had other concerns that weighed more
heavily upon him. He explained that his mother was struggling financially, and he had an
older brother (age 21) who was about to be sentenced to life in prison, In order to survive,
he clung to what he knew best, which was to enjoy his time out of school with friends,
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smoking marijuana. In these situations, there are no easy solutions. To take away what
Andrew sees as a way to cope is not realistic and not connected to his life experience.
Sense of belonging. Another aspect of transformative relationships included
youth experience of belonging in the Mountainside Alternative Education setting. The
idea that places play a role in youth identity has gained credence in the last decade, along
with the notion that there is a place identity that contributes to one's overall sense of self
(Rubenstein & Parmelee, 1992; Swaminathan, 2004). The students who articulated what
Mountainside meant to them in terms of belonging said,
I feel like I belong here. ... This is where I feel the best. It's better than school.
I'd rather be here than at home. I just feel like I can do better here, and I'm getting
better. —Cesar
I finally have a place that I really belong to and I don't want to leave. I'll probably
get a job here after I go to college. —Danielle
The staff echoed the sense of belonging felt by the youth and commented, "Once they
come to Mountainside, and they buy into the program, they don't want to leave. ... The
reason why I figured ... it's such a close-knit unit... it's like a family. They feel like they
belong here."
Most youth at Mountainside spoke about their affinity for the program and for the
staff. The essence of belonging centered on youth discussions of the school's small size,
caring environment, and the individualized attention they received from most staff.
Furthermore, youth described a mantra that they speak when attending community
events, at sporting events with other alternative schools, or in a spontaneous outburst
during lunch: "Who are we? We are M.A.! Who are we? We are M.A."
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As an observer of the mantra, "Who are we? We are M.A.," I can attest to the
excitement and sense of closeness that this created as the students spoke in unison, with
strong conviction, that they are Mountainside Alternative. It seemed to unite the group
and contribute to a place identity (Rubenstein & Parmelee, 1992), providing a key
experience for transformative relationships. Mountainside provided the structure that
allowed space for youth to experience connection and belonging in a way that promoted a
sense of alliance among youth and staff.
The sense of belonging did not permeate all youth. When I asked one youth what
made him feel like he did not belong, he criticized the staff for being too narrow and
exerting pressure to conform.
[The staff at Mountainside Alternative Education] want you to be like them and
act like them, and if you don't, then they call you on it. I'm just trying to be me ...
nobody else. But, if you don't do things like them, they're gonna bug you about it.
I'd be better if they just left me alone, and I just do my work. —Josias
It could be that Josias' strong alliance with a risk identity elicits a response that rejects
connection.
Opportunities for leadership. Built into the culture of Mountainside Alternative
Education, including the language and practices, were opportunities for students to
perform certain jobs. These jobs included a variety of leadership positions such as
"foreman," as one who monitors clean-up duties, and "chef," as one who organizes and
disseminates meals for the week. Observational and interview data suggested that the
youth experienced an increased positive status from being assigned to, as well as
performing these tasks. As Charles, a teacher s aide at Mountainside, explained,
You can see the difference in their behavior when they're put in a position of
leadership, and you call them "the foreman" or "the group leader" or, "chef' or
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whatever job they have, they like it, and they play the part. ... Other kids see that,
and want the opportunities as well, and they learn what to do to earn those
opportunities.
Increased positive status among peers was confirmed by youth.
As soon as I came here and I saw that Luis was the foreman, so eventually I
wanted to be the foreman ... and now that I am ... it's almost like the best feeling
ever. ... I guess I like being in charge and, just feeling like I'm doing something
good ... for once.
For Mountainside Alternative Education, it seemed as though the staff created
opportunities that allowed youth to express themselves in powerful, socially acceptable
ways.
Still, there were some youth who did not respond positively to the leadership
opportunities. In this example, Andrew experienced an unequal distribution of jobs and
disliked the many rules. "All the different jobs they have here are only for those people
who follow the rules ... and to do that you have to be a rat, and I'm just not gonna do
that." Andrew, and another youth, Josias, were two young people at Mountainside who
continued to reproduce the TRD. In a later section on "fence sitters," it will be noted that
the potential still exists to form positive relationships if engaged with staff that resist
TRD.
Peer support. Peer support provided a like-minded audience for youth and
broadened the range of opinions received beyond those of the staff. Bill, Program
Director at Mountainside Alternative Education, explained that youth are encouraged by
staff, from the start of their program, to "support and confront each other on their issues."
Bill further added that in order for this to work, staff model and guide youth in how to
listen to one another, critique sensitively, create an atmosphere of trust, and accept
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criticism. Eventually, the more senior youth take the lead in the process. For example,
Hilda, a Mountainside student for over a year says,
Here we confront each other. So, I'm kind of like, I've been here the longest. I'm
expected to confront others if I see they aren't being helpful, or if they have
underground issues they're not bringing up. I offer support.
What becomes clear in the interviews and through observation is how youth adopt
the language of "support" and "confront," encouraged by staff at the beginning of the
program. This speaks to the influence that staff have at setting the tone for the alternativeeducation environment.
Peer support also created a reciprocal appreciation for youth and their collective
experiences. Most youth commented that listening to others transformed how they
viewed themselves and how they viewed others, expanding their understanding and
appreciation. In this example, Elijah described his experience listening to others and how
that changed his perspective.
Just listening to the others in group, I'm seeing [name of youth] for the first time
talk about his dad and it's like, we're all there supporting him and helping him get
through it... just like they've helped me get through rough times before. I get to
be there for someone else. It really changed how I look at everyone who comes
here. We're all dealing with something. —Elijah
Some youth who attended Mountainside mentioned disliking the process at first,
but learned to appreciate the diversity of experience.
Listening to the other kids here helped me.... It's helped me a lot. Here you're
kind of forced to listen at first but then you get used to it and you start seeing how
different people can see things. It take a lot of patience to listen to people and
that's something that I didn't have before coming here. Felix
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Some youth mentioned that the small school size helped in creating an atmosphere of
peer support. Danielle explained, "everyone here matters, it's a small school so we all get
noticed, no one is left out.. .we all support each other here."
Community support. A major theme that staff mentioned, and youth confirmed,
was Mountainside's positive presence in the local community. Community service was
central to the learning experience of the youth at Mountainside. Staff structured outings
that included volunteer services at local convalescent hospitals, Salvation Army, thrift
stores, animal shelters, fire and police stations. Youth mentioned that their interaction
with the local community helped them to transform risk identities. Cedric, age 16
commented, "We always go out and help people, like in the community, and I do like it, I
do because it makes me feel good.. .I'm doing something for the community, I'm giving
back instead of causing drama." After reflecting on how this has impacted his view of
himself, he responded, "I'm a better person."

Fence Sitters
Fence sitters describes youth who reproduced TRD but were engaged in
relationships with staff that resisted. This was the case for two young people at
Mountainside, Andrew and Josias. It seemed as though Andrew and Josias described the
"possibility" of transformative relationships as they described a commitment to their way
of being while considering other ways of being. In previous examples, Andrew and Josias
claimed that MAE had "too many rules" and pointed to unrealistic expectations. They
also did not want to conform the group standards of' confronting each other. Both,
however, described positive relationships with staff, and seemed willing to alter their
behavior based on these relationships. For example, Josias said, I in no good at
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homework, but Mr. (Bruce) makes me want to do it 'cause I don't want to let him down."
And Andrew stated, "I think that eventually, being here will help me but, I'm not really
ready to give up some stuff, but I like everyone here, it's the longest I've been any
place."

Shifting and Shared Power Relations in Transformative Relationships
In all relationships, there are elements of power that must be negotiated. One
pattern that emerged in transformative relationships between youth and staff was a
shared, or sometimes a shifting of power. There were times when youth and staff
collaborated on the daily curriculum and activity agenda, and also times when the youth
took the lead all together and the staff participated as "learners." In this example, Cedric
spoke about the balance of power at Mountainside compared to his previous school:
Interviewer: What's the difference, in your experience, from teachers here and
teachers at [traditional] school?
Cedric:Well, over there, they're meant to be the teachers,... in this school they're
more open minded.
Interviewer: ok, you said, meant to be teachers?
Cedric:Oh, like ... they're meant to be teachers over there [traditional school]
because they like to control you, they're more into talking down to you, like? I
don't know ... they have the say in everything and they're not gonna listen to us
... here we have a say in some things. They ask our opinion and we can say this
or that.
Interviewer: I see. OK. And you also said open minded? Can you give an
example?
Cedric: yea, [staff] here are really open minded. They're more willing to try new
stuff and like, we can have an idea and we can tell [staff] and they'll be open to it.
Like when we wanted to go to the beach because it was so hot and they said, OK
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but that [youth] had to learn, too, so then we worked it out where we measured the
waves and learned about tides and stuff, but we also had fun.
The next excerpt demonstrates shifting power relations between adults and young
people. Y outh are well aware that they possess knowledge and skills that adults find
confusing or desirable. Like adults, youth are happy to share their knowledge in some
situations.
Felix: Yeah, and its like ... they want to learn from us, too. We always teach them
about our phones, music we like, about Internet stuff, all the latest things. ... We
teach them.
Interviewer: sounds interesting. What's it like for you to have that kind of
relationship with [staff]?
Felix: me? I think it's a good thing. It's not just that it makes me feel good about
myself but it also helps me, its helps all of us, you know? If my teacher doesn't
know something and I help them out, it makes me feel good, like it matters what I
say and I feel more important to [staff]
MFT's and counselors at Mountainside also confirmed shifting power
relationships, but added that this was intentional. During a focus group interview, several
therapists commented that it was important to "treat youth as equal partners in the
program," and to "model collaborative relationships with each other [staff]."

Summary of Transformative Relationships:
For youth and staff at Mountainside Alternative, transformative relationships
occurred when authentic interactions, high expectations, a sense of belonging,
opportunities for leadership, peer and community support were present In addition,
active resistance of the traditional risk discourse (TRD) primarily by staff, can lead to
transformative relationships.

Discussion

This analysis of youth and staff at three different alternative education programs
showed that most attribute negative associations and drew on a traditional risk discourse
{T RD), in general, for the term at-risk youth. The connection between resistance or
reproduction of TRD and the formation of either transformative or conflictual
relationships was apparent in each of the programs. Most staff and youth at Mountainside
Alternative acknowledged but resisted the TRD, co-constructing new identities through
transformative relationships. For most staff and youth at City and Roadside Alternative,
dominate discourses of at risk youth, as well as systemic barriers, contributed to
conflictual relationships. This chapter includes a discussion of results according to the
differences between sites and begins with a look at the limitations of traditional risk
discourses.

Limitations of Traditional Risk Discourses
Based on participant negative associations for the term at-risk youth, and
subsequent relational impact, it seemed evident that there are certain limitations in the use
of traditional risk discourses (TRDs) that define youth. One of these limitations includes
how individualist language, a characteristic of risk discourses, takes attention away from
how relationships influence youth and minimizes problems with alternative schools
systems, making it easier to blame and further marginalize youth. In line with this,
another limitation is that TRD hides the constraints on available choice for youth.
Individualistic language. Although some participants were able to resist
traditional discourses of at risk youth, the individualistic language and negative
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associations is a continuation of the historical process of constructing certain
populations of young people in term of deviancy, delinquency, and deficit (P. Kelly,
1999, pg. 204).'' Constructing youth in this manner became part of a social construction
that identified youth, instead of the relationships and systemic issues of alternative
programs, as the problem. Individualistic ideas about youth choices and personal
motivation dominated as explanations for how youth become and

-become at risk.

These findings reflect previous research that has noted that dominant conceptualizations
of youth 'at risk' draw attention to what is wrong with youth, rather than to what may be
wrong with the alternative education system (Te Riele, 2006). In this way, TRD can
silence and blame youth instead of support, empower and increase opportunities for them.
Silencing and blaming seemed to fit what happened to youth at City and Roadside as they
mentioned concerns with their alternative education settings but were dismissed by
teachers as "lazy" and "unmotivated."
For City and Roadside, it seemed that the guiding philosophy was that youth need
to be changed and therefore, the teacher's sought to reform youth using overpowering
strategies that youth experienced negatively. Studies have shown that the change-theyouth programs, especially ones like City and Roadside that are punitive and control
oriented, rarely contribute to positive changes in youth (Quinn, Poirier, Faller, Gable, &
Tonelson, 2006) and, as these findings demonstrate, led youth to cling to, or reproduce
risk identities. Another philosophy is that the system needs change. Previous studies have
indicated that change-the-system programs show positive results and are more effective
than change-the-youth programs (Conley, 1999;Raywid, 1999).
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Philosophies that promote system change represent a shift away from
individualistic models. What became apparent through interviews and classroom
observations is that at risk youth discourses rely on individualistic models. Although
there have been significant shifts in policy language that speak to treating the whole child
and a shift away from deficit thinking to a focus on youth resilience and strengths, in
practice, youth and adults continue to situate risk and subsequent risk reducing
responsibility at the site of the individual. Assumptions inherent in this kind of thinking
are that young people have equal power in society and that they are separate from broader
SGcio-cultural contexts that shape their worlds.
On a deeper level, however, City and Roadside seemed to lack the systemic
support that would help to resist dominate risk discourses that problemitize youth. For
these alternative programs to increase opportunities for youth and have positive
outcomes, the sites need to reconsider their program elements and provide more support
for staff, who often reported feeling overwhelmed by youth. Without systemic support,
Kim and Taylor (2008) argue that a negative view of youth and alternative education will
persist.
Another important theme in this study defined at risk youth as in danger of
unsuccessful transition to adulthood. This finding speaks to a particular form of selfhood
that dominates Western societies and is based on individualistic, white middle-class
values. P. Kelly (2006) describes this form of selfhood as the "entrepreneurial self," and
argues that "the figure (population) of youth at-risk', in its negativity, illuminates the
positivity that is the entrepreneurial self (p.17)" and reveals certain 'truths' about who
youth should become as adults. An entrepreneurial self operates as a rational,
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autonomous, and responsible subject. It is a form of personhood that says one should
conduct inemselves "in the business of life," as an enterprise, and forces us (adults) to
look at youth anxiously, and in need of managing their uncertainties, risks, and
instabilities to ensure a productive, economically viable future.
Hidden sociocultural context. Even for staff that resist TRD, there seems to be
no language to name socio-cultural contexts that determine who ultimately is defined as
at risk. Even staff that resisted discourses and consciously engaged in transformative
relationships seem to maintain that youth are solely responsible to pull themselves out of
the at risk category. Undergirding this responsibility was an expectation that youth
needed to take traditional, or assumed "normal" pathways to success. Carter (2006)
researched Black and Latino student's responses to school systems that pressured youth
to accept white-middle class norms and practices as the only avenue to achieve academic
success. She demonstrated that the most successful students were not those who accepted
white values but "straddlers" or "multicultural navigators" who draw upon multiple
cultural traditions to achieve success.
Risk discourse further marginalizes youth. For youth at City and Roadside, the
potential for negotiating alternative identities that would help them gain social mobility
and increased opportunities seemed limited compared to youth experiences at
Mountainside. In turn, this has a reciprocal consequence of further marginalizing youth.
Some researchers have argued that once a group has been identified as at risk, that group
becomes subjected to significant forms of domination, expert opinion, surveillance, and
control (Hunt, Evans, Kares, 2007). City and Roadside Alternative programs seemed to
be dominated by TRD, confirmed by staff statements about at-risk youth and both (youth
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ana staff) perceptions of conflictual relationships. This idea supports previous research
which says that the risk discourse serves the ideological purpose of further marginalizing
youth (Te Riele, 2006), oftentimes resulting in conflictual youth-staff relationships. Te
Riele (2006) further claims that the at risk conceptual framework is "too simplistic and
misleading (pg. 142),1 and calls for a more complex reconeeptualization that is focused
on systemic and policy issues in schools that are unsuited to meet youth needs.
When youth described feeling "not wanted" and "rejected" by traditional schools,
only to experience the same feelings in their alternative program, it seemed as though the
program did not benefit or serve youth in the way that it was intended. Fine (1991)
explained that the category of risk serves the "interests of those educators and
policymakers who do not want to disturb the culture of the public high school—who want
to effectively exclude segments of the population—more than it serves those who are
classed as at risk" (p.62). Fine's argument seemed to fit the experience of some youth at
CAE and RAE, in that they reported feelings of exclusion from traditional school and not
"doing any better" in alternative schools.
Choices are constrained. A major theme referred to how i ndividuals choose to
engage in risky behavior and also choose to refrain from such behaviors. Youth
frequently mentioned how it's "up to me" to decide, whereas staff would concur that it
"depends on youth to make the decision" to refrain from risk behaviors such as drugs,
alcohol, fighting, and other disruptions. The relation between individual agency and risk
decision making has attracted much research interest, with attention to how risks are
negotiated, how choices are constrained, and the context within which decisions are made
(Rhodes, 1997). P. Kelly (2000) highlighted the politics of placing value judgments on
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choice as either good or bad, stating that these judgments ignore the complexity in
decision-making processes. For example, Bottoms, Shapland, Costello, Holmes, and
Muir (2004) argued that social context has two components: social structure and culture/
habitus. Social structure is defined as external constraint on agency. These constraints
include social class, gender, race and social exclusion (Furlong & Cartmel, 2006;
Mac Donald, 1998). Habitus refers to the cultural rules and resources we draw upon to
make our life choices (Schultz, 1976; Bourdieu, 1977). In essence, people are social
creatures seeking to make sense of their world through the available stock of knowledge
and values. For the youth in this study, the available stock can be severely limited by the
constraints of class, gender, race and power (Furlong & Cartmel, 2006); yet, the youth's
service providers did not specifically point to these constraints. In this way "choice" can
be limited by both social structure and habitus.
It is easy to miss the hidden power of discourse and the constraints of class,
gender, and race. Most of these complex issues are beyond conscious awareness. This
may be the reason why most in this study defaulted to individualistic models for
explanations of at risk youth. The results in this study mirror previous research that
critiques the individualistic attributes and lack of complexity of the risk discourse (Te
Riele, 2006; P. Kelly, 2000,2006: Ungar, 2006) and opens up conversations about how
relationships can transform or reproduce negative youth identities, I he following section
includes lessons learned from each alternative education site.

Lessons from City and Roadside
How youth and staff at City at Roadside spoke about and interacted with each
other seemed dominated the TRD which ultimately contributed to conflictual
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relationships with each other. It seemed as though traditional conceptions of at-risk youth
were not only reproduced, but not enough to explain, adding that systemic barriers
contributed to conflictual relationships. Lessons learned from these two sites include an
attention to how discourse shapes the space for relationships, how youth seek powerful
identities, and how conflictual relationships keep youth stuck in risk identities. A final
lesson points to how youth, who typically site "boredom," are in fact resisting unequal
treatment in their school institutions, and how boredom is useful information for
educators and counselors.
Discourse shapes relationships. Both the meanings youth and staff ascribe to
"youth at risk" and those that are ascribed for them, have the greatest impact on youth
and staff relationships. The TRD functioned to shape how staff constructed their
relationships with youth and narrowed the possibility to fonn caring relationships. Some
of the ways this happened was by limiting the range of acceptable speech, maintaining
low expectations and using stigmatizing and deficit language.
When youth learned that there were limits to what can and cannot be said in
conversations with adults, they either complied (and avoided relational connection) or
resisted and engage in a power struggle with the adults. Some youth complied and said
"what they wanted to hear" because they learned that the adult had predetermined
acceptable answers to certain questions such as, "what are the ef fects of marijuana or
alcohol abuse on judgment."
Staff that reproduced the TRD utilized low expectation and the use of
stigmatizing and deficit language to describe youth. The results suggest that language, the
words chosen to describe youth and their behaviors, plays a fundamental role in youth s

constructions of self. For example, Susan, teacher at CAE, referred to Peter
as oppositional defiant" to which Peter later confirmed and stated, "I have anger
problems, I have my whole life, my brother is the same way." This is not to say that it's
busan s f ault for constructing Peter in this way. This speaks more to the power effects of
social discourses that define what are acceptable views of disadvantaged youth.
T he l anguage used by most of the adult participants does not acknowledge or
value the unique ways that youth negotiate and seek powerful self-definitions.
Youth seek powerful definitions. Most youth in this study seemed to fit Ungar's
(2006) assertion that youth choose the most powerful self-definitions through available
resources. For example, youth that reproduced TRD often reported benefits such as an
increased status among peers or feelings of power. Ungar (2001) found similar results
when querying youth who are labeled dangerous and delinquent; they often report
positive mental health. Staff, on the other hand, attribute the danger and delinquency to a
characteristic of adolescence, and subscribed to a discourse more geared to
psychopathology, renouncing any mental-health benefits gained from dangerous and
delinquent behavior.
Youth cling to risk identity. Blume (2010) emphasizes that identities are coconstructed through personal relationships and larger social groups. Stories that frame
youth as problems and as solely responsible for the contextual factors that place them at
risk do not help them renegotiate new ways of being, but instead, solidify negative
identities. Youth at CAE and RAE, for the most part, did not form positive relationships
with staff that encouraged and supported identities other than ones associated with risk
and risky behavior.
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Co-constructing new identities occurs in relationships, and relationships
embedded in problem based systems dominated by risk discourses have difficulty when it
comes to untangling negative perceptions. Problem based systems include alternative
programs that rely on punitive methods of social control, such as City and Roadside
Alternative. Instead of meeting the needs of youth, problem based systems seem to
maintain problematic behavior and solidify negative at risk youth identities, despite the
positive intentions of the staff. Staff described this as a "revolving door" whereby youth,
sent to alternative education for social, emotional, and educational support, are kicked out
for the same problem behaviors that occurred in traditional schools, only to return again
to conflictual relationships with staff.
In the contexts of City and Roadside Alternative, most staff used language that
reflected a negative, hopeless outlook for youth's potential to succeed and gain social
mobility. Youth, in turn, reflected the same hopelessness and negativity about their future
prospects. In this way, youth and staff were co-creating negative youth identities.
Boredom is information for change. Results showed "boredom" as a major
theme for youth at City and Roadside. Boredom seemed to represent a type of resistance
or a way for youth to express dissatisfaction with the school system. For example, some
youth would comment that the academic work was "baby work," or material they had
mastered in elementary school. Most of these concerns were written off by staff as some
claimed youth are "lazy," and "sleep in class all day anyway." These findings that youth
use boredom as way to communicate dissatisfaction are supported by previous research
with youth in urban high schools. Fallis and Opotow (2003) conducted focus groups with
160 urban high school students. Students described boredom and class cutting as a
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reaction to educational structures that are sterile, bureaucratic, disrespectful of student's
academic preierences or goals, and that do not value student contributions. They also
identified student, teacher, and sta ff burnout and the labeling of students as losers as
additional causes of boredom that led to skipping class.

Lessons from Mountainside Alternative
Although staff at Mountainside Alternative Education acknowledged and were
aware of dominate discourses of risk, they maintained that this did not fit how they
viewed youth, and instead chose to actively resist the traditional risk discourse. With a
few exceptions, most youth at Mountainside also resisted TRDs and engaged in positive
relationships with staff. These relationships helped to co-construct various alternate
identities other than ones associated with danger and delinquency. These results overturn
the idea that teachers and staff cannot overcome negative effects of poverty, race, and
class issues. In essence, staff relationships with youth helped to transform their former
identities as 'at-risk youth' into more positive conceptions of self.
Transformative relationships. Relationships that influenced the co-creation of
alternate identities (other than risk identities) were named transformative relationships.
Important themes emerged regarding the process that created a transfonnative
relationship. These themes included authentic interactions, high expectations, fostering a
sense of belonging, creating opportunity for leadership and positive peer and community
support.
In the current investigation, staff played an important role in the youth
constructions of self, primarily through the relationships they established with youth.
Although youth articulated ways they resisted TRD, the resistance to these negative

;i
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associations seem to arise within the supportive relationships with staff. One process for
how this happened was that staff was deliberate about not labeling youth as 'at-risk.'
Although teachers and counselors at Mountainside commented that youth were aware
they were in a specialized program, they made efforts to prevent youth taking on the
stigma of the label. Seemingly, staff were aware of the impact their use of language and
categories had on youth.
Balance power and share decision making. Results from MAE indicated that
that staff created opportunities for youth's meaningful involvement and participation.
One of the ways staff shared power and decision making was by including youth in
weekly staff meetings. Two youth representatives were elected by the student body to
attend staff meetings and also to raise concerns or comments related to the program.
Kellymayer (1995) mentioned participatory decision making on his list of key criteria for
]

successful alternati ve programs. The focus of MAE seemed geared toward creating and
building leaders, not on changing youth, although this focus had a direct impact on
changing youth identity and behavior. Staff at MAE articulated a belief that youth have
the capacity for change on their terms, given the opportunity and supportive relationships.
By sharing power and decision making, MAE created opportunity structures for
youth to see themselves as powerful in a positive context. It seemed as though the
leadership positions that were offered at MAE gave youth the impetus to try on new
identities and learn relational and conflict resolution skills. For example, if youth wanted
to change a rule in their program (e.g. boys cannot wear shorts), they had to create a
petition, along with a rationale, and solicit students support. Instead of telling tnem not
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to be violent, this showed youth how to respond to conflict in non-violent ways by
presenting their concerns in a calm, democratic manner.
Impact of community support. Another way Mountainside provided opportunity
structures that transformed youth identities was by getting them involved in the
community. Unlike City and Roadside, youth at Mountainside perceived the outside
community as supportive of their presence. In turn, most youth spoke about positive
feelings when they provided community sendees for local business, for example,
volunteering at veterans thrift stores, fire stations, convalescent hospitals. Community
members were also invited to attend Mountainside events such as open houses, holiday
parties, and student led performances and talent shows. These interactions impacted
youth's self constructions as positive members of the community. As one youth stated,
"being [at Mountainside] showed me that I can be positive...1 need to take care of
others... people in the community, and my family."

Implications for Theory and Practice
Family therapists and school counselors. Marriage and family therapists
(MFTs) and school counselors are increasingly called upon to provide services in
alternative education to facilitate youth's social, emotional, and academic growth and
development (Britt, 2010; Carver, Lewis, & Tice, 2010). In this study, however, MFT's
and school counselors in two sites occupied an outsider position and were seen as an
adjunct service instead of active partners with staff. Mountainside, on the other hand,
demonstrated that the counseling aspect of their program was vitally important to their
success with youth. This has implications for how MFT s and school counselors interact
and form relationships with service providers in alternative education.
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Emphasize relational approach. The stories told by youth and staff are important
for policy-makers, decision-makers, and educators to consider more than standards,
curriculum, and regulations lor youth. They must also consider relationships central to
youth success. In this study, there was a tendency for participants, mostly teachers, to
default to individualist notions of choice, without reference to how socioeconomic
constraints and relationships impact youth. MFT's and school counselors are in a unique
position to highlight the importance of relationships and systemic influence, and advocate
for what McNamee and Gergen (1999) have coined, relational responsibility. The
concept of relational responsibility is uniquely suited to conceptualizations of youth at
risk. Relational responsibility seeks to transform the concept of individual responsibility.
Instead of traditional discourses that place individuals at center stage, McNamee and
Gergen promote a relational view of self and identity construction that uses language as
the primary vehicle to communicate connection and mutual responsibility. School
counselors and MFTs can incorporate this dialogic approach with youth and staff in ways
that de-emphasize the individualist discourse and emphasize relational processes.
Utilizing this approach can decentralize youth's location of blame for problems that have
more to do with marginalized social positions. It also makes it possible to speak of a
person's actions as a manifestation of collectivity. As Gergen (1999) stated,
We may be prepared to understand our construction of another's actions in term
of the larger institutions by which we are constituted. For example, we may see
that the very act that we term "theft" is so by virtue of our privileged place in the
class structure, and that within the framework of those engaged in action, its
definition may be self-preservation or, alternatively, a form of heroism." (p. 15)
Promote collaborative relationships with staff. Counselors can also help promote
and encourage interactive and collaborative relationships between youth and staff. Staff
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in traditional schools can sometimes view knowledge transmission as a one-way process.
The findings in this study indicate that this one-way process persists in alternative
education sites as well when, by definition, the experience should be an alternative and
not more of the same. Promoting collaborative relationships and encouraging youth's
equal participation in their alterative program experience can be useful in meeting their
needs. One way to do this would be to model Mountainside's weekly staff meeting that
includes 4 student representatives, 1 teacher, 1 teacher's aides, 2 counselors, 2 parent
representatives, and 2 community representatives.
Explore youth opportunities and constraints. Ungar's (2001; 2004) research on
the multiple pathways of youth resilience reveals that the choices youth make are often a
reflection of the opportunities available to them. He suggests that counselors think about
youth in context and explore opportunities and constraints in their lives. Questions that
generate meaningful conversation with youth include: (a) what would success look like to
you? (b) what barriers do you face as a (boy/girl) to living a successful life? (c) how does
(problem behavior) help you succeed? (d) what are the consequences of this way of
achieving success? And (e) who notices the strategies you use to cope? (p. 57).
Asking these questions can lead to conversations that recognize the challenges
youth face in creating "acceptable and powerful identities" (p. 54). Recognizing youth in
context also makes it possible to form positive relationships in which youth can negotiate
more socially acceptable outlets for their identities. Similar to this, Blame (2010)
articulates a theory of identity renegotiation that considers ' behavioral and emotional
problems as having their roots in narrative social understandings multiple, temporary
and situational."
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Pmmote identity renegotiation. Blume (2010) states that narratives, or stories that
people tell ana retell about their lives and experience, are produced and revised through
established cultural discourses. Power dynamics influence the extent to which narratives
are validated or challenged. Within identity renegotiation theory, significant other such as
family, friends, teachers, counselors, are considered co-creators of identities. For a few
youth in this study, attempts at renegotiating identities can go unrecognized and
significant others can continue to tell a "problem saturated" story (Winslade & Monk,
2006). Intervention calls for a "contextual view that works toward a combination of
change in the presenting problem as well as changes in the identity stories that have
contributed to the problem."

Implications for Alternative Education Systems

Mountainside Alternative School, as an institution, exemplified what it means to
systemically create opportunities and relationships with youth to help them transform
their lives. Alternative education systems that adopt a change-the-system philosophy will
likely support youth and create opportunities to maximize their potential. McElwee's
(2007) understanding of at risk youth is that youth are "placed at risk when they
experience a significant mismatch between their circumstances and needs and the
capacity or willingness of the school to accept, accommodate, and respond to them" in a
manner that facilitates their "maximum social, emotional and intellectual growth and
development (p. 32)."
This is not to say that all alternative school systems should be like Mountainside.
Instead, some of their programmatic elements might be useful for schools who that align
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their philosophy systemic change. To do this, schools would consider the impact of and
create partnerships with youth, families, and communities.
1snth involvement. Create ways tor youth to participate in the development of
their program and goals. Observations and interviews with staff revealed that youth were
made part of the program and included in program policies and procedures. Youth were
in attendance at staff meetings and asked their opinions on how to best meet their needs
and also to address youth concerns. This, it seemed, had the affect of leveling the
hierarchy between youth and staff, allowing youth to "try on" new roles and identities. In
essence, when staff created opportunities for youth to try on new identities, and those
new identities afforded youth the same (or better) feelings of power and status that risk
identities offered, youth oftentimes chose these alternate identities.
Family involvement. Create ways to support families, and their needs, and also
ways for families to have input into the program. Parents and caregivers (including group
home staff) for youth at MAE were directly involved in program activities principally
through their participation in 2-hour bi-monthly family groups. This created an
opportunity for parents to network with other parents regarding common issues, bond
with staff, and directly communicate with school administrators, teachers, counselors
about the wellbeing of their children.
Community involvement. Build connections with the community in ways that
alter negative perceptions of youth. MAE built relationships with community members
and created outreach services which served to further transform negative views of at risk
youth. Community outreach services included field trips and volunteering at local
businesses. These field trips intended to strengthen community relationships and provide
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opportunities tor staff to model and for youth to practice pro-social behaviors. They also
promoted the interaction of youth with community members. This has the added benefit
of communities involved in the outcomes of youth, sharing responsibility for their
success/failure.

Limitations
'1 he results of this study need to be considered in light of the limitations. This
study involved in-depth interviews with 20 young adults and 20 staff in three alternative
education settings. Due to the non-random sample and site specific responses, it is not
clear to what extent the results are transferable to other alternative education programs.
Alternative programs operate in a variety of ways. They are as diverse as the youth and
staff in them. For this study, we included as many participants possible to get a detailed
picture of their experience; however, this was a snap shot into participant's reflections
and experiences and may not be representative of all people in alternative education.
This study included the comments and reflections from youth, teachers,
counselors, and other staff. It did not, however, include the views of youth's group home
staff, parents, guardians, probation officers, or other adults directly involved with youth.
The decision was made to include only the people present in the alternative education
environment; however, including parents and guardians might have added another layer
of understanding and depth to the study.
The youth sample for this study was primarily Latino. There might have been an
impact of a white female researcher interviewing young Latino males, in terms of how
much they were willing to share or not share. This also speaks to the volunteer nature of
this study and the likelihood that some youth and staff did not volunteer ano their

statements are not reflected in the results. Although youth participants in this study were
representative of the general population of alternative education in California (which is
primarily low income Latino males) and the staff sample represented a diverse sample of
Caucasian, African American and Latino participants, most interviews were conducted
one-on-one. There were four follow up focus groups utilized for member checks. What
oecarne apparent in the focus group interviews was a dynamic interactive process
between participants. Joint, instead of individual, interviews with youth and staff might
have added depth to understanding the relational processes involved in the co-creation of
youth identity.
Even though participants added their constructions and interpretations to the data,
data interpretation was filtered primarily through the author's critical and social
constructionist theoretical framework. Researchers utilizing other frameworks might
construct the data differently, or ask different questions of youth and staff, instead of
questions that seek to deconstruct dominant discourses.

Future Directions
This study adds to the current literature that takes a critical look at youth at risk
discourses as well as youth and staff relational experiences in alternative education, and
suggests future research how relationships are co-constructed within alternative education
systems. Additional research is needed to further understand the social climate of
effective alternative education programs and how or if these characteristics contribute to
positi ve youth outcomes. Future directions could also focus on the role of marriage and
family therapists in alternative education, redefining a relational orientations framework
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for youth and staff, examining the gendered experience of youth defined as at risk, and
the iole of power relations involved in the risk discourse.
The role ol MFTs in alternative education. Other than the information gathered
on marriage and tamily therapists and counselors in this study, little is know about what
MFTs and counselors do in alternative education programs. The overall role of MFTs in
Mountainside Alternative was to be a part of the team that included the students, teachers,
and teacher aides that focused on supporting and empowering youth. Interactions and
group counseling with youth involved all youth and staff. For City and Roadside
Alternative, the school counselor and MFT role was to meet with youth privately or in
group sessions that focused solely on anger management and drug counseling. Both the
MFT and counselor visited the sites 2 to 3 times per week with a select group of youth.
Clearly, differences existed in the counselor and MFT roles and tasks between each site.
It would interesting to explore these differences and what strategies MFTs and counselors
use to develop collaborative relationships with staff while advocating for the needs of
youth.
Relational orientations in alternative education. Previous research has
addressed how individuals approach relationships based on power, gender, and the social
context (Silverstein, Bass, Tuttle, Knudson-Martin, & Huenergardt, 2009). From this
research, four relational orientations were described: position directed, rule directed,
individuality directed, and relationship directed. Extending the relational orientations
framework for youth and staff in alternative education can be useful by highlighting the
oftentimes hidden issues of societal power positions such as race, socio-economic status,
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gender, and other sources of inequality. This approach can also help reduce blame and
create a shared vision, or identify ways in which relational goals and orientations differ.
More important, perhaps, the framework can help family therapists and
counselors who work in alternative education keep relationships central and bridge the
gap between individual and relational assessments.
Risk and identity. In insecure economic times discourses of risk are especially
likely to impact youth's identity construction. This has important implications for youths
identities and perceptions of " self." The discourse of risk can be further critiqued utilizing
young people's lives as context specific examples. More research is needed to strengthen
the social constructionist framework that involves deconstructing individualistic
discourses and building shared discourses that could embrace a range of perspectives. A
range of perspectives that could take account of the complete experience of youth,
including their social and familial context and relationships and the unique pathways
youth take to ensure a positive self construction.
Gendered risk. More research is needed to explore the gendered experience of being
labeled as "at-risk" youth. Mills (2000) reported that getting into trouble at school is a
process that leads boys to construct masculinities through conflict with authority. Future
research can explore these gender, race, and class intersections that contextualize
adolescent male and female experiences. An interesting direction might explore male and
female adolescents' capacity to resist nonns and stereotypes in their search for an
authentic identity.
Critical discourse analysis. It would be interesting to further examine ideologies
and power relations involved in the risk discourse. Discourse analysis challenges us to

mo ve from seeing language as abstract to seeing our words as having meaning in a
particular historical, social, and political condition. Even more significant, our words
(written or oral) are used to convey a broad sense of meanings and the meaning we
convey with those words is identified by our immediate social, political, and historical
conditions. Our words are never, neutral.
In conclusion, youth, who are defined at risk, ultimately come face to face with
service providers in alternative education. These service providers will either participate
in a social discourse that can promote emancipation from their at-risk label, or reproduce
traditional negative perceptions. It would behoove marriage and family therapists, school
counselors, and other service providers in alternative education to recognize the
endurance of disabling discourses for youth in alternative education and also open up
new possibilities for interrupting these processes through advocacy and whole-system
change.
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Appendix A
Demographic Characteristics of Youth Sample

Name
Andrew

Age Gendei Ethnicity Site Time in Alt Ed Resist/Reproduce
17
M Hispanic MS 10 mos
Reproduce: "This is who I
am"
Bernardo 17
M Hispanic MS 7 mos
Resist I'm tired

j Cedric

16

M

Cesar

17

5 Danielle

M

African
MS 7 mos
American
Hispanic MS 1 yr

Resist I'm over it

16

F

Hispanic

MS 11 mos

Resist" I'm over it"

6 Elijah

17

M

Hispanic

MS 1 yr

Resist: "I'm tired"

7 Felix

18

M

Caucasian MS 1 yr 1 mo

Resist "I'm tired"

Hilda

18

F

Hispanic

MS 1 yr 2 mos

Resist "I'm over it"

9 Josias

17

M

Hispanic

MS 8 mos

Reproduce "I'm in control"

10 Miguel

18

M

Hispanic

MS 1 yr

Resist: "I'm tired"

11 Karl

17

M

Hispanic

RS 7 mos

Reproduce: I'm in control"

12

JU1S

18

M

Hispanic

RS 1 yr 1 mo

13 Michael

17

M

14 STadia

16

F

African
RS 8 mos
American
Hispanic RS 6 mos

lesist: "You don't know
me"
Reproduce: "this is who I
am"
Reproduce "I'm in control"

15 Travis

17

M

-lispanic

16 5eter

16

M

Caucasian CS 8 mos

17 loberto

17

M

-lispanic

CS

18 Sal

17

M

-lispanic

CS 6 mos

1 9 ' 'emo

17

M

-lispanic

CS 5 mos

20 Vicente

17

M

-lispanic

CS 3 mos

L

8

RS 8 mos

yr 2 mos

Resist I'm over it

Reproduce: "This is who I
am
Reproduce "I'm in control"
Reproduce: "This is who I
am"
Resist: "You don't know
me"
Reproduce: "This is who I
am"
Reproduce: I'm in control
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Appendix B
Demographic Characteristics of Staff Sample

Name
1 Bruce

Yrs Position
11 Teacher

Resist/Reproduce
Resist

2 Brandon

Age Gendeir Ethnicity
Site
43
M African MS
American
38
M Caucasiari MS

15

Resist

3 Charles

55

M

4 Demetrius 48
6 Elizabeth

Teacher

25 TA

Resist

F

African MS
American
Hispanic MS

22

TA

Reproduce

33

F

Hispanic MS

5

MFT

Resist

6 Frieda

27

F

Hispanic MS

3

MFT

Resist

7 Heath

35

M

Caucasian MS

8

MFT

Resist

8 Ileana

59

F

Caucasian MS

21

Admin

Resist

9 Josefa

61

F

Hispanic MS

32

Admin

Resist

10 Karianne

47

F

Caucasian RS

23

Teacher

Reproduce

11 Lalo

38

M

Hispanic RS

8

Teacher

Reproduce

12 Myra

46

F

Hispanic RS

!6 TA

Resist

13 Naomi

44

F

Caucasian RS

17 TA

Reproduce

14 Orlando

38

M

iispanic RS

7

MFT

desist

15 Paul

59

M

33

Teacher

Reproduce

16 Susan

54

F

African CS
America
Caucasian CS

23

eacher

Reproduce

17 Vlarisol

44

F

Iispanic CS

13

18 Veserria

42

F

dispanic CS

7

19 ilayne

53

F

Caucasian CS/RS

19

20 Bill

61

M

Caucasian VIS

10

rA

Resist

School
Counselor
\dmin

Resist

\dmin/Prg
Director

leproduce

Reproduce
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Appendix C
Informed Consent

Experiences of At Risk Youth and Educational Staff in Alternative Education Study
Purpose
V ou are invited to participate in a study about how students, teachers, and therapists
experience the alternative education program, including meaning of the term "at-risk"
and the relationships between students and staff. This student study is being conducted by
Rachelle Silverstein under the direction of Carmen Knudson-Martin, Ph.D. in the
Department of Counseling and Family Sciences of Loma Linda University. Ms.
Silverstein is a doctoral student in the Department of Counseling and Family Sciences of
Loma Linda University.
The overall aim of this study is to explore your thoughts about the alternative education
program, including your ideas about the term "at-risk" youth and your relationship with
youth, i our answers will be used to help develop effective alternative programs that
include the views of youth.
You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you have been employed
in alternative education for at least one year.
How Many People Will Take Part in the Study?
About twenty students, ten teachers, and ten counselors for a total of 40 participants are
expected to participate in this study.
Procedures
There will be one main interview conducted in this study, with possible follow up
interviews and focus groups to check for further understanding. The main interview will
last approximately 1 to 1 'A hours. A follow up interview will last approximately 10 to 20
minutes.
The interview will include questions about your experience in alternative education
program, including your thoughts on how youth come to be identified as at risk and
enrolled in alternative education. Questions will also focus on what your thoughts are on
the services provided and the relationship between you and your students. No opinion or
assessment regarding the quality of your responses will be made and no advice will be
offered.
The researcher will ask permission to audiotape the interview so that your comments can
be represented accurately and to understand your thoughts and emotions about the
alternative education program and your relationships with staff in these programs.

initial
date
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INFORMED CONSENT
Experiences o! At Risk Youth and Educational Staff in Alternative Education Study
Interview materials from you, the students, and the therapists will be put together and
studied as one unit This is necessary in order to understand the student-teacher-therapist
relationship as a whole unit rather than as individual participants or groups of participants
such as groups of students, groups of teachers, or groups of therapists.

Participant's Rights
Y our participation in this study is completely voluntary. You are encouraged to ask
questions about the interview before you decide if you want to be in the study You are
free to choose what information you reveal. You may decline to answer a question, stop
the recorder, or terminate the interview at any time. Leaving the study or choosing not to
take part will not result in any changes or consequences to your enrollment in the
alternative education program.
Confidentiality
Y our participation in this study will be completely confidential. No one at the school will
he told who participated in the study. Your evaluations will not be impacted by your
participation in this study. At no time will your employee file be accessed by the
researcher or other investigators with this study. None of the information obtained from
this study will become part of your employee record. Your school administrators, other
staff and students will have no knowledge of whether or not you take part in the study or
what you say in the interview.
Your name will also be kept private. You will be assigned a number that will be used to
label the audio tape. The number will be kept in document in a password-protected
laptop.
During the interview, your name may be mentioned in the conversation, but all names
will be deleted in the interview transcripts. Names or any other identifying information
will be kept separate from the interview data in a locked cabinet. Names and other
identifying data will not be used in the presentation or publication of the results. If the
researcher quotes you, you will be known only by a number or pseudonym.
Interview tapes will be identified by the numerical code only. Tapes will be kept in a
locked file cabinet. Only the researcher and faculty investigators will be allowed to hear
the tapes. Tapes will always be used confidentially and remain anonymous.

Risks
The Institutional Review Board that monitors research at Loma Linda University has
determined that this study poses minimal risk. The greatest risk is that some questions
may raise uncomfortable issues or feelings that you might not have been aware of. There
is a chance that other students or staff in the alternative education program might ask you
if you have participated in the study. You can choose to share your participation or keep
that information private.
initial
date
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INFORMED CONSENT
Experiences of At Risk Youth and Educational Staff in Alternative Education Study
Benefits
i our contribution to this study will be for research purposes only. There is no personal
benefit to participants, four answers will help create alternative education programs that
include the views of youth.
Costs/Reimbursement
There is no cost to you for participating in this study. You will not be paid for
participating in this study.
Impartial Third Party Contact
Y ou may ask questions at any time. If you wish to contact an impartial third party not
associated with this study regarding any question or complaint you may have about the
study, you may contact the Patient Relations Office at (909) 558-4647.
Informed Consent Statement
I have read this consent form and listened to the verbal explanation given by the
researcher. I understand that I may refuse to participate in this study if I so choose. My
questions about this study have been answered to my satisfaction. I hereby give voluntary
consent to participate in this study. Signing this consent form does not waive my rights
nor does it release the investigator, institution, or sponsors from their responsibilities. I
may call Rachelle Silverstein (626) 354-2662 or Carmen Knudson-Martin, PhD, at 909558-4547 if I have additional questions or concerns. I have been given a copy of this
consent form.

Participant's Name

Date

Participant's Signature

Date

I have reviewed the contents of the consent form with the person signing above. I have
explained potential risks and benefits of the study.

Signature of Researcher

Phone Number

initial
date

Date
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Appendix D
Consent for Recontact

1 prefer to participate in this interview only

1 would be interested in being contacted for a possible follow up individual
interview or a group interview. You have my permission to keep the following contact
information on file.

Name
Address
Phone

Signature

Date
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Appendix E
, Interview Guide for Youth

1. In thinking about your experience in this school, please let me know about questions
that you think I should ask or that you would ask if you were doing research*
2. How did you get to this school?
3. What is your school experience like? What does an average day look like?
a. What do you think about the services provided?
4. What does the term "at-risk youth/student" mean to you?
a. Where do these ideas/meanings come from?
b. Does this describe you? If not, how would you describe yourself? If yes, what
tells you that? How do you view yourself?
5. What does it mean for you to be in alternative education?
a. What do others do/say that tell you this?
6. What do you think others think about you being in this school?
a. How are you viewed by teachers, staff, therapists, other students in your previous
school?
b. What it is like for you to be viewed in this way?
c. How does this impact your life goals or your perception of your future?
7. How would you describe your relationship with your teachers? With your therapists?
a. Does this impact your perception of yourself?
b. What do you need from your teachers/therapists?
8. What helps you in this school?
a. What prevents you from moving on?
b. Are there obstacles to achieving success (as you define success)?
* This question is designed to involve the youth in the research process as "partners."
(Hollins, 1996).
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Appendix F
Interview Guide for Staff

1. What is a typical day like in alternative education?
2. What does the term "at-risk youth/student" mean to you?
a. What are your ideas about how kids come to be at risk?
b. How did you come to these conclusions?
c. What do you think it means to the youth to be define as at risk and in alternative
education?
3. What are your impressions of the alternative school system?
a. What do you think about the services provided?
b. What are the supports/barriers for youth success?
c. What helps youth succeed in this program?
d. Are there obstacles to their success in this program?
e. What do you think they need from their teachers/therapists?
i. Is that happening? Why or why not?
4. How would you describe your relationships with the youth?
a. What are your expectations of them?
b. How do you communicate this to them?

